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1. Introduction
The widespread diffusion of manipulated media
content has become a central problem in recent
years, especially after the advent of so-called
deepfakes. These consist of synthetic images,
videos and audio generated by deep learning-
based techniques where the identities, intentions
and emotions of portrayed human characters are
altered. The potential applications of this tech-
nology can provide interesting results and new
opportunities, but at the same time significant
security implications. Thus, it is of crucial im-
portance to develop multimedia forensic tech-
niques able to detect tampering and forgeries of
various kinds and distinguish real from synthe-
sized media.
In this work, we propose two forensic detectors
able to infer if a video sequence is synthesized or
not. The first detector, which is considered as a
baseline reference, is based on the use of Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The second
detector is based on the extraction of tempo-
ral textural descriptors from the video sequences
and on the classification of these features using
a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).

2. Problem Statement
We focus on videos representing a scene in which
we have a single subject moving within it, per-
forming any kind of moves. The person is filmed
by a fixed camera in a way that all parts of
his body are clearly visible. Given this kind of
footage, our goal is to detect whether a certain
video is authentic or it has been synthetically
generated by the video-to-video translation al-
gorithm Everybody Dance Now [3].
Formally, let us consider a video correspond-
ing to a sequence of consecutive frames V =
(F0,F1, ...,FN ). The authenticity detection is a
binary classification problem, which consists in
defining the following function:

f : V −→ ŷ (1)

The function f consists in a binary classifier,
which receives as input the video sequence V
and it is able to predict as output the discrete
label ŷ ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 means “real”, and 1
means “fake”. Our goal is to introduce and com-
pare different classification functions f.
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Figure 1: Sample frames from the pre-processed videos.

3. Proposed Methodology
We propose two classification methods that find
an estimate of the label of a video sequence.
First, we introduce a classification approach
based on a CNN that is considered as a com-
parison baseline. The second proposed method
is based on the extraction of handcrafted textu-
ral features. In the following sections, we de-
scribe the pre-processing phase and the body
parts area selection function, which is used to
select the video parts we focus on, prior to feed
them to the classifier. Finally, we provide details
on the two proposed classification methods.

3.1. Video Pre-processing
Each video V is a 4D matrix of shape N ×C ×
H×W , where N is the number of frames, C = 3
is the number of color channels, and H and W
are the height and width of the single frames.
We propose to pre-process videos in two different
ways, obtaining: (i) V(g), which is the grayscale
version of V; (ii) V(o), which is the gradient
of the optical flow extracted from V with the
Flownet2 architecture [4]. In Figure 1, we show
two sample frames of the pre-processed videos.
We call the generic pre-processed video as V(ρ),
where the index ρ = [g, o] indicates if we are
considering V(g) or V(o).

3.2. Body Parts Area Selection Algo-
rithm

Specific areas of each video corresponding to rel-
evant body parts of the subjects are selected
frame-by-frame. The idea is to analyze the tex-
ture of the subjects parts that contain impor-
tant details useful for the recognition of the per-
son, that are therefore more difficult to synthe-
size. The chosen body parts of the subjects are
B = {FC,LH,RH,LF,RF}: the face (FC),
the left hand (LH), the right hand (RH), the
left foot (LF ) and the right foot (RF ).

To select the different body parts for each
frame, we first estimate the coordinates of
137 keypoints of the subject, by means of
the Openpose detector [2]. Each keypoint
is referred to a certain part of the skeleton.
Then, we define an area selection function,
which takes as input the keypoints and out-
puts the coordinates of the 4 points MF,b =
{(w1, h1), (w1, h2), (w2, h1), (w2, h2)} which de-
limits the area where the body part b ∈ B is
located: w1 and w2 are the coordinates along
the x-axis, h1 and h2 along the y-axis.
Each area selection function accurately esti-
mates the position of a bounding box surround-
ing a body part by taking into account the key-
points of that body part. We use the face area
selection function introduced in [3], and we in-
troduce another selection function adapted by
us to select the other body parts.

3.3. CNN-based classification
The baseline approach is based on the
EfficientNet-B0 architecture [5]. The network
processes our videos in a frame-by-frame mode,
and works as feature extractor as well as clas-
sifier of the learned features. Inspired by state-
of-the-art face manipulation detection, in this
configuration we consider only the videos V(g)

as input, and we crop them on the subject face.

3.4. Feature-based classification
In this section we introduce the core method
used for our classification task. It is based on
the extraction of handcrafted textural features,
namely Local Pattern Derivative on Three Or-
togonal Planes (LDP-TOP) [1], and the use of
MLP as classifier. In Figure 2, we show the gen-
eral pipeline of the proposed method. Given
a video V, the input V(ρ) of our classifica-
tion block can be one of the two pre-processed
video versions (i.e., V(g) or V(o)). The proposed
pipeline consists of six main steps:

1. Temporal partition: By definition, each
LDP-TOP feature corresponds to a se-
quence of K consecutive frames. To do so,
we need to isolate temporal sequences S(ρ)

from our input video V(ρ).
2. Body parts cropping : Given a temporal

sequence S(ρ), we consider all the frames
F(ρ) ∈ S(ρ). Then, we get all the body parts
area coordinates MF,b, b ∈ B, obtained as
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Figure 2: Feature-based classification outline.

reported in Section 3.2. For each body part,
we crop the part inside the area bounded
by the coordinates MF,b. In doing so, we
get the sequence of the cropped body parts
indicated with the notation S

(ρ)
b = {S(ρ)

FC ,
S
(ρ)
LH , S(ρ)

RH , S(ρ)
LF , S(ρ)

RF }.
3. Feature extraction: For each sequence ob-

tained at the step before, we extract the
1D feature vector LDP-TOP of size 3072,
indicated as L

(ρ)
b .

4. MLP classification: the features L(ρ)
b are fed

into the classifiers MLP(ρ)
b , in order to pre-

dict their class. The MLP architecture is
the following: an input layer which takes as
input the feature vector of size 3072; three
hidden layers composed respectively by 100,
50 and 25 neurons; an output layer com-
posed by 2 neurons. This gives as output
p
(ρ)
b = [(p

(ρ)
b )0, (p

(ρ)
b )1] that indicates the

probability of the sequence S
(ρ)
b to belong

to one of the two classes “real” or “fake”.
5. Prediction: The predicted label ŷ(ρ)b of the

input sequence S
(ρ)
b can be computed as:

ŷ
(ρ)
b = argmax

i
(p

(ρ)
b )i. (2)

6. Majority voting : to evaluate if the sequence
S(ρ) is real or fake, we compute the major-
ity voting between all the predictions ŷ

(ρ)
b

related to each body part sequence S
(ρ)
b :

ŷ(ρ) = maj
(
{ŷ(ρ)FC , ŷ

(ρ)
LH , ŷ

(ρ)
RH , ŷ

(ρ)
LF , ŷ

(ρ)
RF }

)
.

(3)

The operator maj(·) returns the most recur-
ring value between the input predictions.

3.5. Combined Prediction Technique
The combined prediction technique allows to
predict the label of a generic temporal sequence
S by considering at the same time the contribu-
tion of the two sequences S(g) and S(o).
We first follow the steps [1,2,3,4] explained in
the previous section, for both V(g) and V(o).
For each b ∈ B, we calculate the probability
of the sequence Sb as the average between the
probability calculated for the corresponding se-
quences S

(g)
b and S

(o)
b :

p̄b =
p
(g)
b + p

(o)
b

2
. (4)

Then, we compute the predicted label ŷb of each
input sequence Sb by applying (2) to the prob-
ability scores p̄b. Eventually, we apply major-
ity voting between all the predictions ŷb as sug-
gested in (3).

4. Experiments and Results
In this chapter, we describe the used dataset and
the experimental setup. Then, we report the
achieved results and compare the two proposed
detectors in different scenarios.

4.1. Dataset
The dataset is divided into three parts:
• Source videos: these videos are used as

source for the video-to-video translation al-
gorithm, to impose the motion of the source
subjects onto the target videos. This part
consists of 5 videos taken from YouTube.

• Target videos: these are the videos on which
we want to transfer the movements of the
subjects of the source videos. They are used
to train the models needed for the video-to-
video translation. This part of the dataset
consists of 10 long videos: the longest one
is composed by 30219 frames, and the aver-
age number of frames is 13574. Each video
corresponds to a different human subject.
Videos are taken from different sources: Ev-
erybody Dance Now Dataset, homemade
videos and YouTube videos. Furthermore,
these videos are used for our classification
task and they are labeled as “real”.

• Synthesized videos: we generate these
videos by following the video synthesis algo-
rithm described in [3]. Our dataset contains

3
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Figure 3: Sample of video frames taken from our dataset.

50 synthesized videos, where each of the 10
target subjects is synthesized with the ap-
pearance of each of the 5 source videos.

We generate the video dataset V by consider-
ing the original target videos and the synthe-
sized videos. All videos are coded in H.264,
with a frame resolution of 1024× 512 pixel and
Constant Rate Factor (CRF)=0. Furthermore,
for each video, we generate different compressed
and resized versions. For the compression, we
use four different CRF values: 18, 23, 40, 51.
Each video is resized to the following resolu-
tions (in pixel): 512× 256, 256× 128, 128× 64,
64 × 32. In Figure 3, we can see some frames
taken from source videos, target videos and syn-
thesized videos of our dataset.

4.2. Experimental Setup
In this section we discuss our experimental
setup.

4.2.1 Temporal Sequences Partition

For every video, we extract all the possible tem-
poral sequences, which are composed of K = 50
consecutive frames. The amount of frames be-
tween the beginning of one sequence and the be-
ginning of the next one is Q = 25.

4.2.2 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation

We have a reduced number of subjects (only 10
persons) appearing in our videos. To counter-

act the limited number of subjects, we evalu-
ate our investigations by using Leave-One-Out
Cross-Validation (LOOCV), which is a particu-
lar case of k-fold Cross-Validation. The param-
eter k controls the number of subsets that the
dataset is split into. Each subset is given the op-
portunity to be used as a test set while all other
subsets together are used as a training dataset.
In our case, we fit and evaluate k = 10 models,
one for each subject in the dataset.
More specifically, given our dataset V, let us
consider the subset {Nn} ⊂ V , with n =
[0, ..., k − 1], which is composed of all the real
and fake videos where the n-th subject appears,
and the subset {V \Nn} ⊂ V which is composed
of all the real and fake videos where the n-th
subject does not appear. The idea is to do a
train-test split of our dataset k times, one for
each of the k available subject.

4.2.3 CNN and MLP setup

EfficientNet-B0 takes as input cropped-on-face
frames from the pre-processed grayscale videos.
The chosen resolution of the cropped frames is
70×70 pixels. Concerning the dataset split pol-
icy, first we apply the LOOCV technique. Then,
we randomly split the training dataset in 80% of
frames for training and 20% for validation. We
train for at most 200 epochs, and the training
phase is stopped if the validation loss does not
decrease for more than 10 epochs. The model
providing the best validation loss is selected.
On the other hand, MLP takes as input the fea-
tures extracted from a certain body part area
selected of a pre-processed videos. We train the
network for at most 300 epochs. As the number
of selected body parts |B| = 5, we train 5 dif-
ferent MLPs for each of the two pre-processed
video versions. Concerning the dataset split pol-
icy, we apply the LOOCV technique and we use
all frames for training.
For both the two proposed methodologies, we
use Cross-Entropy Loss (CEL) as a loss function,
and Adam as optimizer.

4.2.4 Evaluation metrics

As we are dealing with a LOOCV dataset split
policy, for each experiment we need to consider
all the k dataset partitions. For each n-th par-
tition, we evaluate the learned model over all

4
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Body Parts →
FC LH RH LF RF majTechnique ↓

with V(g) 98.83% 93.68% 94.30% 94.36% 95.22% 98.99%

with V(o) 88.70% 72.59% 75.98% 84.80% 86.95% 91.28%
Combined 98.87% 93.23% 93.69% 94.49% 96.08% 99.30%

Table 1: MBA comparison in the three feature-based
classification methods.

the temporal sequences extracted from the test
videos. We compute the results in terms of
balanced accuracy in correctly estimating origi-
nal and synthesized temporal sequences. To in-
fer about the general reliability of our method,
we introduce the Mean of Balanced Accuracies
(MBA), which is the arithmetic mean among all
the k balanced accuracies achieved on the se-
quences associated with the k subjects.

4.3. Results
In the CNN-based method, we predict the la-
bel of a temporal sequence of frames by averag-
ing the predictions on the single frames of the
sequence. The resulting MBA is 99.10%. For
what concerns the feature-based method, in Ta-
ble 1 we compare the results obtained by con-
sidering only the videos V(g) as input, then only
the videos V(o) as input, and in the end the
combined prediction technique.
The best results are obtained using the com-
bined prediction technique. These results are
very similar to the ones obtained considering
only V(g) videos, while the results obtained con-
sidering only V(o) videos are worse than the pre-
vious ones. In each configuration, we achieve the
best results by applying the majority voting be-
tween the body parts predictions.
We also compare the performances of the two
methods as a function of the training dataset
size. As we can see in Figure 4, by varying
the number of frames in the training set, the
accuracy of the feature-based method remains
more or less constant, while the accuracy of the
CNN-based method decreases significantly. The
feature-based method proves more robust than
the baseline, maintaining an accuracy of over
90% in all cases, while the baseline accuracy
drops below 60% in the worst case.
Furthermore, we investigate what happens if
we leave out more than one subject from the
training dataset, and test on the correspond-
ing videos. So, we test our methods using the
Leave-p-Out Cross-Validation (LpOCV) tech-

Figure 4: Comparison between CNN and LDP-TOP
based methods by varying the number of frames per sub-
ject in the training dataset, considering as input only
lossless videos V(g) cropped on the face. “Full” refers to
the starting point dataset composition; “10k, 5k, 2.5k,
1k frames” refers to the number of frames taken for each
subject in the training dataset; in “1 real / 1 fake” we
train the model by randomly selecting only one real video
and one fake video for each subject, using all available
frames.

Figure 5: Comparison between CNN and LDP-TOP
based methods using LpOCV with different values of p,
considering only lossless videos V(g) cropped on the face.

nique, where the parameter p refers to the num-
ber of subjects whose videos are tested. We con-
sider only 10 of the possible dataset split combi-
nations for each LpOCV split, chosen in a ran-
dom way. Figure 5 shows that the accuracies of
both methods decreases as p increases. The pre-
dictions start being inaccurate when the number
of subjects in the training set is too low.
We test the robustness of the LDP-TOP method
on video compression and resizing and evaluate
cross-test results, i.e., when training and testing
data did not undergo the same processing op-
erations. Figure 6 shows the results using the
combined prediction technique.
For what concerns the tests on compressed
videos, on the main diagonal we always get

5
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Figure 6: Cross-tests on compressed and resized videos,
using the LDP-TOP combined prediction technique and
majority voting between the body parts.

over 96% of MBA. Nonetheless, if we train on
videos compressed with CRF ≤ 23, we achieve
very good results in predicting videos with lower
CRF, and we can still discriminate lower quality
videos. By training on higher CRFs and testing
on high quality videos, accuracy drops.
For what concerns the results on resized videos,
we get good results on the main diagonal, but,
as expected, the MBA decreases as the resolu-
tion decreases. Cross-test results drop when the
training and/or testing video resolution becomes
too small.

5. Conclusions and Future
Works

The goal of this work was to analyze whether
a video sequence is original or synthetic. We
focused on deepfake videos which contain hu-
man characters moving inside the scene gener-
ated through the video-to-video translation al-
gorithm Everybody Dance Now [3].
We created our own dataset because, to the best
of our knowledge, there is not a comprehensive
and publicly available dataset of synthesized hu-
man characters. In the absence of a true baseline
for this kind of video classification, we first intro-
duced a CNN-based approach. Then, we intro-
duced different strategies based on the extrac-
tion of LDP-TOP features from video sequences
and their classification with a MLP. We consid-
ered two pre-processing applied on videos and
we extracted features from different body parts,
doing the predictions for each of them.

Both methods achieved high classification accu-
racies. In the feature-based method we showed
that, in general, the majority voting between the
body part predictions achieved the best accu-
racy results. This method proved to be robust
in case of limited training data conditions, un-
like the CNN-based one.
Unfortunately, we have not been able to test our
method on a large number of human subjects.
Right now, the synthetic video generation pro-
cess is very expensive in terms of computation
and data collection. We firmly believe that, in
the years to come, new technologies able to gen-
erate this kind of data at a lower cost will be re-
leased. Therefore, our method can be considered
as a valid starting point for the classification of
this type of videos.
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Abstract

The creation of manipulated videos involving human characters has
reached in recent years unprecedented realism. The diffusion of altered
content may lead to severe consequences if it contains misleading pieces
of information. For this reason, it is increasingly necessary to develop
forensic methodologies that enable to verify if a given video has been
digitally synthesized or not.

In this thesis, we focus on the problem of discerning whether a video
sequence is original or not. The synthesized videos we are dealing with
are generated by a video-to-video translation algorithm using pose as an
intermediate representation, where the entire body of the involved human
character is synthesized by a latest generation software.

We propose two methodologies to solve this task. The first detector,
which is considered as a baseline reference, is based on the use of a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). The second detector is based on
the extraction of temporal textural descriptors from the video sequences
and on the classification of these features using a Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP). The features are extracted from five body parts of the human
subjects, and we investigate two different pre-processed versions of the
videos.

The proposed solutions are tested on a dataset we have generated and
designed specifically for this task. The dataset involves 50 synthesized
videos with a minimum length of 2 minutes of recordings, depicting 10
different persons.

Both proposed methodologies achieve high accuracy classification re-
sults. Moreover, we show that our proposed feature-based method is
robust to different levels of video compression and resizing, and outper-
forms the baseline based on CNNs in different training conditions.



Sommario

La creazione di video che coinvolgono persone reali ha raggiunto negli ul-
timi anni un realismo senza precedenti. La diffusione di contenuti alterati
può portare a gravi conseguenze se essi contengono informazioni fuor-
vianti. Per questo motivo, è sempre più necessario sviluppare tecniche
forensi che consentono di verificare se un certo video è stato sintetizzato
digitalmente o meno.

Il problema affrontato in questa tesi è capire se una sequenza video è
originale o falsa. I video sintetizzati su cui focalizziamo la nostra atten-
zione sono generati da un algoritmo di traduzione da video a video che
utilizza la posa come rappresentazione intermedia, dove l’intero corpo del
soggetto umano coinvolto è sintetizzato da un software di ultima gener-
azione.

Proponiamo due metodologie per affrontare questo problema. Il
primo metodo, che è considerato come riferimento di base, si basa sull’uso
di una Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Il secondo metodo si basa
sull’estrazione di descrittori spazio-temporali dalle sequenze video e sulla
classificazione di tali caratteristiche utilizzando un Multi-Layer Percep-
tron (MLP). I descrittori sono estratti da cinque parti del corpo dei
soggetti umani, considerando due diverse versioni pre-elaborate dei video.

Le soluzioni proposte sono testate su un insieme di dati che abbi-
amo generato e progettato appositamente per questo lavoro. L’insieme
di dati comprende 50 video sintetizzati con una lunghezza minima di 2
minuti, raffiguranti 10 soggetti diversi. Entrambe le metodologie da noi
proposte raggiungono un’alta accuratezza di classificazione. Inoltre, di-
mostriamo che il nostro metodo basato sull’estrazione dei descrittori è
robusto rispetto alla compressione e al ridimensionamento, e supera il
metodo basato su CNNs in diversi scenari.
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1
Introduction

The widespread diffusion of manipulated media content has become a
central problem in recent years, especially after the advent of so-called
deepfakes [10], which consist of synthetic images, videos and audio gen-
erated by deep learning-based techniques where the identities, intentions
and emotions of portrayed human characters are altered. Rapid progress
in the field of computer graphics and machine vision has enabled the de-
velopment of easy-to-use software available on smartphones and laptops,
enabling the manipulation and creation of highly realistic synthesized
content.

The potential applications of this technology can provide interesting
results and new opportunities in the field of photography, video games,
virtual reality and film production. However, at the same time, such
technology has significant security implications and can be used with ma-
licious intent in different scenarios, like election manipulation, creation of
warmongering situations, defaming any person and revenge porn. Fur-
thermore, the impact of deepfakes is amplified by the action of social
networks that deliver information quickly and worldwide.

Thus, it is of crucial importance to develop multimedia forensic tech-
niques able to detect tampering and forgeries of various kinds and distin-
guish real from synthesized media. While the identification of computer-
generated faces has been widely addressed for both images and videos due
to the high level of visual quality achieved by the generators, the prob-
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lem of identification of computer-generated human bodies still needs to
be addressed. Only recently, the first software capable of fully synthesiz-
ing the entire body of a human subject has appeared, and we expect the
quality of their synthesis to increase in the coming years.

The aim of this thesis is to determine if a video sequence is original or
synthesized. The peculiarity of the synthesized videos considered in this
work is that they contain human characters moving inside the scene and
whose body is completely synthesized through a video-to-video transla-
tion algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work which
proposes a reliable detector on these kind of videos.

We propose two different video classification approaches. The first
method, which we consider as a reference baseline, involves the use of
a standard Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [11] which classifies a
video by leveraging only the face of human subjects. The second method
aims at exploiting textural and temporal information of the video se-
quences by extracting hybrid descriptors operating in both spatial and
temporal domain, and classify them with a simple Multi-Layer Percep-
tron (MLP) classifier [12].

For the second proposed method, we rely on the so-called Local Pat-
tern Derivative on Three Ortogonal Planes (LDP-TOP) features [13],
which is particularly effective in face anti-spoofing. In our approach, fea-
tures are extracted from five different body parts: face, left hand, right
hand, left foot and right foot. We propose to perform the analysis on
video sequences by considering the prediction on single body parts, and
then by combining these predictions. In this way, we focus on analyzing
whether one or more body parts of the involved human subject have been
synthesized or not, having at the same time a detailed and an overall view
and of the veracity of the video sequence.

The features are extracted by two different pre-processed versions of
the videos: (i) sequences obtained by simple grayscale conversion of the
videos; (ii) sequences obtained by calculating the gradient of the opti-
cal flow extracted from the videos. The prediction on the sequences can
be calculated by considering the two pre-processed versions separately;
nonetheless, we also propose a combined technique where we jointly ex-
ploit the two pre-processed versions to compute the video prediction.

To cope with the lack of a comprehensive and publicly available
dataset of videos with synthesized human bodies, we design our dataset.
The original videos come from different sources (i.e. publicly available
videos, videos taken from YouTube and our camera recordings), while the
synthesized ones are generated using the video-to-video translation algo-
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rithm Everybody Dance Now [6]. We compressed and resized each videos
of the dataset using different level of compression and resolutions, in or-
der to test the robustness of the proposed method on video compression
and resizing.

The experiments we have conducted demonstrate the validity of both
our proposed methods, achieving high levels of accuracy. The feature-
based method proved to be robust to compression and resizing. In ad-
dition, unlike the CNN-based method, this method proved to be much
more robust to the number of frames considered in the training dataset.

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we cover the back-
ground concepts which this work is based on, that will be necessary to
understand the topics addressed in the thesis. In Chapter 3, we describe
the video-to-video motion transfer algorithm used to synthesized videos,
and we present the problem addressed in this thesis. In Chapter 4, we
present the state of art in video deepfakes detection. In Chapter 5, we
report our proposed methodology. In Chapter 6, we describe our dataset,
the experimental settings and we report the results achieved in our ex-
periments. Finally, conclusions and possible future directions are drawn
in Chapter 7.



2
Theoretical Background

This chapter introduces the readers to the fundamental concepts that are
necessary to understand the topics covered in this thesis. In particular,
we focus on the concept of neural network, briefly discussing about the
structure of the networks we use for our task; then, we take a look at the
most famous textural features; in the end, we deal with the concept of
optical flow and we summarize the functioning of a neural network that
implements it.

2.1 Neural Networks

Neural Networks (NNs), also known as artificial neural networks, are a
computational learning system that use a network of functions to un-
derstand and translate a data input of one form into a desired output,
usually in another form [14, 15, 16]. NNs are a subset of machine learn-
ing algorithms and are at the heart of deep learning. The concept of NN
was inspired by human biology and the way neurons of the human brain
function together to understand inputs from human senses.

Machine learning and deep learning algorithms that use NNs generally
do not need to be programmed with specific rules designed by humans
that define what to expect from the input. The learning algorithm of
the network, instead, learns from processing many examples that are
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supplied during the training phase. Once a sufficient number of examples
has been processed, the NN can begin to process new, unseen inputs and
successfully return accurate results. The more examples and variety of
inputs the program sees, the more accurate the results typically become
because the program learns with experience. In the construction of a
NN, a typical dataset is usually split in this way:

1. Training set: dataset from which the network learns a generaliza-
tion for the assigned task;

2. Validation set: dataset used to give an estimate of model skill while
tuning model’s inner parameters;

3. Testing set: dataset used to test the network after it has been
trained on an initial training set.

The typical approaches followed by NNs, and in general by all the ma-
chine learning algorithms, can be divided into two main groups:

1. Supervised learning;

2. Unsupervised learning.

The main distinction between the two approaches is that supervised
learning uses labeled input data (i.e. we already know what the corre-
sponding output is), while an unsupervised learning algorithm does not,
so it works on its own to discover the inherent structure of unlabeled
data. Supervised learning can be separated into two types of problems:
classification and regression. Unsupervised learning models are used for
three main tasks: clustering, association and dimensionality reduction.
In this thesis, we focus on the supervised learning approach.

2.1.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron

In this section we restrict our attention to the specific class of NNs that
have proven to be of greatest practical value, namely the MLP. But first,
let us explain what a Perceptron is.

Perceptron, introduced by Rosenblatt in 1958 [17], is one of the first
NN models introduced in the literature. This model relies on the basic
unit of computation of the neuron, indicated as the j−node, and can be
represented by the following mathematical formulation:

zj = gj(
n∑︂

i=1

wijsj − bj) (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Representation of a generic Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) [1].

where sj is the input data, bj is the activation threshold (bias), wij are
the weights, gj is the activation function and zj is the output data. Ini-
tially, weights and bias are assigned randomly or with a specific criterion.
These weights help determine the importance of any given variable, with
larger ones contributing more significantly to the output compared to the
others. In literature we have a lot of different activation functions. As an
example, we report the step function, which introduces a discontinuous
nonlinearity between the input and the output:

gj(x) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
1 if x > 0

0 if x = 0

−1 if x < 0

(2.2)

The goal of the activation function is to allow information to pass from
one neuron to another. This process of passing data from one layer to
the next layer defines this NN as a feedforward network.

Stacking several perceptrons together, we obtain the MLP, which is
a NN able to approximate any smooth and measurable function between
an input and an output [18].

In Figure 2.1 we can see the general architecture of MLP: it is com-
posed by an input and an output layer, and one or more hidden lay-
ers. Layers introduce continuous nonlinearities between input and out-
put through a proper activation function. The most common activation
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Figure 2.2: Activation functions.

functions are Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), Sigmoid and Tanh, whose
mathematical formulas and graphs are described in Figure 2.2.

2.1.2 Training and Loss function

In order to objectively evaluate the quality of the NN model, we need to
define the loss function. If the model predictions are closer to the actual
values, the loss will be minimum and if the predictions are totally away
from the original values, the loss value will be high. A very common loss
function is the Mean Square Error (MSE) defined as follows:

MSE =
1

N

N∑︂
i=1

(yi − ŷi)
2 (2.3)

where N is the number of samples; yi is the outcome associated to a
particular input data xi that the network wants to predict; ŷi is the
predicted outcome from xi.

The goal is to minimize the value of the loss function to ensure cor-
rectness of fit for any given observation. The output predicted by the
network depends on its inner parameters (weights and biases), so we need
to update them. The weights of a NN are initialized randomly or with
a certain criterion. So, at the beginning, the network does not works
accurately.

The problem of training is equivalent to the problem of minimizing
the loss function by updating the parameters of the network. This process
is called backpropagation [19] and it is defined as follows:

wn+1 = wn +∆w = wn − η · ∂L
∂w

⃓⃓⃓
w=wn

(2.4)

where wn indicates a certain weight and bias parameter of the network
at the time step n, wn+1 is the updated parameter at the step n + 1 ,
∆w is the learning step, η is the learning rate and L is the loss function.
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The growth of the loss function is indicated by its derivative. When
we update the parameter, we want that its growth goes in the opposite
direction to the growth of the loss function. That is the reason why we
add the minus sign in front of the derivative. The learning rate η controls
the amount of weight increase: we want to proceed in small increments
to avoid exceeding the minimum point and witness an increase in the loss
function value. So, the learning step is composed of the derivative with
opposite sign (to define the increase or decrease of the parameter) mul-
tiplied by a very small number, the learning rate (to proceed gradually
in decreasing the value of the loss function).

Now, suppose we want to check how well our NN model learns and
generalizes to the new data. The two main issues are: overfitting and
underfitting. Overfitting occurs when the network learns a very complex
function that works perfectly on the training data, but badly on test
data. Underfitting occurs when the network is unable to capture the
relationship between the input and output variables accurately because
it learns a very simple function. In order to face these issues, it is not
possible to define an universal method able to avoid them, but there are
many techniques to reduce overfitting and underfitting, like regulariza-
tion or crossvalidation, that let us build the optimal network for our task
[12].

2.1.3 Convolutional Neural Networks

One of the most popular deep NN is the Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) [11]. This architecture has had ground breaking results over the
past decade in many computer vision tasks and in particular in image
classification.

An image is a matrix of pixel values. So, one can think of just flatten-
ing the image and feeding it to a MLP network for classification purposes.
The input layer of MLP has one node for each pixel of the image, and
so, the larger the image, the more complex the network and the greater
the risk of overfitting. In cases of extremely basic binary images, the
method might show an average precision score while performing predic-
tion of classes, but would have little to no accuracy when it comes to
complex images. The most beneficial aspect of CNNs is the low num-
ber of parameters involved in the network. Abstract features with lower
dimensionality are extracted when input propagates toward the deeper
layers. For example, in image classification, the edge might be detected
in the first layers, and then the simpler shapes in the second layers, and
then the higher level features such as faces in the next layers.
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Figure 2.3: Representation of a CNN [2].

A CNN network is mainly made up of layers called convolutional lay-
ers; these layers are able to successfully capture the spatial and temporal
dependencies in an image through the application of relevant convolu-
tional filters, from which its name comes from. Convolution is a mathe-
matical operation, that for a 2D input image is defined as follows:

Y(w, h) = W ∗X(w, h) =
a∑︂

s=−a

b∑︂
t=−b

W(s, t)X(w − s, h− t) (2.5)

where Y is the output image obtained from convolution, X is the original
input image and W is a weight matrix called kernel. In Figure 2.3 we can
see the general architecture of a CNN. The main task of the first part
of the network is feature extraction: this part is composed by several
convolutional layers followed by ReLU activation functions, and pooling
layers which are responsible for reducing the spatial size of the inner
features. There are two types of pooling: Max Pooling and Average
Pooling. Max pooling returns the maximum value from the portion of
the image covered by the kernel. Average pooling returns the average
of all the values from the portion of the image covered by the kernel.
The main task of the second part of the network is classification. The
output of the previous layer is flatten into a column vector which is fed
into a fully-connected layer that learns non-linear combinations of the
high-level features.

As explained in Section 2.1.2, in the training phase we need to com-
pute a loss function and adjust weights and bias of each layer. In convo-
lutional layers, weights are the elements inside kernels.
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2.1.4 Generative Adversarial Networks

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is a deep learning architecture
which works as a generative model for image synthesis [20]. Proposed
in 2014 by Goodfellow et al [21], it is characterized by training a pair
of networks in competition with each other: in literature, we call these
networks as generator (G) and discriminator (D). Given a training set,
this architecture learns to generate new data with the same statistics
as the training set. For example, a GAN trained on photographs can
generate new photographs that look at least superficially authentic to
human observers, having many realistic characteristics. The networks
that represent the generator and discriminator are typically implemented
by multi-layer networks consisting of convolutional and fully-connected
layers.

Formally, let us define the function implemented by the generator as:

G : G(z) → R|x| (2.6)

where z ∈ R|z| is a sample taken from some representation space, called
latent space: this sample can be considered a noise source because it
can come from whatever distribution of data; x ∈ R|x| is the generated
output and | · | denotes the number of dimensions.

The function implemented by the discriminator network can be for-
mally defined as a function that maps from image data to a probability
that the image is from the real data distribution, rather than the gener-
ator distribution:

D : D(x) → (0, 1) (2.7)

where 0 means that the input image x comes from real data distribution,
and 1 that it has been generated by G. If the generator manages to
generate perfect images that are practically indistinguishable from the
real ones, the discriminator will be maximally confused, predicting 0.5
for all inputs.

We can see a general overview of the GAN architecture in Figure 2.4.
As we can see, the generator has no direct access to real images, while
the discriminator has access to both the real and fake samples. The
error signal to the discriminator is provided through the simple ground
truth of knowing whether the image came from the real stack or from
the generator. The same error signal, via the discriminator, can be used
to train the generator, leading it towards being able to produce forgeries
of better quality.

The training phase of GANs involves both finding the parameters of
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Figure 2.4: Overview of a GAN architecture [3].

a discriminator that maximize its classification accuracy, and finding the
parameters of a generator which maximally confuse the discriminator,
which means solving the following two-player min-max game:

max
D

min
G

(︃
Ex logD(x) + Ez log(1−D(z))

)︃
(2.8)

where with the generic notation Exf(x) we indicate the expected value
of the function f(x) assuming that the random variable x is distributed
with respect to the probability distribution p(x), and it is defined as
follows.

Exf(x) =

∫︂
f(x)p(x)dx (2.9)

During training, the parameters of one model are updated, while the
parameters of the other are fixed. Goodfellow et al. [21] show that for
a fixed generator there is a unique optimal discriminator. Ideally, the
discriminator is trained until optimal with regard to the current gen-
erator; then, the generator is again updated. However in practice, the
discriminator might not be trained until optimal, but rather may only
be trained for a small number of iterations, and the generator is updated
simultaneously with the discriminator. Despite the theoretical existence
of unique solutions, GAN training is challenging and often unstable for
several reasons [22] [23] [24].

In literature there are different variants of the GAN framework, each
of them built to solve a certain type of task: classification, regression, im-
age synthesis, image-to-image translation and super-resolution [20]. One
of the most famous variant architecture is the Conditional GAN, intro-
duced by Mirza et al. [25], where both the generator and discriminator
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are conditioned on some sort of auxiliary information, such as class labels
or data.

2.2 Textural Features

In this section we describe the Local Pattern Derivative on Three Or-
togonal Planes (LDP-TOP), a handcrafted textural feature proved to
be particularly effective in face anti-spoofing. This feature is a gener-
alization of the widely used Local Binary Pattern (LBP). Let us start
introducing the main concepts behind the idea of LBP in Section 2.2.1,
and then we discuss LDP-TOP in Section 2.2.2, which is the feature we
have used in our experiments.

2.2.1 Local Binary Pattern feature

LBP is defined as a grayscale invariant texture measure and is an useful
tool to model texture images [26] [27] [28]. The LBP operator labels the
pixels of an image I, considered as a 2D array of pixel, by thresholding the
3× 3 neighborhood of each pixel with the value of the central pixel and
concatenating the results binomially to form a number. This operator
can be formalized with the following threshold function:

f(I(z0), I(zi)) =

⎧⎨⎩0, if I(zi)− I(z0) <= threshold

1, if I(zi)− I(z0) > threshold
(2.10)

with i = 1, 2, ..., 8, and zi is the i-th neighborhood 2D coordinates point
around z0 as shown in Figure 2.5. Then, the binary values are concate-
nated in a 8-bit vector called micropattern. The results of this binary
function are stored in an 8-bit array called micropattern. Figure 2.6
shows an example of obtaining a LBP micropattern. The 28-bin his-
togram of these micropatterns extracted from an image is the feature
that we consider: it contains information of the distribution of the edges,
spots, and other local features in an image.

2.2.2 LDP-TOP feature

LDP-TOP is a spatio-temporal textural feature: it aims to exploit both
spatial and temporal domains in the analysis of video sequences [13] [29].
It is an evolution of Local Pattern Derivative (LDP), which considers
only the spatial domain [30].
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Figure 2.5: Example of 8-neighborhood around z0.

Figure 2.6: Example of how LBP micropattern is calculated for the region in
the black square.

LDP is a point-wise operator applied to an image, considered as a
2D array of pixels, that encodes diverse local spatial relationships. As
suggested in [31], we consider the second-order directional LDPs with
direction α, indicated as LDP2

α, with α ∈ {0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦}. Given a
2D array of pixels, the LDP2

α at the location (h,w) is an 8-bit vector
defined as:

LDP2
α(h,w) =[f(I′α(h,w), I

′
α(h

−, w−)), f(I′α(h,w), I
′
α(h

−, w)),

f(I′α(h,w), I
′
α(h

−, w+)), f(I′α(h,w), I
′
α(h,w

+)),

f(I′α(h,w), I
′
α(h

+, w+)), f(I′α(h,w), I
′
α(h

+, w)),

f(I′α(h,w), I
′
α(h

+, w−)), f(I′α(h,w), I
′
α(h,w

−))]

(2.11)

with h+ := h+1, h− := h−1 and w+ := w+1, w− := w−1. The operator
I′α(·) is the first-order derivative in the direction α, and is defined pixel-
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the LDP-TOP feature construction.

wise as:

I′α(h,w) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
I(h,w)− I(h,w+) if α = 0◦

I(h,w)− I(h−, w+) if α = 45◦

I(h,w)− I(h−, w) if α = 90◦

I(h,w)− I(h−, w−) if α = 135◦

(2.12)

where I(·) indicates the intensity value of the pixel at the given coordi-
nates, while the thresholding function f(·) is defined as:

f(a, b) =

⎧⎨⎩0 if a · b > 0

1 if a · b ≤ 0
(2.13)

So, differently from LBP, in this case we compare the first-order deriva-
tive in direction α of the pixel at the position (h,w) with all the other
first-order derivatives in direction α of the pixels in its 3 × 3 neighbor-
hood. We calculate LDP2

α for each pixel in the image, and then their
28-bin histogram is computed: this is replicated for the four different
directions indicated by α, and the histograms are concatenated.

LDP-TOP extends this computation by considering a temporal di-
mension, so we don’t consider only a single image but a sequence of
images. Given a 3D sequence of images, we consider the three central
2D arrays along each dimension that intersect orthogonally (that we call
XY, YT, XT) and again concatenating the three obtained histograms.
In Figure 2.7 we can see an overview of this procedure.

Considering 4 derivative directions and three 2D arrays, the feature
vector length is equal to 28 × 4× 3 = 3072.
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The sequence of images can be processed in three different temporal
modes:

1. Direct mode: the sequence is processed forward along the temporal
direction.

2. Inverse mode: the sequence is processed backward along the tem-
poral direction starting from the last frame.

3. Bidirectional mode: the sequence is processed in both directions
and histograms are concatenated, yielding a feature vector with
doubled size.

2.3 Optical Flow

In this section we describe the concept of optical flow [32]. Optical flow is
a task of per-pixel motion estimation between two consecutive frames in
one video. The aim of this task is to retrieve the projection on the image
plane of the 3D motion in the space, usually called motion field. There
are two different conventions to visualize the pixel motion of an image, as
shown in Figure 2.8. The first one uses one arrow per pixel, with varying
length and direction, depending on the intensity and the direction of the
movement. The second one instead, assigns a color to each pixel. Colors
near the center of the square represent very small motions, while the
ones at the boundaries represent large displacements. Furthermore, the
position of the color in the square specifies the direction of the flow.

In literature, we have a lot of works in the field of optical flow es-
timations. In the following section we describe a state-of-the-art NN
architecture, able to estimate the optical flow, that we used for our task.

2.3.1 Flownet 2.0 Neural Network

Flownet 2.0 is a CNN architecture able to directly learn the concept of
optical flow from data [5]: given a dataset consisting of image pairs and
ground truth flows, the network is trained in order to predict the optical
flow fields directly from the images. It is the evolution of the Flownet
architecture introduced by Dosovitskiy et al [33]. This model takes a
pair of images as input and outputs the optical flow. As we can see in
Figure 2.9, Flownet 2.0 is built by stacking multiple CNN networks:

• FlownetC : this network is an encoder-decoder architecture. In the
contracting part we have two separate, yet identical streams for
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Figure 3.1: Two types of visualization of the motion field between two
consecutive frames.

3.1 Traditional Approaches

Starting from the work by Horn and Schunck [32], variational approaches
dominated in the field of optical flow estimation. The main idea behind
these kind of works is that optical flow cannot be computed locally since
only one independent measurement is available from the sequence at a
point, while motion usually has two spatial dimensions (i.e. x and y di-
rections). Consequently, additional constraints are needed. These meth-
ods assume that the apparent movement of brightness varies smoothly
almost everywhere in the image, and has no spatial discontinuities. This
is known as the brightness constraint.

Since then, many improvements have been obtained, adding various
regularization components. Brox et al. [10], presented a model which
adds to the brightness constancy assumption, a gradient constancy as-
sumption and a spatial smoothness constraint. While the first assumes
that the image gray value does not vary due to the displacements and is
particularly helpful for translatory motion, the latter allows to derive a

32

Figure 2.8: Two types of visualizations of the motion field between two con-
secutive frames [4].

the two input images. The two streams extract high level features
from the input images, and then a correlation layer performs mul-
tiplicative patch comparisons between the two feature maps. In
the expanding part, we have layers consisting of unpooling and up-
convolution, able to increase the resolution of the obtained feature
map. In the end we have a refinement part, where the feature maps
are concatenated with the corresponding feature maps of the con-
tractive part and an upsampled coarse flow prediction. In this way
we preserve both the high-level information passed from coarser fea-
ture maps and fine local information provided in lower layer feature
maps.

• FlownetS : is a straightforward encoder-decoder architecture com-
posed by convolutional layers. This network works similarly to
FlownetC, but in the contracting part we have only one input
stream, which takes as input a 3D array built by stacking together
two images.

• Flownet-SD : it is a network able to detect optical flow when there
is a small displacement between consecutive frames. It is similar to
the FlownetS architecture, but it has been trained by the authors
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Figure 2. Schematic view of complete architecture: To compute large displacement optical flow we combine multiple FlowNets. Braces
indicate concatenation of inputs. Brightness Error is the difference between the first image and the second image warped with the previously
estimated flow. To optimally deal with small displacements, we introduce smaller strides in the beginning and convolutions between
upconvolutions into the FlowNetS architecture. Finally we apply a small fusion network to provide the final estimate.

ment network in an optimal manner.
The final network outperforms the previous FlowNet by

a large margin and performs on par with state-of-the-art
methods on the Sintel and KITTI benchmarks. It can es-
timate small and large displacements with very high level
of detail while providing interactive frame rates.

2. Related Work

End-to-end optical flow estimation with convolutional
networks was proposed by Dosovitskiy et al. in [11]. Their
model, dubbed FlowNet, takes a pair of images as input
and outputs the flow field. Following FlowNet, several
papers have studied optical flow estimation with CNNs:
featuring a 3D convolutional network [31], an unsuper-
vised learning objective [1, 34], carefully designed rotation-
ally invariant architectures [29], or a pyramidal approach
based on the coarse-to-fine idea of variational methods [21].
None of these methods significantly outperforms the origi-
nal FlowNet.

An alternative approach to learning-based optical flow
estimation is to use CNNs for matching image patches.
Thewlis et al. [30] formulate Deep Matching [32] as a con-
volutional network and optimize it end-to-end. Gadot &
Wolf [13] and Bailer et al. [3] learn image patch descrip-
tors using Siamese network architectures. These methods
can reach good accuracy, but require exhaustive matching
of patches. Thus, they are restrictively slow for most prac-
tical applications. Moreover, patch based approaches lack
the possibility to use the larger context of the whole image
because they operate on small image patches.

Convolutional networks trained for per-pixel prediction

tasks often produce noisy or blurry results. As a remedy,
out-of-the-box optimization can be applied to the network
predictions as a postprocessing operation, for example, op-
tical flow estimates can be refined with a variational ap-
proach [11]. In some cases, this refinement can be ap-
proximated by neural networks: Chen & Pock [10] formu-
late reaction diffusion model as a CNN and apply it to im-
age denoising, deblocking and superresolution. Recently,
it has been shown that similar refinement can be obtained
by stacking several convolutional networks on top of each
other. This led to improved results in human pose estima-
tion [18, 9] and semantic instance segmentation [23]. In
this paper we adapt the idea of stacking multiple networks
to optical flow estimation.

Our network architecture includes warping layers that
compensate for some already estimated preliminary motion
in the second image. The concept of image warping is com-
mon to all contemporary variational optical flow methods
and goes back to the work of Lucas & Kanade [17]. In Brox
et al. [6] it was shown to correspond to a numerical fixed
point iteration scheme coupled with a continuation method.

The strategy of training machine learning models on a
series of gradually increasing tasks is known as curriculum
learning [5]. The idea dates back at least to Elman [12],
who showed that both the evolution of tasks and the network
architectures can be beneficial in the language processing
scenario. In this paper we revisit this idea in the context
of computer vision and show how it can lead to dramatic
performance improvement on a complex real-world task of
optical flow estimation.

2

Figure 2.9: Schematic view of complete architecture of Flownet2 [5].

on a small dataset with very small displacements.

• FlownetCSS : it is obtained by stacking FlownetC and two
FlownetS. The first network takes as input two images. The last
two networks take as input the two images and the previous opti-
cal flow estimate. To make assessment of the previous error and
computing an incremental update easier for the network, the sec-
ond image is optionally warped via the optical flow with a bilinear
interpolation. When the warping is computed, the network takes
as input the warped image and the difference of the warped image
and the first image (brightness error).

• Fusion: it is a small network that fuses FlownetCSS and Flownet-
SD. The network receives as input the estimated optical flows, the
flow magnitudes and the brightness errors. It contracts the res-
olution two times by a factor of 2 and then expands to the full
resolution.

The experiments on motion segmentation and action recognition done
by Ilg et al. [5] show that the estimated optical flow with FlowNet 2.0 is
reliable on a large variety of scenes and applications.

2.4 Conclusive Remarks

In this chapter we have introduced the basic concepts useful to under-
stand the next part of the thesis. First, we have shown what a NN is and
how it works, including the general concepts behind the training phase
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and the loss function. We have described the structure of three NNs:
MLPs, CNNs, and GANs. Then, we have described the handcrafted tex-
tural feature we use in the thesis, and how it is calculated. Finally, we
have explained the main concepts behind the concept of optical flow, and
a NN able to extract this kind of feature from the input video.



3
Problem Statement

In this chapter we describe and formalize the main purpose of this thesis,
i.e. to provide a forensic tool able to discern between original and fake
videos and how with deal with it from a high level point of view.

Before digging into the description of our problem, we describe the
kind of videos we work on and we summarize the deepfake generator algo-
rithm Everybody Dance Now [6], used to create our dataset of synthesized
videos.

3.1 Everybody Dance Now Algorithm

In this section, we describe the motion transfer algorithm Everybody
Dance Now, introduced by Chan et al. in [6], that we use to generate our
synthesized videos. Given two videos, one of a target person whose ap-
pearance we wish to synthesize, and the other of a source subject whose
motion we wish to impose onto our target person, the algorithm transfers
motion between these subjects by learning a video-to-video translation.
To accomplish this task, we need to follow a training and a transfer phase:

• Training phase: the model uses a pose detector P to create pose
stick figures from the video frames of the target subject. Then, by
using a conditional Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) model,
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Figure 3: (Top) Training: Our model uses a pose detector P to create pose stick figures from video frames of the target subject.
We learn the mapping G alongside an adversarial discriminator D which attempts to distinguish between the “real” correspondences
(xt, xt+1), (yt, yt+1) and the “fake” sequence (xt, xt+1), (G(xt), G(xt+1)) . (Bottom) Transfer: We use a pose detector P to obtain
pose joints for the source person that are transformed by our normalization process Norm into joints for the target person for which pose
stick figures are created. Then we apply the trained mapping G.

focus of this work is to render realistic humans in real time
and similarly uses a deep network to synthesize their final
result, but unlike our work does not address motion transfer
between subjects. Villegas et al. [37] focus on retargeting
motion between rigged skeletons and demonstrate reanima-
tion in 3D characters without supervised data. Similarly,
we learn to retarget motion using a skeleton-like interme-
diate representation, however we transfer full body motion
between human subjects who are not rigged to the skeleton
unlike animated characters.

Recent methods focus on disentangling motion from ap-
pearance and synthesizing videos with novel motion [36, 2].
MoCoGAN [36] employs unsupervised adversarial training
to learn this separation and generates videos of subjects per-
forming novel motions or facial expressions. This theme is
continued in Dynamics Transfer GAN [2] which transfers
facial expressions from a source subject in a video onto a
target person given in a static image. Similarly, we apply
our representation of motion to different target subjects to
generate new motions. However, in contrast to these meth-
ods we specialize on synthesizing detailed dance videos.

Modern approaches have shown success in generating
detailed single images of human subjects in new poses [3,
10, 11, 18, 22, 27, 28, 33, 38, 13, 46]. Works including
Ma et al. [27, 28] and Siarohin et al. [33] have introduced
novel architectures and losses for this purpose. Further-
more, [39, 38] have shown pose is an effective supervisory
signal for future prediction and video generation. However
these works are not designed specifically for motion trans-
fer. Rather than generating possible views of a previously
unseen person from a single input image, we are interested

in learning the style of a single, known person from large
amounts of personalized video data and synthesizing them
dancing in a detailed high-resolution video.

Concurrent with our work, [1, 4, 24, 40] learn mappings
between videos and demonstrate motion transfer between
faces and from poses to body. Wang et al. [40] achieves re-
sults of similar quality to ours with a more complex method
and significantly more computational resources.

Our work is made possible by recent rapid advances
along two separate directions: robust pose estimation, and
realistic image-to-image translation. Modern pose detection
systems including OpenPose [6, 34, 43] and DensePose [32]
allow for surprisingly reliable and fast pose extraction in a
variety of scenarios. At the same time, the recent emergence
of image-to-image translation models, pix2pix [16], Co-
GAN [26], UNIT [25], CycleGAN [48], DiscoGAN [20],
Cascaded Refinement Networks [8], and pix2pixHD [41],
have enabled high-quality single-image generation. We
build upon these two building blocks by using pose detec-
tion as an intermediate representation and extending upon
single-image generation to synthesize temporally-coherent,
surprisingly realistic videos.

3. Method

Given a video of a source person and another of a target
person, our goal is to generate a new video of the target en-
acting the same motions as the source. To accomplish this
task, we divide our pipeline into three stages – pose detec-
tion, global pose normalization, and mapping from normal-
ized pose stick figures to the target subject. See Figure 3 for
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G(X1), ..., G(Xt)

Figure 3.1: Everybody Dance Now algorithm overwiew [6].

Figure 3.2: Openpose pipeline [7].

it learns a mapping G alongside an adversarial discriminator D

which attempts to distinguish between real and fake sequences.

• Transfer phase: the model uses the pose detector P to extract the
pose from the source person. Then, the source poses are normalized
to match the target person appearance. In the end, we apply the
trained mapping G to the normalized pose stick figures.

In Section 3.1.1 we describe the pose detector P used to extracts the
pose; in Section 3.1.2, we explain how the pose normalization works; in
Section 3.1.3, we describe the video synthesis model. In Figure 3.1, we
show an overview of the Everybody Dance Now pipeline.

3.1.1 Pose Detection

To encode the body pose of a subject in a video, the authors of Everybody
Dance Now use Openpose, which is an open-source library for multi-
person pose detection, including body, foot, hand and facial keypoints
[7]. Openpose is based on an algorithm which takes as input a color image
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Video to Pose

Figure 3.3: Correspondence between the subject appearing in the video frames
and the detected poses.

and produces the 2D locations of anatomical keypoints for each person
in the image. The algorithm follows a bottom-up approach, which means
that it starts detecting single generic body parts and then associate them
to a proper subject in an image. This kind of approach offers robustness
to early commitment and save a lot of runtime complexity compared to
top-down approach. Let us explain how this algorithm works.

First, we have a feedforward network which predicts a set of confi-
dence maps and a set of Part Affinity Field (PAF). Confidence map is
the 2D representation of the belief that a particular body part can be
located. The number of confidence maps is the same as the total number
of the body parts. PAFs encodes the degree of association between the
parts. Each PAF is a 2D vector which encodes the direction that points
from one part of the limb to the other. Then, confidence maps and PAFs
are used to find the optimal association between the detected body parts
in order to associate them with the subject they belong to: this reduces
to a maximum weight bipartite graph problem [34]. In this way, a set
of keypoints for each person in the image is obtained. In Figure 3.2 we
show the general pipeline of the pose detector.

Then, a colored pose stick figure is created by plotting the keypoints
and drawing lines between connected joints, as shown in Figure 3.3. This
image is the corresponding label of the frame, used during the video
synthesis process described in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.2 Pose Normalization

In this section we describe the pose normalization method introduced by
the authors of Everybody Dance Now [6]. In different videos, subjects
may have different limb proportions or stand in a different position in
the scene captured by the camera. Therefore, it may be necessary to
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transform the pose keypoints of the source person so that they appear
in accordance with the target person’s body shape and location. If we
don’t apply this transformation, we may generate images of the target
person which are not congruent with the scene, and the overall quality of
the synthesis is expected to decline. The transformation is parametrized
in terms of a translation and a scale factor applied to all pose keypoints
for a given frame. Let us explain how to get these parameters.

First, we indicate the closest and farthest distance in the 2D plane
of the source subject from the camera as sclose and sfar respectively, and
we indicate the same positions of the target subjects with tclose and tfar,
respectively. These distances are estimated by considering the positions
of the subject’s ankles in all frames of the video. Then, we need a trans-
lation factor that let us map the close and far range of the source to that
of the target subject. The translation factor ααα is defined as:

ααα = tfar +
p− sfar

sclose − sfar
(tclose − tfar) (3.1)

where p is the position of the source subject in the frame, calculated as
the average of the subject’s ankles coordinates.

Then, the heights of each subject are calculated at their closest and
farthest positions in their video: hsclose and hsfar are the heights of the
source, htclose and htfar are the heights of the target subject. The height
of a subject in a certain frame is calculated as the euclidean distance
between the average ankles positions and the nose keypoint. We deter-
mine separate scales for the close positions given by cclose =

htclose

hsclose
, and

similarly for the far position cfar =
htfar

hsfar
. Now, let us define the scale

factor βββ as:
βββ = cfar +

p− sfar
sclose − sfar

(cclose − cfar) (3.2)

After the translation and scale factors have been determined for a given
source pose, we use these parameters to translate and scale the position
of the target pose keypoints.

y = (x · βββ) +ααα. (3.3)

where x indicates the 2D coordinates of a certain keypoint of the target
subject before the transformation, and y indicates the 2D coordinates of
the normalized keypoint.

3.1.3 Video Synthesis Model

The video synthesis method is based on the pix2pixHD model intro-
duced by Wang et al. [8], which is an improvement of the conditional
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Figure 3.4: Network architecture of the generators of the pix2pixHD model [8].

GAN framework for image-to-image translation called pix2pix [35]. The
model consists in a generator G and a discriminator D which are trained
simultaneously and drive each other to improve: G learns to synthesize
images of a person given a pose stick figure, while D learns differences
between the generated outputs and the ground truth data.

Let us start describing the pix2pixHD framework, and then we dis-
cuss the modifications introduced by Everybody Dance Now model. The
framework uses a coarse-to-fine generator, a multi-scale discriminator ar-
chitecture, and a robust adversarial learning objective function. The gen-
erator G is decomposed in two sub-networks: a global generator G1 and
a local enhancer G2, which are both based on the architecture proposed
by Johnson et al. [36]. The local enhancer operates at a resolution which
is 4 times the output size of the global generator. The multi-resolution
pipeline for high resolution image synthesis adopted by this framework
is a well-established practice in the computer vision field ([37], [38]): in
the first stage, G1 is trained on lower resolution images, while in the
second stage G1 and G2 are trained jointly on high resolution images. In
Figure 3.4, the network architecture of the two generators is shown.

The discriminator designed for this model is built on a multi-scale
architecture. We have 3 discriminators D1, D2, D3 that have an identical
network structure, but operate at different image scales: D1 operates
with full resolution images, D2 and D3 operate, respectively, with im-
ages downsampled by a factor of 2 and 4. The idea is to train the three
discriminators separately, to differentiate real and fake images at 3 dif-
ferent scales. The discriminator which operates at the coarsest scale has
the largest receptive field, and guides the generator to generate globally
consistent image; the discriminator at the finest scale encourages the
generator to produce finer details.

Now, let us talk about the modifications introduced in the Every-
body Dance Now model. The image generator is modified to enforce
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temporal coherence between adjacent frames. So, instead of generat-
ing individual frames, the model predicts two consecutive frames in this
way: given the 2D image of the rendered pose stick Xt corresponding
to the t-th frame Yt in a video, the generation of the synthesized image
G(Xt) is conditioned on Xt and the output of G(Xt−1). The task of
the discriminator is to determine the difference in realism and temporal
coherence between the “real” sequence (Xt−1,Xt,Yt−1,Yt) and the fake
sequence (Xt−1,Xt, G(Xt−1), G(Xt)). The temporal smoothing changes
are reflected in the updated GAN objective:

Lsmooth(G,D) =E(X,Y)[logD(Xt−1,Xt,Yt−1,Yt)]

+ EX[log(1−D(Xt−1,Xt, G(Xt−1), G(Xt)))]
(3.4)

Then, a specialized GAN is added to increase the realism of the gen-
erated face region. After generating the full image of the scene with G,
we train another generator Gf , which takes as input a smaller section
of the image centered around the face (i.e. 128 × 128 patch centered
around the nose keypoint) that we call G(X)FC , and the pose stick fig-
ure obtained in the same way XFC . The output of Gf is a residual
R = Gf (XFC , G(X)FC). The final synthesized face region is obtained
by summing the residual with the face region of the main generator:
R + G(X)FC . A discriminator Df attempts to discern the “real” face
pairs (XFC ,YFC) from the “fake” face pairs (XFC ,R+G(X)FC), where
YFC is the face region of the original pose stick figure X. Let us introduce
the following loss function:

Lface(Gf , Df ) =E(XFC ,YFC)[logDf (XFC ,YFC)]

+ EXFC
[log(1−Df (XFC , G(X)FC +R))]

(3.5)

In Figure 3.5, we show an overview of the Face GAN model.
The main generator and discriminator are trained with the following

full objective:

min
G

((max
Di

∑︂
ki

Lsmooth(G,Dk) + λFM

∑︂
ki

LFM(G,Dk)

+ λP (LP (G(Xt−1),Yt−1) + LP (G(Xt),Yt)))

(3.6)

where:

• i = 1, 2, 3 is the index of the multi-resolution discriminators

• LFM(G,D) is the discriminator feature-matching loss. The idea
is to extract features from multiple layers of the discriminator and
learn to match these intermediate representation from real and syn-
thesized images. It has been proved that this loss stabilizes the
training [8].
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Figure 3.5: Face GAN pipeline overview.

• LP (G(X), D) is the perceptual reconstruction loss [36]

• λFM and λP are two hyperparameters.

As a last step, the weights of the full image GAN are optimized with the
objective:

min
Gf

(︃
(max

Df

Lface(Gf , Df )) + λPLP (R+G(X)FC ,YFC)

)︃
(3.7)

3.2 Problem Formulation

The problem analyzed in this thesis is the detection of authentic videos
and tampered ones.

We focus on a certain kind of videos representing a scene in which we
have a single subject moving within it, performing any kind of moves.
The person is filmed by a fixed camera in a way that all parts of his
body are clearly visible. Given this kind of footage, our goal is to detect
whether a certain video is authentic or it has been synthetically generated
by the Everybody Dance Now algorithm.

Formally, let us consider a video corresponding to a sequence of con-
secutive frames V = (F0,F1, ...,FN). The authenticity detection is a
binary classification problem, which consists in defining the following
function:

f : V −→ ŷ (3.8)
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Figure 3.6: Formulation of the binary classification.

The function f is the binary classifier tool, which receives as input the
video sequence V and it is able to predict as output the discrete label
ŷ ∈ {0, 1}, where 0 means “real”, and 1 means “fake”. The goal of this
thesis is to introduce and compare different classification functions f. In
Figure 3.6 we report the pipeline of the entire process.

3.3 Conclusive Remarks

In this chapter we have described the video-to-video translation algo-
rithm used to generate the videos analyzed in our thesis. Then, we have
described how the video classification problem can be addressed.



4
State of the Art

Fake multimedia has become a central problem in the last few years, es-
pecially after the advent of the so called Deepfakes, i.e. fake media ma-
nipulated with the help of powerful and easy-to-use deep learning tools.
These manipulated media may constitute a serious threat to attack the
reputation of public subjects or to address the general opinion on a cer-
tain event. According to this, being able to individuate this kind of fake
information becomes fundamental. In this section we will discuss some
of the most recent deepfake detection methods able to discern between
real and fake data [39].

4.1 Deepfake Detection Methods

Most deepfake generators rely on the creation of single images. To cope
with this, several detection methods working at image-level have been
introduced. Currently, deep learning-based attacks focus on two main
targets: (i) the creation of fully synthetic images by means of Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN)-based architectures; (ii) the manipulation
of faces in videos aimed at changing identities or semantics. We have
forensic methods for each of these approach.

Fully synthetic GAN-generated images can contain visible artifacts.
For this reason some methods try to highlight specific failures in the gen-
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eration process which does not reproduce perfectly all the details or lack
to satisfy symmetry constraints. A method based on the construction of
simple features to detect visual artifacts is exploited in [40]. A pixel-level
detection of errors produced by the generation process is analysed in [41].
Some methods analyse inconsistencies in the way colours are synthesized
[42] , [43]. Other works are based on the study of a specific fingerprint
released by the GAN generator architecture [44] , [45], [46]. In another
research study, a GAN simulator is proposed to reproduce common GAN-
image artifacts, which manifest as spectral peaks in the Fourier domain
[46]. Detection is done by training a classifier that takes as input this
spectrum. Another work tries to attribute a generated image to a specific
generator in a white-box scenario [47].

Several approaches adopt deep learning solutions in a supervised set-
ting. In [48], different Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based archi-
tectures have been tested in order to understand whether an image is real
or fake. In this work, classification accuracy drops with compressed im-
ages and when train and test set are not aligned in terms of compression
level, showing lack of generalization ability. This problem is becoming
a major issue, in particular considering the fast growing number of dif-
ferent manipulation methods. One of the first research that focuses on
this problem propose an autoencoder-based architecture which adapts to
new manipulations with just a few examples [49]. Other similar archi-
tectures that work in this direction are proposed in [50] [51]. In [52], a
preprocessing step is introduced in order to reduce low level artifacts of
GAN images and force the discriminator to learn more general forensic
features. Another research proposes a solution that shows good gen-
eralization performance, introducing a CNN network that incorporates
global image texture information in different semantic levels [53].

Manipulation of the faces is one of the most common deepfake tech-
niques. For this reason, we have many forensic methods able to detect
if a face is real or fake. In [54], detection relies on the spatial-temporal
deformations of a 3D model that fits the face. In particular, natural faces
follow more complex and various geometric deformations then synthetic
ones, and cause higher perturbations of the 3D model.

We have also many methods devoted explicitly to detect face manipu-
lations in videos: some of them are based on handcrafted features, other
are based on deep learning techniques.

1. Handcrafted solutions : [55] studies the eye blinking of the subjects,
which has a specific frequency and duration in humans difficult to
replicate in synthesized videos. The solution is based on a long-
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term recurrent network, working only on eye sequences, designed
to catch such temporal inconsistencies. In [56], the detection is
based on the analysis of biological signals of the subjects, analysed
in both spatial and temporal directions. Other detection methods
rely on face warping artifacts [57], face landmark locations [58] or
head pose inconsistencies [59].

A clear advantage of all these methods is that visual artifacts are
not affected by resizing and compression, while the disadvantage is
that these manipulations can be recognized also by human viewers.
In addition, it is very likely that the next-generation deepfakes will
overcome such imperfections and synthesize more realistically.

The approach followed in [60] understands if a video has been ma-
nipulated or not, studying the correlation between the facial expres-
sion and the head movements. One of the latest researches presents
a method that exploits both texture and temporal information of
a video sequence, by extracting some hybrid face descriptors and
classifying them through simple support vector machines [13].

2. Deep Learning Solutions : In [61], two simple CNN-based architec-
tures are proposed with a small number of levels and parameters
that exploits mesoscopic features. In [62] is shown that, in a super-
vised setting, very deep general-purpose neural networks outper-
forms forensics-oriented shallow CNNs, as well as methods based
on handcrafted features, especially in the presence of the strong
compression typical of video codecs. A lot of deep learning based
methods work at the frame level [63], [64], [65], [66], [67].

Methods that take into account also the temporal direction can
achieve very good results. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) ar-
chitectures are used to exploit such dependencies and improve upon
single-frame analysis in [68] and [69]. In [70], it is proposed a solu-
tion based on the extraction of different kind of features which are
fed into recurrent convolutional models. Another solution relies on
the discrepancies of the estimated optical flow fields in original and
synthesized videos [71]. In [72], it is presented a hierarchical neural
memory network that exploits long-term dependencies, and achieve
good generalization results. The approach followed in [73] is based
on the observation that face boundaries exhibit traces of blending
operation in case of forgery. In [74], generalization is gained by
training the method only on pristine videos and by extracting the
camera fingerprint information (noiseprint) gathered from multiple
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frames.

4.2 Conclusive Remarks

As we can see, there are several video classification methods, but none of
them focuses on analyzing if an entire body of a human subject is syn-
thesized or not. This because only recently the first software capable of
this kind of video synthesis have been released, and even if their synthesis
quality is not perfect nowadays, we expect it to increase in the coming
years. Anyway, our classification techniques are inspired by consider-
ing the most recent handcrafted solutions and deep learning solutions
described in this chapter.



5
Proposed Methodology

In Chapter 3 we have explained what is the problem addressed in this
thesis. Now let us see how to implement useful algorithms to solve this
task, analyzing step by step our processing chain.

Before digging with the explanation of the proposed methodology,
we describe the video pre-processing phase in Section 5.1, and the body
parts area selection phase in Section 5.2 which selects the parts of the
videos that we will consider in our method.

We propose two classification methods that find an estimate of the
label of a video sequence (“real” or “fake”). First, we will describe a simple
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based classification approach in
Section Section 5.3; this is considered as a comparison baseline for our
proposed method in Section 5.4, where we introduce different strategies
based on the extraction of handcrafted textural features. The general
scheme of the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.1 Video Pre-processing

First, let us consider a dataset of videos V , composed of real videos and
synthesized ones. We represent each video V in our dataset as a 4D
matrix of shape N × C ×H ×W , where N is the number of frames, C
is the number of channels, and H and W are the height and width of
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Figure 5.1: Method outline.

the single frame F. Since we adopt the RGB representation, at this step,
the value of C is equal to 3. As described in Figure 5.2, we propose to
process the videos in two different ways:

• V(g), which is the video V converted from RGB to grayscale col-
orspace, so C = 1.

• V(o), which is the gradient of the optical flow extracted from V.

Let us call the generic output video as V(ρ), with the index ρ = [g, o]

indicates if we are considering V(g) or V(o).
Each frame of V(ρ) is a 2D array of pixel of shape H×W , where each

pixel ranges in [0, 255]. In the Section 5.1.1 we will discuss about how to
get V(o).

5.1.1 Gradient of Optical Flow processing

We extract this kind of feature from the videos to enhance the edges of
the movement of the subjects, information contained in the optical flow,
and use them for our classification task.

Given V ∈ V , we estimate the optical flow with the Flownet 2.0 neural
network (Section 2.3.1), and we apply a RGB to grayscale colorspace
conversion, obtaining Vflow. Now, we need to define the gradient function
defined as:

V(o) = ∆(Vflow) =
∂2(Vflow)

∂x2
+

∂2(Vflow)

∂y2
(5.1)
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V(o)

Figure 5.2: Pre-processing outline.

where ∆(·) is the Laplacian derivative, with kernel size k = 5, applied to
each frame of the input Vflow. The function gives as output V(o), which
is the gradient of of the optical flow estimation of V.

5.2 Body Parts Area Selection Algorithm

At this stage, specific areas of each video corresponding to relevant
body parts of the subjects are selected frame-by-frame. The idea is to
analyze the texture of the subjects parts that contain important de-
tails useful for the recognition of the person, that are therefore more
difficult to synthesize. The chosen body parts of the subjects are
B = {FC,LH,RH,LF,RF}: the face (FC), the left hand (LH), the
right hand (RH), the left foot (LF ) and the right foot (RF ). Let us
explain the body parts selection algorithm step-by-step:

1. Pose Detection: We extract the coordinates of the subject’s skele-
ton with the pose detector algorithm Openpose [7]. As described in
Section 3.1.1, for each frame F contained in V of size C ×H ×W ,
Openpose estimates the position of 137 keypoints of the subject,
that we call CF = {c1, ..., c137}. Each keypoint is indicated as
ci = (ci,x, ci,y), where i is the index of the keypoint, ci,x is the
coordinate along the x-axis, ci,y is the coordinate along the y-axis.
According to the annotation adopted by Openpose, each keypoint
is referred to a certain part of the skeleton (for example c0 refers
to the nose coordinates).

2. Area Selection: For each of the considered body parts b ∈ B, we
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<latexit sha1_base64="LICYYI8QBSX8wREIjEqdTPiLUTs=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBkYeURNH5sgmnnB+6W0dEVv6AFio6RMv/UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYUtZGBf0+zEPseH/tyJAWnRLp7LA3KFbtqZ2DLxMlJBXI0BuWv3jAQkYc+CcWN6Tp2SP2Ya5JC4bzUiwyGXEz4GLsJ9bmHph9nSefsJDKcAhaiZlKxTMTfGzH3jJl5bjLpcXowi14q/ud1Ixpd9mPphxGhL9JDJBVmh4zQMqkA2VBqJOJpcmTSZ4JrToRaMi5EIkZJJ2kfzuL3y6R1VnXOq7XbWqV+lTdThCM4hlNw4ALqcAMNaIKAETzBM7xYU+vVerPef0YLVr5zCH9gfXwDvnSRng==</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="5SXShqvdyOOeERX7RBxWkwLiu6U=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBERIpsaL1ZRNOOT90t44UWfkDWqjoEC3/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60Siura+sb5c3K1vbO7l51/+DBhLEW2BahCnXXA4NKBtgmSQq7kUbwPYUdb3Kd+Z0paiPD4J5mEbo+jAM5kgIole5mlUG1ZtftHHyZOAWpsQKtQfWrPwxF7GNAQoExPceOyE1AkxQK55V+bDACMYEx9lIagI/GTfKkc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32gR7PoZeJ/Xi+m0aWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpBciHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJOsD2fx+2XycFZ3zuuN20ateVU0U2ZH7JidModdsCa7YS3WZoKN2BN7Zi/W1Hq13qz3n9GSVewcsj+wPr4BwASRnw==</latexit>y

<latexit sha1_base64="IaBYgwycKIO+Vm5WPqssbaiWy1k=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIneEqCXRxhKjIAlcyN4ywIa9j+zOaQjhJ9hqZWds/T0W/hfvzisUfNXLezOZN8+LlDRk259WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RNGGuBLRGqUHc8blDJAFskSWEn0sh9T+G9N7lK/fsH1EaGwR1NI3R9PgrkUApOiXQ77tf65YpdtTOwZeLkpAI5mv3yV28QitjHgITixnQdOyJ3xjVJoXBe6sUGIy4mfITdhAbcR+POsqhzdhIbTiGLUDOpWCbi740Z942Z+l4y6XMam0UvFf/zujENL9yZDKKYMBDpIZIKs0NGaJl0gGwgNRLxNDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhHjpJRS0oez+P0yadeqzlm1flOvNC7zZopwBMdwCg6cQwOuoQktEDCCJ3iGF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xzCH1gf352kkh8=</latexit>

h2

<latexit sha1_base64="0bI14bzoQsTuPDnrp8tSeaJ8H9Q=">AAAB9nicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRAsoIGsogkYeUWNH5sklOOT90t0ZEVn6BFio6RMvvUPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4XKWnItj+t0srq2vpGebOytb2zu1fdP2ibMNYCWyJUoe563KCSAbZIksJupJH7nsKON73J/M4DaiPD4J5mEbo+HwdyJAWnTJoMnMqgWrPrdg62TJyC1KBAc1D96g9DEfsYkFDcmJ5jR+QmXJMUCueVfmww4mLKx9hLacB9NG6SZ52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz2liFr1M/M/rxTS6chMZRDFhILJDJBXmh4zQMi0B2VBqJOJZcmQyYIJrToRaMi5EKsZpK1kfzuL3y6R9Vncu6ud357XGddFMGY7gGE7BgUtowC00oQUCJvAEz/BiPVqv1pv1/jNasoqdQ/gD6+Mb0ZaSMg==</latexit>

h1

<latexit sha1_base64="LICYYI8QBSX8wREIjEqdTPiLUTs=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBkYeURNH5sgmnnB+6W0dEVv6AFio6RMv/UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYUtZGBf0+zEPseH/tyJAWnRLp7LA3KFbtqZ2DLxMlJBXI0BuWv3jAQkYc+CcWN6Tp2SP2Ya5JC4bzUiwyGXEz4GLsJ9bmHph9nSefsJDKcAhaiZlKxTMTfGzH3jJl5bjLpcXowi14q/ud1Ixpd9mPphxGhL9JDJBVmh4zQMqkA2VBqJOJpcmTSZ4JrToRaMi5EIkZJJ2kfzuL3y6R1VnXOq7XbWqV+lTdThCM4hlNw4ALqcAMNaIKAETzBM7xYU+vVerPef0YLVr5zCH9gfXwDvnSRng==</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="5SXShqvdyOOeERX7RBxWkwLiu6U=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBERIpsaL1ZRNOOT90t44UWfkDWqjoEC3/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60Siura+sb5c3K1vbO7l51/+DBhLEW2BahCnXXA4NKBtgmSQq7kUbwPYUdb3Kd+Z0paiPD4J5mEbo+jAM5kgIole5mlUG1ZtftHHyZOAWpsQKtQfWrPwxF7GNAQoExPceOyE1AkxQK55V+bDACMYEx9lIagI/GTfKkc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32gR7PoZeJ/Xi+m0aWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpBciHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJOsD2fx+2XycFZ3zuuN20ateVU0U2ZH7JidModdsCa7YS3WZoKN2BN7Zi/W1Hq13qz3n9GSVewcsj+wPr4BwASRnw==</latexit>y

<latexit sha1_base64="IaBYgwycKIO+Vm5WPqssbaiWy1k=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIneEqCXRxhKjIAlcyN4ywIa9j+zOaQjhJ9hqZWds/T0W/hfvzisUfNXLezOZN8+LlDRk259WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RNGGuBLRGqUHc8blDJAFskSWEn0sh9T+G9N7lK/fsH1EaGwR1NI3R9PgrkUApOiXQ77tf65YpdtTOwZeLkpAI5mv3yV28QitjHgITixnQdOyJ3xjVJoXBe6sUGIy4mfITdhAbcR+POsqhzdhIbTiGLUDOpWCbi740Z942Z+l4y6XMam0UvFf/zujENL9yZDKKYMBDpIZIKs0NGaJl0gGwgNRLxNDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhHjpJRS0oez+P0yadeqzlm1flOvNC7zZopwBMdwCg6cQwOuoQktEDCCJ3iGF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xzCH1gf352kkh8=</latexit>

h2

<latexit sha1_base64="0bI14bzoQsTuPDnrp8tSeaJ8H9Q=">AAAB9nicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRAsoIGsogkYeUWNH5sklOOT90t0ZEVn6BFio6RMvvUPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4XKWnItj+t0srq2vpGebOytb2zu1fdP2ibMNYCWyJUoe563KCSAbZIksJupJH7nsKON73J/M4DaiPD4J5mEbo+HwdyJAWnTJoMnMqgWrPrdg62TJyC1KBAc1D96g9DEfsYkFDcmJ5jR+QmXJMUCueVfmww4mLKx9hLacB9NG6SZ52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz2liFr1M/M/rxTS6chMZRDFhILJDJBXmh4zQMi0B2VBqJOJZcmQyYIJrToRaMi5EKsZpK1kfzuL3y6R9Vncu6ud357XGddFMGY7gGE7BgUtowC00oQUCJvAEz/BiPVqv1pv1/jNasoqdQ/gD6+Mb0ZaSMg==</latexit>

h1

<latexit sha1_base64="LICYYI8QBSX8wREIjEqdTPiLUTs=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBkYeURNH5sgmnnB+6W0dEVv6AFio6RMv/UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYUtZGBf0+zEPseH/tyJAWnRLp7LA3KFbtqZ2DLxMlJBXI0BuWv3jAQkYc+CcWN6Tp2SP2Ya5JC4bzUiwyGXEz4GLsJ9bmHph9nSefsJDKcAhaiZlKxTMTfGzH3jJl5bjLpcXowi14q/ud1Ixpd9mPphxGhL9JDJBVmh4zQMqkA2VBqJOJpcmTSZ4JrToRaMi5EIkZJJ2kfzuL3y6R1VnXOq7XbWqV+lTdThCM4hlNw4ALqcAMNaIKAETzBM7xYU+vVerPef0YLVr5zCH9gfXwDvnSRng==</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="5SXShqvdyOOeERX7RBxWkwLiu6U=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBERIpsaL1ZRNOOT90t44UWfkDWqjoEC3/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60Siura+sb5c3K1vbO7l51/+DBhLEW2BahCnXXA4NKBtgmSQq7kUbwPYUdb3Kd+Z0paiPD4J5mEbo+jAM5kgIole5mlUG1ZtftHHyZOAWpsQKtQfWrPwxF7GNAQoExPceOyE1AkxQK55V+bDACMYEx9lIagI/GTfKkc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32gR7PoZeJ/Xi+m0aWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpBciHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJOsD2fx+2XycFZ3zuuN20ateVU0U2ZH7JidModdsCa7YS3WZoKN2BN7Zi/W1Hq13qz3n9GSVewcsj+wPr4BwASRnw==</latexit>y

<latexit sha1_base64="IaBYgwycKIO+Vm5WPqssbaiWy1k=">AAAB9XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmIzGxIneEqCXRxhKjIAlcyN4ywIa9j+zOaQjhJ9hqZWds/T0W/hfvzisUfNXLezOZN8+LlDRk259WYWV1bX2juFna2t7Z3SvvH7RNGGuBLRGqUHc8blDJAFskSWEn0sh9T+G9N7lK/fsH1EaGwR1NI3R9PgrkUApOiXQ77tf65YpdtTOwZeLkpAI5mv3yV28QitjHgITixnQdOyJ3xjVJoXBe6sUGIy4mfITdhAbcR+POsqhzdhIbTiGLUDOpWCbi740Z942Z+l4y6XMam0UvFf/zujENL9yZDKKYMBDpIZIKs0NGaJl0gGwgNRLxNDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhHjpJRS0oez+P0yadeqzlm1flOvNC7zZopwBMdwCg6cQwOuoQktEDCCJ3iGF+vRerXerPef0YKV7xzCH1gf352kkh8=</latexit>

h2

<latexit sha1_base64="0bI14bzoQsTuPDnrp8tSeaJ8H9Q=">AAAB9nicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrIRAsoIGsogkYeUWNH5sklOOT90t0ZEVn6BFio6RMvvUPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4XKWnItj+t0srq2vpGebOytb2zu1fdP2ibMNYCWyJUoe563KCSAbZIksJupJH7nsKON73J/M4DaiPD4J5mEbo+HwdyJAWnTJoMnMqgWrPrdg62TJyC1KBAc1D96g9DEfsYkFDcmJ5jR+QmXJMUCueVfmww4mLKx9hLacB9NG6SZ52zk9hwClmEmknFchF/byTcN2bme+mkz2liFr1M/M/rxTS6chMZRDFhILJDJBXmh4zQMi0B2VBqJOJZcmQyYIJrToRaMi5EKsZpK1kfzuL3y6R9Vncu6ud357XGddFMGY7gGE7BgUtowC00oQUCJvAEz/BiPVqv1pv1/jNasoqdQ/gD6+Mb0ZaSMg==</latexit>

h1

<latexit sha1_base64="LICYYI8QBSX8wREIjEqdTPiLUTs=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBkYeURNH5sgmnnB+6W0dEVv6AFio6RMv/UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYUtZGBf0+zEPseH/tyJAWnRLp7LA3KFbtqZ2DLxMlJBXI0BuWv3jAQkYc+CcWN6Tp2SP2Ya5JC4bzUiwyGXEz4GLsJ9bmHph9nSefsJDKcAhaiZlKxTMTfGzH3jJl5bjLpcXowi14q/ud1Ixpd9mPphxGhL9JDJBVmh4zQMqkA2VBqJOJpcmTSZ4JrToRaMi5EIkZJJ2kfzuL3y6R1VnXOq7XbWqV+lTdThCM4hlNw4ALqcAMNaIKAETzBM7xYU+vVerPef0YLVr5zCH9gfXwDvnSRng==</latexit>x

<latexit sha1_base64="5SXShqvdyOOeERX7RBxWkwLiu6U=">AAAB9HicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJQBERIpsaL1ZRNOOT90t44UWfkDWqjoEC3/Q8G/YBsXkDDVaGZXOztepKQh2/60Siura+sb5c3K1vbO7l51/+DBhLEW2BahCnXXA4NKBtgmSQq7kUbwPYUdb3Kd+Z0paiPD4J5mEbo+jAM5kgIole5mlUG1ZtftHHyZOAWpsQKtQfWrPwxF7GNAQoExPceOyE1AkxQK55V+bDACMYEx9lIagI/GTfKkc34SG6CQR6i5VDwX8fdGAr4xM99LJ32gR7PoZeJ/Xi+m0aWbyCCKCQORHSKpMD9khJZpBciHUiMRZMmRy4AL0ECEWnIQIhXjtJOsD2fx+2XycFZ3zuuN20ateVU0U2ZH7JidModdsCa7YS3WZoKN2BN7Zi/W1Hq13qz3n9GSVewcsj+wPr4BwASRnw==</latexit>y

Pose Detection

<latexit sha1_base64="dvBDXlscGbg6sWKyGcF/Uua8EqA=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJRBkIeURNH5sgmnnB+6WxNFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYjaiMD/55mIfY9PvblSApOiXQ3HTiDcsWu2hnYMnFyUoEcjUH5qzcMROShT0JxY7qOHVI/5pqkUDgv9SKDIRcTPsZuQn3uoenHWdQ5O4kMp4CFqJlULBPx90bMPWNmnptMepwezKKXiv953YhGl/1Y+mFE6Iv0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaUGol4mhyZ9JngmhOhlowLkYhRUkop6cNZ/H6ZtM6qznm1dlur1K/yZopwBMdwCg5cQB1uoAFNEDCGJ3iGF2tqvVpv1vvPaMHKdw7hD6yPb7OUki0=</latexit>w1
<latexit sha1_base64="+Uf+HVSDLEeKV/k/G3hcAXBE4BU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYUAWUEDWUQ5CElVnS+bMIp54fu1kRRlE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U9rZXVtfWOzsFXc3tnd2y8dHLZMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG1+nfvsRtZFhcE/TCF2fjwI5lIJTIt1N+tV+qWxX7AxsmTg5KUOORr/01RuEIvYxIKG4MV3HjsidcU1SKJwXe7HBiIsxH2E3oQH30bizLOqcncaGU8gi1Ewqlon4e2PGfWOmvpdM+pwezKKXiv953ZiGl+5MBlFMGIj0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaQGol4mhyZDJjgmhOhlowLkYhxUkox6cNZ/H6ZtKoV57xSu62V61d5MwU4hhM4AwcuoA430IAmCBjBEzzDizWxXq036/1ndMXKd47gD6yPb7Ujki4=</latexit>w2

<latexit sha1_base64="dvBDXlscGbg6sWKyGcF/Uua8EqA=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJRBkIeURNH5sgmnnB+6WxNFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYjaiMD/55mIfY9PvblSApOiXQ3HTiDcsWu2hnYMnFyUoEcjUH5qzcMROShT0JxY7qOHVI/5pqkUDgv9SKDIRcTPsZuQn3uoenHWdQ5O4kMp4CFqJlULBPx90bMPWNmnptMepwezKKXiv953YhGl/1Y+mFE6Iv0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaUGol4mhyZ9JngmhOhlowLkYhRUkop6cNZ/H6ZtM6qznm1dlur1K/yZopwBMdwCg5cQB1uoAFNEDCGJ3iGF2tqvVpv1vvPaMHKdw7hD6yPb7OUki0=</latexit>w1
<latexit sha1_base64="+Uf+HVSDLEeKV/k/G3hcAXBE4BU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYUAWUEDWUQ5CElVnS+bMIp54fu1kRRlE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U9rZXVtfWOzsFXc3tnd2y8dHLZMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG1+nfvsRtZFhcE/TCF2fjwI5lIJTIt1N+tV+qWxX7AxsmTg5KUOORr/01RuEIvYxIKG4MV3HjsidcU1SKJwXe7HBiIsxH2E3oQH30bizLOqcncaGU8gi1Ewqlon4e2PGfWOmvpdM+pwezKKXiv953ZiGl+5MBlFMGIj0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaQGol4mhyZDJjgmhOhlowLkYhxUkox6cNZ/H6ZtKoV57xSu62V61d5MwU4hhM4AwcuoA430IAmCBjBEzzDizWxXq036/1ndMXKd47gD6yPb7Ujki4=</latexit>w2

<latexit sha1_base64="dvBDXlscGbg6sWKyGcF/Uua8EqA=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJRBkIeURNH5sgmnnB+6WxNFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYjaiMD/55mIfY9PvblSApOiXQ3HTiDcsWu2hnYMnFyUoEcjUH5qzcMROShT0JxY7qOHVI/5pqkUDgv9SKDIRcTPsZuQn3uoenHWdQ5O4kMp4CFqJlULBPx90bMPWNmnptMepwezKKXiv953YhGl/1Y+mFE6Iv0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaUGol4mhyZ9JngmhOhlowLkYhRUkop6cNZ/H6ZtM6qznm1dlur1K/yZopwBMdwCg5cQB1uoAFNEDCGJ3iGF2tqvVpv1vvPaMHKdw7hD6yPb7OUki0=</latexit>w1
<latexit sha1_base64="+Uf+HVSDLEeKV/k/G3hcAXBE4BU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYUAWUEDWUQ5CElVnS+bMIp54fu1kRRlE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U9rZXVtfWOzsFXc3tnd2y8dHLZMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG1+nfvsRtZFhcE/TCF2fjwI5lIJTIt1N+tV+qWxX7AxsmTg5KUOORr/01RuEIvYxIKG4MV3HjsidcU1SKJwXe7HBiIsxH2E3oQH30bizLOqcncaGU8gi1Ewqlon4e2PGfWOmvpdM+pwezKKXiv953ZiGl+5MBlFMGIj0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaQGol4mhyZDJjgmhOhlowLkYhxUkox6cNZ/H6ZtKoV57xSu62V61d5MwU4hhM4AwcuoA430IAmCBjBEzzDizWxXq036/1ndMXKd47gD6yPb7Ujki4=</latexit>w2

<latexit sha1_base64="dvBDXlscGbg6sWKyGcF/Uua8EqA=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNJRBkIeURNH5sgmnnB+6WxNFVj6BFio6RMv3UPAv2MYFJEw1mtnVzo4bKmnItj+twsrq2vpGcbO0tb2zu1feP2iZINICmyJQge643KCSPjZJksJOqJF7rsK2O7lO/fYjaiMD/55mIfY9PvblSApOiXQ3HTiDcsWu2hnYMnFyUoEcjUH5qzcMROShT0JxY7qOHVI/5pqkUDgv9SKDIRcTPsZuQn3uoenHWdQ5O4kMp4CFqJlULBPx90bMPWNmnptMepwezKKXiv953YhGl/1Y+mFE6Iv0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaUGol4mhyZ9JngmhOhlowLkYhRUkop6cNZ/H6ZtM6qznm1dlur1K/yZopwBMdwCg5cQB1uoAFNEDCGJ3iGF2tqvVpv1vvPaMHKdw7hD6yPb7OUki0=</latexit>w1
<latexit sha1_base64="+Uf+HVSDLEeKV/k/G3hcAXBE4BU=">AAAB9XicbVC7TsNAEFzzDOEVoKQ5ESFRRXYUAWUEDWUQ5CElVnS+bMIp54fu1kRRlE+ghYoO0fI9FPwLtnEBCVONZna1s+NFShqy7U9rZXVtfWOzsFXc3tnd2y8dHLZMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG1+nfvsRtZFhcE/TCF2fjwI5lIJTIt1N+tV+qWxX7AxsmTg5KUOORr/01RuEIvYxIKG4MV3HjsidcU1SKJwXe7HBiIsxH2E3oQH30bizLOqcncaGU8gi1Ewqlon4e2PGfWOmvpdM+pwezKKXiv953ZiGl+5MBlFMGIj0EEmF2SEjtEw6QDaQGol4mhyZDJjgmhOhlowLkYhxUkox6cNZ/H6ZtKoV57xSu62V61d5MwU4hhM4AwcuoA430IAmCBjBEzzDizWxXq036/1ndMXKd47gD6yPb7Ujki4=</latexit>w2
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Figure 5.3: Scheme of the body parts area selection algorithm.

define:
MF,b = ϕb(CF) (5.2)

where ϕb is the area selection function, which takes as input the
set CF obtained in the previous step, and outputs the coordinates
of the 4 points MF,b = {(w1, h1), (w1, h2), (w2, h1), (w2, h2)} which
delimit the area where b is located: w1 and w2 are the coordinates
along the x-axis, h1 and h2 along the y-axis. The coordinates of
the bounding box are different frame by frame, according to the
location of the body part. Boxes surrounding a certain body part,
within a certain video, keep the same dimensions. In Section 5.2.1
we explain the area selection function used for hands and feet; in
Section 5.2.2 we deal with explanation of the face area selection
function.

In Figure 5.3 we can see the general scheme of this algorithm.

5.2.1 Hands and Feet Area Selection

Let us solve the Equation (5.2) for all the body parts b ∈ B, except for the
face. For the face selection, we used an adapted version of the algorithm
proposed in [6], explained in Section 5.2.2, that was not suitable for these
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body parts selection for its construction. Now, let us explain the steps
of the proposed algorithm:

1. According to the body part b ∈ B we are dealing with, let us select
a subset of detected keypoints CF,b ⊂ CF:

• CF,LH = {c26, c27, ..., c46} is the subset of the 21 keypoints
referred to the left hand of the subject in frame F;

• CF,RH = {c47, c48, ..., c67} is the subset of the 21 keypoints
referred to the right hand of the subject in frame F;

• CF,LF = {c15, c20, c21, c22} is the subset of the 4 keypoints
referred to the left foot of the subject in frame F;

• CF,RF = {c12, c23, c24, c25} is the subset of the 4 keypoints
referred to the right foot of the subject in frame F.

2. The detected keypoints of the skeleton CF are usually placed in the
centre of the corresponding body part. Therefore, to ensure that
the found box surrounds the entire body part, we also consider an
offset qb. So, let us calculate the box coordinates MF,b for each
b ∈ B as: ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

w1 = max(0,min((ci,w)− qb)

h1 = max(0,min((ci,h)− qb)

w2 = min(W,max((ci,w) + qb)

h2 = min(H,max((ci,h) + qb)

(5.3)

where the notation ci,w indicates the coordinate along the x-axis
of the i-th keypoint belonging to the set CF,b, and ci,h indicates its
coordinate along the y-axis. We used qb = 5 with b = {LH,RH} ,
and qb = 12 with b = {LF,RF}.

3. At this point, we calculate the centre of each of the two sides of the
body part box:

w̄ =
w1 + w2

2
h̄ =

h1 + h2

2
(5.4)

4. We repeat steps 1, 2 and 3 for every frame F ∈ V.

5. Let us calculate, among all the frames F ∈ V and for each b ∈ B,
the average of the widths (∆w) and the average of heights (∆h) of
all the obtained bounding boxes:

∆w =
1

N

∑︂
F∈V

(w2(F)
− w1(F)

) ∆h =
1

N

∑︂
F∈V

(h2(F)
− h1(F)

) (5.5)
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6. Then, for each F ∈ V, we update the coordinates MF,b as indicated
in Equation (5.6). ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

w1 = w̄ − ∆w

2

h1 = h̄− ∆h

2

w2 = w̄ + ∆w

2

h2 = h̄+ ∆h

2

(5.6)

In this way we ensure that the areas referred to the body part b

have the same resolution in all the frames of a certain video V. This
would be necessary for the calculation of the features in Section 5.4

7. For each F ∈ V, to avoid inconsistencies of the just calculated
box coordinates with the frame resolution H ×W , we update their
values in this way.⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(w1 = 0, w2 = ∆w) if w1 < 0

(h1 = 0, h2 = ∆h) if h1 < 0

(w1 = W −∆w, w2 = W ) if w2 > W

(h2 = H −∆h, h2 = H) if h2 > H

(5.7)

5.2.2 Face Area Selection

The face area selection function is the one used in [6] for the Face GAN
training step. For each frame F ∈ V, as in Section 5.2.1, we consider
the array of coordinates of the subject’s skeleton CF. To select the area
surrounding b, we do the following steps:

1. Let us consider, for each F ∈ V, the keypoints c18 = (c18,x, c18,y) ∈
CF and c19 = (c19,x, c19,y) ∈ CF, which are respectively the coordi-
nates of the left and right ear of the subject.

2. Let us calculate, for each F ∈ V, the middle point between the
coordinates of the two ears of the considered person, that is the
center of the box containing the face.

w̄ =
c18,x + c19,x

2
h̄ =

c18,y + c19,y
2

(5.8)

where w̄ is the middle-point coordinate along the x-axis, and h̄ is
the middle-point coordinate along the y-axis.
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3. Now, for each F ∈ V, we calculate the face box coordinates, solving
Equation (5.9). ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

w1 = max(w̄ − WFC

2
, 0)

h1 = max(h̄− HFC

2
, 0)

w2 = min(w̄ + WFC

2
,W )

h2 = min(h̄+ HFC

2
, H)

(5.9)

where (HFC × WFC) is the pixel resolution of the face bounding
box.

4. In the end, to avoid inconsistencies of the box coordinates just
calculated with the frame resolution (H × W ), we update their
values in this way:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(w1 = 0, w2 = WFC) if w1 < 0

(h1 = 0, h2 = HFC) if h1 < 0

(w1 = W −WFC , w2 = W ) if w2 > W

(h2 = H −HFC , h2 = H) if h2 > H

(5.10)

5.3 CNN-based classification

In this section we show the first approach we have used to classify our
videos. Since we are dealing with a problem of fake content recognition,
we decided to use a method based on a simple neural network as a base-
line. The network processes our videos in a frame-by-frame mode, and
works as a feature extractor and as a classifier of the learned features.
Even if the generic input of the network is a single frame, the classifica-
tion is computed on isolated temporal sequences of frames belonging to
a certain video. Inspired by state-of-the-art face manipulation detection
works, we have decided to do this kind of classification considering only
the faces of the subjects and only the pre-processed grayscale videos as
input. The first step to do is face cropping, as described in Section 5.3.1.
Then, in Section 5.3.2 we describe EfficientNet-B0, the neural network
we use for this task, and in Section 5.3.4 we show our classification pro-
cedure.

5.3.1 Face Cropping

Let us consider only the pre-processed videos V(g). After selecting the
face areas of the subjects frame-by-frame as indicated in Section 5.2.2, we
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crop these frames on these selected portions. In this way, for each V(g),
we get the cropped-on-face video V

(g)
FC , which is a 3D array of shape

N × HFC × WFC , with N the number of frames and HFC × WFC the
resolution of each frame.

5.3.2 EfficientNet-B0

The neural network architecture we use for our binary classification task
is called EfficientNet-B0. EfficientNet-B0 is the baseline architecture of
EfficientNet’s family of CNN models introduced by Tan et al. in [75].
These networks were designed to increase accuracy uniformly scaling
their dimensions (depth, width and resolution) using a compound scal-
ing factor. We use this network for the good accuracy results achieved
in computer vision and multimedia forensics fields using fewer parame-
ters than other famous networks, which allow us to have faster training
phases.

As depicted in Table 5.1, the EfficientNet-B0 is composed of several
convolutional layers and a final fully connected layer. For each i-th stage
of the network, we indicate the type of operator (F̂i), the input resolu-
tion (Ĥi × Ŵi), the number of output channels (Ĉi) and the number of
occurrences of the layers (L̂i).

Stage
i

Operator
F̂i

Resolution
Ĥi × Ŵi

#Channels
Ĉi

#Layers
L̂i

1 Conv3x3 224 × 224 32 1
2 MBConv1, k3x3 112 × 112 16 1
3 MBConv6, k3x3 112 × 112 24 2
4 MBConv6, k5x5 56 × 56 40 2
5 MBConv6, k3x3 28 × 28 80 3
6 MBConv6, k5x5 14 × 14 112 3
7 MBConv6, k5x5 14 × 14 192 4
8 MBConv6, k3x3 7 × 7 320 1
9 Conv1x1 & Pooling & FC 7 × 7 1280 1

Table 5.1: Architecture details of EfficientNet-B0.

The main operators of the network are the Mobile inverted Bottle-
neck Convolution (MBConv), which is the fundamental block of the Mo-
bileNetV2 neural network introduced in [76]. MBConv belongs to a par-
ticular family of convolutional blocks called inverted residual blocks.

As we can see in figure Figure 5.4, general residual blocks connect the
beginning and the end of a convolutional block with a skip connection.
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Figure 5.4: General residual block [9].

Figure 5.5: Representation of a residual block and an inverted residual block
[9].

Let us explain the main idea behind this structure. We know that a neu-
ral network is a function approximator. In general, deep neural networks
work well for complex functions and small networks do the same for sim-
ple ones. It turns out that for the degradation problem, sufficiently deep
networks may have difficulties to learn simple functions, and a priori we
cannot know the function’s complexity. To solve this problem, the resid-
ual block introduces a skip connection that allows to skip some layers
and learn a simpler function, if needed. In Figure 5.5, we can see the
structure of the inverted residual block, which is a modification of the
classic one. The inverted residual block differs from the classic residual
one for the dimension of the inner blocks’ channels: while the first one
follows a wide-narrow-narrow approach, the inverted residual block fol-
lows a narrow-wide-narrow approach. The operation computed by the
inverted residual block are: a point-wise (1 × 1) convolution + ReLU6
activation function, where the number 6 indicates that the activation is
linear as long as it is between 0 and 6; a depth-wise separable convolution
(Dwise) with a kernel filter of size (3× 3); a point-wise convolution + a
linear activation function. The names MBConv1 and MBConv6 contain
the information of the so-called expansion factor (1 and 6), which affects
the number of channels of the intermediate layers of the block.
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5.3.3 CNN Data pre-processing

The network admits as input single frames taken from pre-processed
grayscale cropped-on-face videos, indicated as F

(g)
FC ∈ V

(g)
FC of size

HFC × WFC . It is a good practice to normalize data before providing
them to neural networks; this is done because it can help the training
phase [77]. There are several ways to normalize data; we use the z-score
normalization:

Zl =
(F

(g)
FC)l − µ

σ
(5.11)

where the notation (F
(g)
FC)l and Zl indicates, respectively, the l-th pixel

of the not normalized and the normalized frame; µ and σ respectively
indicate the mean and the standard deviation of F(g)

FC .

5.3.4 Classification

As we are dealing with a binary classification problem, we need to replace
the last fully connected layer of the EfficientNet-B0 with another one
with a number of nodes equal to the number of output classes. The layer
applies a linear transformation :

pf = W · xf + b (5.12)

where, f is the index of the f -th input frame of the network; pf =

[(pf )0, (pf )1] is the output of the network; xf is the feature vector ex-
tracted from the EfficientNet-B0 of size 1280, W is the trainable weight
matrix of size 2×1280 and b is a trainable bias parameter of size 2. The
output vector pf is passed into a nonlinear layer which calculates the
softmax function. The softmax is an exponential function that maps the
input into the range [0,1] and it is defined as:

σ(pf )i =
e(pf )i

1∑︁
j=0

e(pf )j

(5.13)

where the function σ(pf )i scales the i-th value of pf in the new range, and
j = [0, 1] is the index of the class. This normalization ensures the sum of
the pf components (pf )0+(pf )1 to be 1. The output of Equation (5.13)
is associated with the i-th node of the final fully connected layer. Each of
these two values represents the probability of the input frame belonging
to the class “real” or the class “fake”.

In the testing phase we deal with predicting the label of a temporal
sequence of frames, by aggregating the predictions on the single frames of
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the sequence. This is done to compare the results obtained with this clas-
sification method with the ones obtained with the feature-based method,
where each feature corresponds to a sequence of consecutive frames. In
order to do it, we consider temporal sequences of grayscale cropped-on-
face frames S(g)

FC of size K×H×W . We want to calculate the probability
of the entire sequence being “real” as the average of the probabilities of
the single frames of the sequence being “real”, and the probability of the
entire sequence being “fake” as the average of the probabilities of the
frames of the sequence being “fake”. So, let us calculate:

p
(g)
FC =

1

K

K∑︂
f=1

σ(pf )i (5.14)

where p(g)
FC = [(p

(g)
FC)0, (p

(g)
FC)1] indicates the probability of S(g)

FC belonging
to one of the classes with index i = [0, 1], f is the index of a frame in the
sequence, with f = [0, ..., K − 1].

The predicted label of S(g)
FC is calculated as follows:

ŷ
(g)
FC = argmax

i
(p

(g)
FC)i (5.15)

where:

• if ŷ(g)FC = 0, the sequence S
(g)
FC is labeled as “real”.

• if ŷ(g)FC = 1, the sequence S
(g)
FC is labeled as “fake”.

5.4 Feature-based classification

In this section we introduce the core method used for our classifica-
tion task. The idea is to find a tool that infers if a video sequence is
synthesized or not, focusing on the body parts of the subjects in the
video scenes. The method is based on the extraction of the handcrafted
textural features Local Pattern Derivative on Three Ortogonal Planes
(LDP-TOP) (Section 2.2.2) from our video sequences, and the use of a
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) as a feature classifier (Section 2.1.1). In
Figure 5.6 we show the general pipeline of the proposed method. Let us
introduce the notation and explain the method step-by-step:

1. Input video: given V ∈ V , the input of our classification block
are the pre-processed videos V(ρ) = [V(g),V(o)]. Each of them will
follow a certain configuration of classification. Each video can be
“real” (i.e. labeled as 0) or “fake” (i.e. labeled as 1).
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<latexit sha1_base64="bnKZI9QxaJ9kBV6UuUb6Dru4LEY=">AAACCnicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVQKKhOREhQRPZCAElgiZlQOQhxSFaXxZy4vzQ3RopMv4DvoIWKjpEy09Q8C/YwQUEphrN7Gpnx4uUNGTbH9bU9Mzs3Hxpoby4tLyyWllbb5kw1gKbIlSh7nhgUMkAmyRJYSfSCL6nsO3dnuV++w61kWFwSaMIez7cBPJaCqBM6lc23SFQMkr7yUU9vUp2XT0M99Jyv1K1a/YY/C9xClJlBRr9yqc7CEXsY0BCgTFdx46ol4AmKRSmZTc2GIG4hRvsZjQAH00vGedP+U5sgEIeoeZS8bGIPzcS8I0Z+V426QMNzaSXi/953Ziuj3uJDKKYMBD5IZIKx4eM0DIrBvlAaiSCPDlyGXABGohQSw5CZGKcNZX34Ux+/5e09mvOYe3g/KB6clo0U2JbbJvtMocdsRNWZw3WZILds0f2xJ6tB+vFerXevkenrGJng/2C9f4FpnSaZg==</latexit>

ŷ
(⇢)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="CZ3Et6i/zbxtpWanXL+dErKuJfE=">AAACCnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUcGLl8EgxEvYFVGPoiAePEQwKmTX0Du2yZDZBzO9Qlj3D/wKr3ryJl79CQ/+i7sxBzXWqajqpqvLj5U0ZNsfVmlicmp6pjxbmZtfWFyqLq9cmCjRAlsiUpG+8sGgkiG2SJLCq1gjBL7CS79/VPiXd6iNjMJzGsToBdAN5a0UQLnUqa65PaB0kHXS0+PsOq27uhdtZZVOtWY37CH4OHFGpMZGaHaqn+5NJJIAQxIKjGk7dkxeCpqkUJhV3MRgDKIPXWznNIQAjZcO82d8MzFAEY9Rc6n4UMSfGykExgwCP58MgHrmr1eI/3nthG73vVSGcUIYiuIQSYXDQ0ZomReD/EZqJIIiOXIZcgEaiFBLDkLkYpI3VfTh/P1+nFxsN5zdxs7ZTu3gcNRMma2zDVZnDttjB+yENVmLCXbPHtkTe7YerBfr1Xr7Hi1Zo51V9gvW+xeZnppe</latexit>

ŷ
(⇢)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="17ZwXaHF8wx0sF/5VsSW5hIGmUo=">AAACCnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUcGLl8EgxEvYFVGPoiAeoxgNJDH0TjrJkNkHM71CWPcP/AqvevImXv0JD/6LuzEHTaxTUdVNV5cbKmnItj+t3Mzs3PxCfrGwtLyyulZc37gxQaQF1kSgAl13waCSPtZIksJ6qBE8V+GtOzjL/Nt71EYG/jUNQ2x50PNlVwqgVGoXt5p9oHiYtOOr8+QuLjd1P9hLCu1iya7YI/Bp4oxJiY1RbRe/mp1ARB76JBQY03DskFoxaJJCYVJoRgZDEAPoYSOlPnhoWvEof8J3IwMU8BA1l4qPRPy9EYNnzNBz00kPqG8mvUz8z2tE1D1uxdIPI0JfZIdIKhwdMkLLtBjkHamRCLLkyKXPBWggQi05CJGKUdpU1ocz+f00udmvOIeVg8uD0snpuJk822Y7rMwcdsRO2AWrshoT7IE9sWf2Yj1ar9ab9f4zmrPGO5vsD6yPb6NAmmQ=</latexit>

ŷ
(⇢)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="23NtxuHncjnumWPe9gqbXqzFSlw=">AAACBHicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhatbSZSEywIbuGqCXRxhITeSSA5O5wgQmzj8zcJSEbWr/CVis7Y+t/WPgvLiuFgqc6Oefe3HOPFylpyHE+rZXVtfWNzdxWfntnd2/fPjismzDWAmsiVKFuemBQyQBrJElhM9IIvqew4Y1uZn5jjNrIMLinSYQdHwaB7EsBlEpd224PgZLJ9CEptvUwPJt27YJTcjLwZeLOSYHNUe3aX+1eKGIfAxIKjGm5TkSdBDRJoXCab8cGIxAjGGArpQH4aDpJlnzKT2MDFPIINZeKZyL+3kjAN2bie+mkDzQ0i95M/M9rxdS/6iQyiGLCQMwOkVSYHTJCy7QS5D2pkQhmyZHLgAvQQIRachAiFeO0o3zah7v4/TKpn5fci1L5rlyoXM+bybFjdsKKzGWXrMJuWZXVmGBj9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z+iKNd85Yn9gfXwDhBKYLw==</latexit>

ŷ(⇢)<latexit sha1_base64="19707kC08Gsgyih9cNuNgVwWqMo=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlSElzIkIKTWSjCCgjaCiDRB5SHKLzZZOccn7obo0UWf4AvoIWKjpEy2dQ8C/YxgUkTDWa2dXOjhtKodGyPo2V1bX1jc3SVnl7Z3dv3zw47OggUhzaPJCB6rlMgxQ+tFGghF6ogHmuhK47u8787gMoLQL/DuchDDw28cVYcIapNDQrjsdw6o7jTnIf1xw1DU6ToVm16lYOukzsglRJgdbQ/HJGAY888JFLpnXftkIcxEyh4BKSshNpCBmfsQn0U+ozD/QgzsMn9CTSDAMagqJC0lyE3xsx87See246mUXVi14m/uf1IxxfDmLhhxGCz7NDKCTkhzRXIm0F6EgoQGRZcqDCp5wphghKUMZ5KkZpTeW0D3vx+2XSOavb5/XGbaPavCqaKZEjckxqxCYXpEluSIu0CSdz8kSeyYvxaLwab8b7z+iKUexUyB8YH9+x/Jlf</latexit>

V(⇢)
<latexit sha1_base64="HS3NJHhnzOSwpPRfBh3OI3GuFfs=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivQEqaExFSaCIbRUAZQUMZBHlIsYnOl01yyvmhuzVSZPkD+ApaqOgQLZ9Bwb9gBxeQMNVoZlc7O24ohUbT/DQKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7uXnn/oKODSHFo80AGqucyDVL40EaBEnqhAua5Erru9Crzuw+gtAj8O5yF4Hhs7IuR4AxTaVCu2B7DiTuKb5P7uGarSXCSDMpVs27OQZeJlZMqydEalL/sYcAjD3zkkmndt8wQnZgpFFxCUrIjDSHjUzaGfkp95oF24nn4hB5HmmFAQ1BUSDoX4fdGzDytZ56bTmZR9aKXif95/QhHF04s/DBC8Hl2CIWE+SHNlUhbAToUChBZlhyo8ClniiGCEpRxnopRWlMp7cNa/H6ZdE7r1lm9cdOoNi/zZorkkByRGrHIOWmSa9IibcLJjDyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jNaMPKdCvkD4+MbrTGZXA==</latexit>

S(⇢)

<latexit sha1_base64="DUIYV368GknuzD+qg2itWuGrBJM=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6kXwMhiEeAm7EtRjMCAeI5oHZGOYnXSSIbMPZnqFsKyf4Fd41ZM38eo/ePBf3I170MQ6FVXddHU5gRQaTfPTWFhcWl5Zza3l1zc2t7YLO7tN7YeKQ4P70ldth2mQwoMGCpTQDhQw15HQcsa11G/dg9LC925xEkDXZUNPDARnmEi9wr7tMhw5g+gmvotKthr5x3EvuqzFvULRLJtT0HliZaRIMtR7hS+77/PQBQ+5ZFp3LDPAbsQUCi4hztuhhoDxMRtCJ6Eec0F3o+kHMT0KNUOfBqCokHQqwu+NiLlaT1wnmUzz6lkvFf/zOiEOzruR8IIQwePpIRQSpoc0VyKpBmhfKEBkaXKgwqOcKYYISlDGeSKGSVf5pA9r9vt50jwpW6flynWlWL3ImsmRA3JISsQiZ6RKrkidNAgnD+SJPJMX49F4Nd6M95/RBSPb2SN/YHx8A3xQm24=</latexit>

S
(⇢)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="gYGOuXojUCVJ9muqr3xsr26Kddg=">AAACDHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoEGiOREhhSayUQSUETQpKIIgDykO0fmySU45P3S3Roos8wl8BS1UdIiWf6DgX7CDC0iYajSzq50dJ5BCo2l+GguLS8srq7m1/PrG5tZ2YWe3qf1QcWhwX/qq7TANUnjQQIES2oEC5joSWs74MvVb96C08L1bnATQddnQEwPBGSZSr7BvuwxHziC6ie+ikq1G/nHci65qca9QNMvmFHSeWBkpkgz1XuHL7vs8dMFDLpnWHcsMsBsxhYJLiPN2qCFgfMyG0Emox1zQ3Wj6QUyPQs3QpwEoKiSdivB7I2Ku1hPXSSbTvHrWS8X/vE6Ig/NuJLwgRPB4egiFhOkhzZVIqgHaFwoQWZocqPAoZ4ohghKUcZ6IYdJVPunDmv1+njRPytZpuXJdKVYvsmZy5IAckhKxyBmpkhqpkwbh5IE8kWfyYjwar8ab8f4zumBkO3vkD4yPb42Gm3k=</latexit>

S
(⇢)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="rIlPA6gIPe3lrw1uU6Po4oOtMhY=">AAACDHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoEGiOREhhSayUQSUETQpwyMPKQ7R+bJJTjk/dLdGiizzCXwFLVR0iJZ/oOBfsIMLSJhqNLOrnR0nkEKjaX4aC4tLyyurubX8+sbm1nZhZ7ep/VBxaHBf+qrtMA1SeNBAgRLagQLmOhJazvgy9Vv3oLTwvVucBNB12dATA8EZJlKvsG+7DEfOILqJ76KSrUb+cdyLrmtxr1A0y+YUdJ5YGSmSDPVe4cvu+zx0wUMumdYdywywGzGFgkuI83aoIWB8zIbQSajHXNDdaPpBTI9CzdCnASgqJJ2K8HsjYq7WE9dJJtO8etZLxf+8ToiD824kvCBE8Hh6CIWE6SHNlUiqAdoXChBZmhyo8ChniiGCEpRxnohh0lU+6cOa/X6eNE/K1mm5clUpVi+yZnLkgBySErHIGamSGqmTBuHkgTyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jO6YGQ7e+QPjI9vluybfw==</latexit>

S
(⇢)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="8ZDYLgGxrWz4XUpYBmC0fADBVYM=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraiPYDAYhNmFXgloGBbGwiGgekI1hdnKTDJl9MHNXCMv6CX6FrVZ2Yus/WPgv7sYtNPFUh3Pu5Z57nEAKjab5aczNLywuLedW8qtr6xubha3thvZDxaHOfemrlsM0SOFBHQVKaAUKmOtIaDqj89Rv3oPSwvducRxAx2UDT/QFZ5hI3cKu7TIcOv3oJr6LSrYa+odxN7q6iLuFolk2J6CzxMpIkWSodQtfds/noQsecsm0bltmgJ2IKRRcQpy3Qw0B4yM2gHZCPeaC7kSTD2J6EGqGPg1AUSHpRITfGxFztR67TjKZ5tXTXir+57VD7J92IuEFIYLH00MoJEwOaa5EUg3QnlCAyNLkQIVHOVMMEZSgjPNEDJOu8kkf1vT3s6RxVLaOy5XrSrF6ljWTI3tkn5SIRU5IlVySGqkTTh7IE3kmL8aj8Wq8Ge8/o3NGtrND/sD4+AaKZpt3</latexit>

S
(⇢)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="ieMuSDttKI1bfSrU7vM2YTrTbPc=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6kXwMhiEeAm7EtRjUBCP8ZEHZGOYnXSSIbMPZnqFsKyf4Fd41ZM38eo/ePBf3I170MQ6FVXddHU5gRQaTfPTmJtfWFxazq3kV9fWNzYLW9sN7YeKQ5370lcth2mQwoM6CpTQChQw15HQdEbnqd+8B6WF793iOICOywae6AvOMJG6hV3bZTh0+tFNfBeVbDX0D+NudH0RdwtFs2xOQGeJlZEiyVDrFr7sns9DFzzkkmndtswAOxFTKLiEOG+HGgLGR2wA7YR6zAXdiSYfxPQg1Ax9GoCiQtKJCL83IuZqPXadZDLNq6e9VPzPa4fYP+1EwgtCBI+nh1BImBzSXImkGqA9oQCRpcmBCo9yphgiKEEZ54kYJl3lkz6s6e9nSeOobB2XK1eVYvUsayZH9sg+KRGLnJAquSQ1UiecPJAn8kxejEfj1Xgz3n9G54xsZ4f8gfHxDZPMm30=</latexit>

S
(⇢)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="XjKQzT78ocU6D4q3RXVZJKgU6+A=">AAACDnicbVDLSsNQEL3xWeur6k43F4vgQkoiRV0WBXEjVLCt0IYwuU714s2DeydCCQE/wa9wqyt34tZfcOG/mMQufJ3VmXNmmJnjx0oasu13a2JyanpmtjJXnV9YXFqurax2TZRogR0RqUhf+GBQyRA7JEnhRawRAl9hz785KvzeLWojo/CcRjG6AVyFcigFUC55tfVBAHQtQKWnmZeWhT9Mj7MdP/Nqdbthl+B/iTMmdTZG26t9DC4jkQQYklBgTN+xY3JT0CSFwqw6SAzGIG7gCvs5DSFA46blDxnfSgxQxGPUXCpeivh9IoXAmFHg553Fkea3V4j/ef2EhgduKsM4IQxFsYikwnKREVrm4SC/lBqJoLgcuQy5AA1EqCUHIXIxydOq5nk4v7//S7q7DWev0Txr1luH42QqbINtsm3msH3WYieszTpMsDv2wB7Zk3VvPVsv1utX64Q1nlljP2C9fQKpjZyp</latexit>MF,b

<latexit sha1_base64="ch1KtpYQRWFpkK7UGanDw0U15DA=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraiPYDAYhNmFXgloGA2JhEcE8IBvD7OQmGTL7YOauEJb1E/wKW63sxNZ/sPBf3I1baOKpDufcyz33OIEUGk3z01hYXFpeWc2t5dc3Nre2Czu7Te2HikOD+9JXbYdpkMKDBgqU0A4UMNeR0HLGtdRv3YPSwvducRJA12VDTwwEZ5hIvcK+7TIcOYPoOu5Fl7X4LirZauQfx71C0SybU9B5YmWkSDLUe4Uvu+/z0AUPuWRadywzwG7EFAouIc7boYaA8TEbQiehHnNBd6PpBzE9CjVDnwagqJB0KsLvjYi5Wk9cJ5lM8+pZLxX/8zohDs67kfCCEMHj6SEUEqaHNFciqQZoXyhAZGlyoMKjnCmGCEpQxnkihklX+aQPa/b7edI8KVun5cpNpVi9yJrJkQNySErEImekSq5InTQIJw/kiTyTF+PReDXejPef0QUj29kjf2B8fANxYptn</latexit>

L
(⇢)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="YmK3Zp5MW+JVdZdvjDhVkLDXeo8=">AAACDHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoEGiOREhhSayUQSUETQpUgSJPKQ4ROfLJjnl/NDdGimyzCfwFbRQ0SFa/oGCf8EOLiBhqtHMrnZ2nEAKjab5aSwtr6yurec28ptb2zu7hb39lvZDxaHJfemrjsM0SOFBEwVK6AQKmOtIaDuT69Rv34PSwvducRpAz2UjTwwFZ5hI/cKh7TIcO8OoHvejei2+i0q2Gvuncb9QNMvmDHSRWBkpkgyNfuHLHvg8dMFDLpnWXcsMsBcxhYJLiPN2qCFgfMJG0E2ox1zQvWj2QUxPQs3QpwEoKiSdifB7I2Ku1lPXSSbTvHreS8X/vG6Iw8teJLwgRPB4egiFhNkhzZVIqgE6EAoQWZocqPAoZ4ohghKUcZ6IYdJVPunDmv9+kbTOytZ5uXJTKVavsmZy5IgckxKxyAWpkhppkCbh5IE8kWfyYjwar8ab8f4zumRkOwfkD4yPb4L7m3I=</latexit>

L
(⇢)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="IH8jKbCNyuVv7I+6q9c3VYVYgW0=">AAACDHicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOEVoEGiOREhhSayUQSUETQpKAIiDykO0fmySU45P3S3Roos8wl8BS1UdIiWf6DgX7CDC0iYajSzq50dJ5BCo2l+GguLS8srq7m1/PrG5tZ2YWe3qf1QcWhwX/qq7TANUnjQQIES2oEC5joSWs74MvVb96C08L1bnATQddnQEwPBGSZSr7BvuwxHziC6invRTS2+i0q2GvnHca9QNMvmFHSeWBkpkgz1XuHL7vs8dMFDLpnWHcsMsBsxhYJLiPN2qCFgfMyG0Emox1zQ3Wj6QUyPQs3QpwEoKiSdivB7I2Ku1hPXSSbTvHrWS8X/vE6Ig/NuJLwgRPB4egiFhOkhzZVIqgHaFwoQWZocqPAoZ4ohghKUcZ6IYdJVPunDmv1+njRPytZpuXJdKVYvsmZy5IAckhKxyBmpkhqpkwbh5IE8kWfyYjwar8ab8f4zumBkO3vkD4yPb4yXm3g=</latexit>

L
(⇢)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="L7BAJYyZ76VD2oyn0ISAwA5Lu9g=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraiPYDAYhNmFXgloGBbFIEcE8IBvD7OQmGTL7YOauEJb1E/wKW63sxNZ/sPBf3I1baOKpDufcyz33OIEUGk3z01hYXFpeWc2t5dc3Nre2Czu7Te2HikOD+9JXbYdpkMKDBgqU0A4UMNeR0HLGl6nfugelhe/d4iSArsuGnhgIzjCReoV922U4cgZRLe5Ftav4LirZauQfx71C0SybU9B5YmWkSDLUe4Uvu+/z0AUPuWRadywzwG7EFAouIc7boYaA8TEbQiehHnNBd6PpBzE9CjVDnwagqJB0KsLvjYi5Wk9cJ5lM8+pZLxX/8zohDs67kfCCEMHj6SEUEqaHNFciqQZoXyhAZGlyoMKjnCmGCEpQxnkihklX+aQPa/b7edI8KVun5cpNpVi9yJrJkQNySErEImekSq5JnTQIJw/kiTyTF+PReDXejPef0QUj29kjf2B8fAN/yZtw</latexit>

L
(⇢)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="RUGM09XJTwiw2i3ydxBFGSw8rdE=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMraiPYDAYhNmFXgloGBbGwiGIekI1hdnKTDJl9MHNXCMv6CX6FrVZ2Yus/WPgv7sYtNPFUh3Pu5Z57nEAKjab5aczNLywuLedW8qtr6xubha3thvZDxaHOfemrlsM0SOFBHQVKaAUKmOtIaDqj89Rv3oPSwvducRxAx2UDT/QFZ5hI3cKu7TIcOv3oKu5GNxfxXVSy1dA/jLuFolk2J6CzxMpIkWSodQtfds/noQsecsm0bltmgJ2IKRRcQpy3Qw0B4yM2gHZCPeaC7kSTD2J6EGqGPg1AUSHpRITfGxFztR67TjKZ5tXTXir+57VD7J92IuEFIYLH00MoJEwOaa5EUg3QnlCAyNLkQIVHOVMMEZSgjPNEDJOu8kkf1vT3s6RxVLaOy5XrSrF6ljWTI3tkn5SIRU5IlVySGqkTTh7IE3kmL8aj8Wq8Ge8/o3NGtrND/sD4+AaJZZt2</latexit>

L
(⇢)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="TTNGxJiMRb3isf2jy1auF79EDw4=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6kXwMhiEeAm7EtRjMCAeFCKYB2RjmJ10kiGzD2Z6xbCsn+BXeNWTN/HqP3jwX9ysOWhinYqqbrqrnEAKjab5aczNLywuLWdWsqtr6xubua3tuvZDxaHGfemrpsM0SOFBDQVKaAYKmOtIaDjDythv3IHSwvducBRA22V9T/QEZ5hIndyujXCP0dVlNe5E55X4NirYauAfxp1c3iyaKegssSYkTyaodnJfdtfnoQsecsm0bllmgO2IKRRcQpy1Qw0B40PWh1ZCPeaCbkdpgpgehJqhTwNQVEiaivB7I2Ku1iPXSSZdhgM97Y3F/7xWiL3TdiS8IETw+PgQCgnpIc2VSKoB2hUKENn4c6DCo5wphghKUMZ5IoZJV9mkD2s6/SypHxWt42LpupQvn02ayZA9sk8KxCInpEwuSJXUCCcP5Ik8kxfj0Xg13oz3n9E5Y7KzQ/7A+PgGV/mbVw==</latexit>

MLP
(⇢)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="BC4Go1SyAd4iJ9vQrDWfbO5JvyY=">AAACDHicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCbUxsJhITbMiuIWpJtKHABBN5JOxKZocLTJh9ZOaukWzWT/ArbLWyM7b+g4X/4oIUCp7q5Jx7c+85biiFRtP8NBYWl5ZXVjNr2fWNza3t3M5uQweR4lDngQxUy2UapPChjgIltEIFzHMlNN3h5dhv3oHSIvBvcBSC47G+L3qCM0ylTm7fRrjH+KpaSzpxtZLcxgVbDYLjpJPLm0VzAjpPrCnJkylqndyX3Q145IGPXDKt25YZohMzhYJLSLJ2pCFkfMj60E6pzzzQTjxJkNCjSDMMaAiKCkknIvzeiJmn9chz00mP4UDPemPxP68dYe/ciYUfRgg+Hx9CIWFySHMl0mqAdoUCRDb+HKjwKWeKIYISlHGeilHaVTbtw5pNP08aJ0XrtFi6LuXLF9NmMuSAHJICscgZKZMKqZE64eSBPJFn8mI8Gq/Gm/H+M7pgTHf2yB8YH99pkpti</latexit>

MLP
(⇢)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="scCdGeG9SVfNgzmMvkWplvo7AMA=">AAACDHicbVC7TgJBFJ31ifhCbUxsJhITbMiuIWpJtKHQBI08EhbJ7HCBCbOPzNw1ks36CX6FrVZ2xtZ/sPBfXFYKBU91cs69ufccJ5BCo2l+GnPzC4tLy5mV7Ora+sZmbmu7rv1QcahxX/qq6TANUnhQQ4ESmoEC5joSGs7wfOw37kBp4Xs3OAqg7bK+J3qCM0ykTm7XRrjH6PKiGnei60p8GxVsNfAP404ubxbNFHSWWBOSJxNUO7kvu+vz0AUPuWRatywzwHbEFAouIc7aoYaA8SHrQyuhHnNBt6M0QUwPQs3QpwEoKiRNRfi9ETFX65HrJJMuw4Ge9sbif14rxN5pOxJeECJ4fHwIhYT0kOZKJNUA7QoFiGz8OVDhUc4UQwQlKOM8EcOkq2zShzWdfpbUj4rWcbF0VcqXzybNZMge2ScFYpETUiYVUiU1wskDeSLP5MV4NF6NN+P9Z3TOmOzskD8wPr4Bcy6baA==</latexit>

MLP
(⇢)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="7DYqNf/VSZKhKGB0kU1OE6G+tco=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6kXwMhiEeAm7EtRjUBAPESKYB2RjmJ10kiGzD2Z6xbCsn+BXeNWTN/HqP3jwX9ysOWhinYqqbrqrnEAKjab5aczNLywuLWdWsqtr6xubua3tuvZDxaHGfemrpsM0SOFBDQVKaAYKmOtIaDjD87HfuAOlhe/d4CiAtsv6nugJzjCROrldG+Eeo6tKNe5ElYv4NirYauAfxp1c3iyaKegssSYkTyaodnJfdtfnoQsecsm0bllmgO2IKRRcQpy1Qw0B40PWh1ZCPeaCbkdpgpgehJqhTwNQVEiaivB7I2Ku1iPXSSZdhgM97Y3F/7xWiL3TdiS8IETw+PgQCgnpIc2VSKoB2hUKENn4c6DCo5wphghKUMZ5IoZJV9mkD2s6/SypHxWt42LpupQvn02ayZA9sk8KxCInpEwuSZXUCCcP5Ik8kxfj0Xg13oz3n9E5Y7KzQ/7A+PgGZmCbYA==</latexit>

MLP
(⇢)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="jnrpDlwa+rC13GOh9RfQzT0O0HY=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMr6kXwMhiEeAm7EtRjUBAPClHMA5IYZiedZMjsg5leMSzrJ/gVXvXkTbz6Dx78FzfrHjSxTkVVN91Vti+FRtP8NGZm5+YXFjNL2eWV1bX13MZmTXuB4lDlnvRUw2YapHChigIlNHwFzLEl1O3h6div34HSwnNvcORD22F9V/QEZxhLndx2C+Eew8uLStQJr8+i27DQUgNvP+rk8mbRTECniZWSPElR6eS+Wl2PBw64yCXTummZPrZDplBwCVG2FWjwGR+yPjRj6jIHdDtMEkR0L9AMPeqDokLSRITfGyFztB45djzpMBzoSW8s/uc1A+wdt0Ph+gGCy8eHUEhIDmmuRFwN0K5QgMjGnwMVLuVMMURQgjLOYzGIu8rGfViT6adJ7aBoHRZLV6V8+SRtJkN2yC4pEIsckTI5JxVSJZw8kCfyTF6MR+PVeDPef0ZnjHRni/yB8fENb/ybZg==</latexit>

MLP
(⇢)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="/DDePkK8c+AfiKwES8KKyoqID4A=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUS+Cl8EgxEvYlaAegwHxGME8IBvD7KSTDJl9MNMrhGX9BL/Cq568iVf/wYP/4m7cgybWqajqpqvLCaTQaJqfRm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t4p7u61tB8qDk3uS191HKZBCg+aKFBCJ1DAXEdC25nUU799D0oL37vFaQA9l408MRScYSL1iwe2y3DsDKMg7kdX9fguKttq7J/E/WLJrJgz0EViZaREMjT6xS974PPQBQ+5ZFp3LTPAXsQUCi4hLtihhoDxCRtBN6Eec0H3otkHMT0ONUOfBqCokHQmwu+NiLlaT10nmUzz6nkvFf/zuiEOL3qR8IIQwePpIRQSZoc0VyKpBuhAKEBkaXKgwqOcKYYISlDGeSKGSVeFpA9r/vtF0jqtWGeV6k21VLvMmsmTQ3JEysQi56RGrkmDNAknD+SJPJMX49F4Nd6M95/RnJHt7JM/MD6+Aauam4s=</latexit>

p
(⇢)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="d2sM7OogcUJXcfYVWdYVd4/sEiw=">AAACDHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivAA0SzYkIKTSRjSKgjKBJQREk8pDiEJ0vm+SU80N3a6TIMp/AV9BCRYdo+QcK/gU7uICEqUYzu9rZcQIpNJrmp5FbWl5ZXcuvFzY2t7Z3irt7Le2HikOT+9JXHYdpkMKDJgqU0AkUMNeR0HYmV6nfvgelhe/d4jSAnstGnhgKzjCR+sUD22U4doZREPej63p8F5VtNfZP4n6xZFbMGegisTJSIhka/eKXPfB56IKHXDKtu5YZYC9iCgWXEBfsUEPA+ISNoJtQj7mge9Hsg5geh5qhTwNQVEg6E+H3RsRcraeuk0ymefW8l4r/ed0Qhxe9SHhBiODx9BAKCbNDmiuRVAN0IBQgsjQ5UOFRzhRDBCUo4zwRw6SrQtKHNf/9ImmdVqyzSvWmWqpdZs3kySE5ImVikXNSI3XSIE3CyQN5Is/kxXg0Xo034/1nNGdkO/vkD4yPb70zm5Y=</latexit>

p
(⇢)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="gH5JUtpDLuOc7tbov09aPyysCe4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivAA0SzYkIKTSRjSKgjKBJGRB5SHGIzpdNcsr5obs1UmSZT+AraKGiQ7T8AwX/gh1cQMJUo5ld7ew4gRQaTfPTyC0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zvF3b2W9kPFocl96auOwzRI4UETBUroBAqY60hoO5Or1G/fg9LC925xGkDPZSNPDAVnmEj94oHtMhw7wyiI+9FNPb6LyrYa+ydxv1gyK+YMdJFYGSmRDI1+8cse+Dx0wUMumdZdywywFzGFgkuIC3aoIWB8wkbQTajHXNC9aPZBTI9DzdCnASgqJJ2J8HsjYq7WU9dJJtO8et5Lxf+8bojDi14kvCBE8Hh6CIWE2SHNlUiqAToQChBZmhyo8ChniiGCEpRxnohh0lUh6cOa/36RtE4r1lmlel0t1S6zZvLkkByRMrHIOamROmmQJuHkgTyRZ/JiPBqvxpvx/jOaM7KdffIHxsc3xs+bnA==</latexit>

p
(⇢)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="daxjAfzn9+iQL4KBHyJDaLeYW98=">AAACDHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfURvBZjAIsQm7EtQyKIiFRQTzgOwaZic3yZDZBzN3hbCsn+BX2GplJ7b+g4X/4m5MoYmnOpxzL/fc44ZSaDTNTyO3sLi0vJJfLaytb2xuFbd3mjqIFIcGD2Sg2i7TIIUPDRQooR0qYJ4roeWOLjK/dQ9Ki8C/xXEIjscGvugLzjCVusU922M4dPtxmHTj68vkLi7bahgcJd1iyayYE9B5Yk1JiUxR7xa/7F7AIw985JJp3bHMEJ2YKRRcQlKwIw0h4yM2gE5KfeaBduLJBwk9jDTDgIagqJB0IsLvjZh5Wo89N53M8upZLxP/8zoR9s+cWPhhhODz7BAKCZNDmiuRVgO0JxQgsiw5UOFTzhRDBCUo4zwVo7SrQtqHNfv9PGkeV6yTSvWmWqqdT5vJk31yQMrEIqekRq5InTQIJw/kiTyTF+PReDXejPef0Zwx3dklf2B8fAO6AZuU</latexit>

p
(⇢)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="d63Qv0ORofjCLudHXRK15BCGgqg=">AAACDHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUS+Cl8EgxEvYlaAeg4J4jGIekMRldtJJhsw+mOkVwrJ+gl/hVU/exKv/4MF/cXfNQRPrVFR109XlBFJoNM1PI7ewuLS8kl8trK1vbG4Vt3ea2g8Vhwb3pa/aDtMghQcNFCihHShgriOh5YwvUr91D0oL37vFSQA9lw09MRCcYSLZxb2uy3DkDKIgtqOby/guKnfVyD+K7WLJrJgZ6DyxpqREpqjbxa9u3+ehCx5yybTuWGaAvYgpFFxCXOiGGgLGx2wInYR6zAXdi7IPYnoYaoY+DUBRIWkmwu+NiLlaT1wnmUzz6lkvFf/zOiEOznqR8IIQwePpIRQSskOaK5FUA7QvFCCyNDlQ4VHOFEMEJSjjPBHDpKtC0oc1+/08aR5XrJNK9bpaqp1Pm8mTfXJAysQip6RGrkidNAgnD+SJPJMX49F4Nd6M95/RnDHd2SV/YHx8A8Odm5o=</latexit>

p
(⇢)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="tSRuXbNBvG6Kncg8HslbmlZfzrE=">AAACCXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMrKp68DAYhXsKuBPUYDIjHCOYBSQy9k04yZPbBTK8Qlv0Cv8KrnryJV7/Cg//iJuagiXUqqrrp6nJDJQ3Z9qe1tLyyurae2chubm3v7Ob29usmiLTAmghUoJsuGFTSxxpJUtgMNYLnKmy4o8rEbzygNjLw72gcYseDgS/7UgClUjd32B4CxePkPi609TA4TbrxdSXp5vJ20Z6CLxJnRvJshmo399XuBSLy0CehwJiWY4fUiUGTFAqTbDsyGIIYwQBbKfXBQ9OJp/ETfhIZoICHqLlUfCri740YPGPGnptOekBDM+9NxP+8VkT9y04s/TAi9MXkEEmF00NGaJn2grwnNRLBJDly6XMBGohQSw5CpGKUFpVN+3Dmv18k9bOic14s3Zby5atZMxl2xI5ZgTnsgpXZDauyGhMsZk/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4wuWbOdA/YH1sc3TciaQQ==</latexit>

ŷ
(⇢)
FC

Figure 5.6: Feature-based classification method outline.

2. Temporal partition: By definition, each LDP-TOP feature corre-
sponds to a sequence of consecutive frames. The idea is to test our
model on a certain feature, in order to predict the class of its cor-
responding temporal sequence of frames. So, before extracting the
features, we need to isolate temporal sequences S(ρ) from our input
video V(ρ), where ρ = [g, o] refers to the considered pre-processed
video. Each sequence is composed of K consecutive frames and the
amount of frames between the beginning of one sequence and the
beginning of the following one is Q, with Q < K.

3. Body parts cropping : Given a temporal sequence S(ρ), with ρ =

[g, o], we consider all the frames F(ρ) ∈ S(ρ). For each frame in the
sequence, we get all the body parts area coordinates MF,b, with
b ∈ B, obtained applying the algorithm explained in Section 5.2.
For each frame in the sequence and for each body part, we crop
the part inside the area bounded by the coordinates MF,b. In this
way, for each b ∈ B, we get the sequence of the cropped body part
indicated with the notation S

(ρ)
b , where the index b refers to the

body part associated with the sequence:

• S
(ρ)
FC is the sequence cropped on subject’s face;

• S
(ρ)
LH is the sequence cropped on subject’s left hand;

• S
(ρ)
RH is the sequence cropped on subject’s right hand;
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<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K
<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K
<latexit sha1_base64="6OqiqqBThGZqvXcKN8NBI7qG1+I=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBFHwTtxi3qEcvjUHwFGZE1GPQi8cEzALJEHo6L7FJz0L3GzGM+QmvevImXv0ZD/6LM2OEuNWpqKrHK8qLlDRk229WYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3Cpv77RMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG19kfvsGtZFhcEWTCF2fjwI5lIJTKnV6hLeUNKb9csWp2jmY/Yt8WRWYod4vv/cGoYh9DEgobkzXsSNyE65JCoXTUi82GHEx5iPspjTgPho3yftO2UFsOIUsQs2kYrmI8xcJ942Z+F6a9Dldm59eJv7ldWManrmJDKKYMBDZI5IK80dGaJkOgWwgNRLxrDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhXjdJnS/B7/k9ZR1TmpHjeOK7Xz2TJF2IN9OAQHTqEGl1CHJghQcA8P8GjdWU/Ws/XyGS1Ys5td+Abr9QMw9ZTD</latexit>

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="6OqiqqBThGZqvXcKN8NBI7qG1+I=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBFHwTtxi3qEcvjUHwFGZE1GPQi8cEzALJEHo6L7FJz0L3GzGM+QmvevImXv0ZD/6LM2OEuNWpqKrHK8qLlDRk229WYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3Cpv77RMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG19kfvsGtZFhcEWTCF2fjwI5lIJTKnV6hLeUNKb9csWp2jmY/Yt8WRWYod4vv/cGoYh9DEgobkzXsSNyE65JCoXTUi82GHEx5iPspjTgPho3yftO2UFsOIUsQs2kYrmI8xcJ942Z+F6a9Dldm59eJv7ldWManrmJDKKYMBDZI5IK80dGaJkOgWwgNRLxrDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhXjdJnS/B7/k9ZR1TmpHjeOK7Xz2TJF2IN9OAQHTqEGl1CHJghQcA8P8GjdWU/Ws/XyGS1Ys5td+Abr9QMw9ZTD</latexit>

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="6OqiqqBThGZqvXcKN8NBI7qG1+I=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBFHwTtxi3qEcvjUHwFGZE1GPQi8cEzALJEHo6L7FJz0L3GzGM+QmvevImXv0ZD/6LM2OEuNWpqKrHK8qLlDRk229WYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3Cpv77RMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG19kfvsGtZFhcEWTCF2fjwI5lIJTKnV6hLeUNKb9csWp2jmY/Yt8WRWYod4vv/cGoYh9DEgobkzXsSNyE65JCoXTUi82GHEx5iPspjTgPho3yftO2UFsOIUsQs2kYrmI8xcJ942Z+F6a9Dldm59eJv7ldWManrmJDKKYMBDZI5IK80dGaJkOgWwgNRLxrDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhXjdJnS/B7/k9ZR1TmpHjeOK7Xz2TJF2IN9OAQHTqEGl1CHJghQcA8P8GjdWU/Ws/XyGS1Ys5td+Abr9QMw9ZTD</latexit>

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="gb4pyVRaYMkHn2Jn4IG+4ybTPdE=">AAACBHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQgpNJGNIqCMoKEMEnlIiYnOl0045fzQ3TpSZLnlK2ihokO0/AcF/4JtXEDCVKOZXe3suKEUGi3r0yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BRweR4tDmgQxUz2UapPChjQIl9EIFzHMldN3pdeZ3Z6C0CPw7nIfgeGzii7HgDFNpaJoDj+GDO447yX1cm5wmQ7Nq1a0cdJnYBamSAq2h+TUYBTzywEcumdZ92wrRiZlCwSUklUGkIWR8yibQT6nPPNBOnCdP6EmkGQY0BEWFpLkIvzdi5mk999x0MsupF71M/M/rRzi+dGLhhxGCz7NDKCTkhzRXIq0E6EgoQGRZcqDCp5wphghKUMZ5KkZpR5W0D3vx+2XSOavb5/XGbaPavCqaKZMjckxqxCYXpEluSIu0CScz8kSeyYvxaLwab8b7z2jJKHYOyR8YH98+f5gD</latexit>

V(g)
<latexit sha1_base64="iXpP17RIl6zv5BBGoQ+M+o9fkJc=">AAACBHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQgpNJGNIqCMoKEMgjykxETnyyaccn7obh0pstzyFbRQ0SFa/oOCf8E2LiAw1WhmVzs7biiFRsv6MEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvX0UGkOLR5IAPVc5kGKXxoo0AJvVAB81wJXXd6mfndGSgtAv8W5yE4Hpv4Yiw4w1QamubAY3jvjuOb5C6uTY6ToVm16lYO+pfYBamSAq2h+TkYBTzywEcumdZ92wrRiZlCwSUklUGkIWR8yibQT6nPPNBOnCdP6FGkGQY0BEWFpLkIPzdi5mk999x0MsupF71M/M/rRzg+d2LhhxGCz7NDKCTkhzRXIq0E6EgoQGRZcqDCp5wphghKUMZ5KkZpR5W0D3vx+7+kc1K3T+uN60a1eVE0UyYH5JDUiE3OSJNckRZpE05m5JE8kWfjwXgxXo2379GSUezsk18w3r8AOb2YAA==</latexit>

S(g)
<latexit sha1_base64="8IhEzXrfg94JGGs48f183uNvfnE=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1iEuimJFHVZLIjLivYBbSyT6W0dOnkwcyOUkC/wK9zqyp249Stc+C8msQutntXhnHu55x43lEKjZX0YhYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc8vc3mnrIFIcWjyQgeq6TIMUPrRQoIRuqIB5roSOO2lkfucelBaBf4PTEByPjX0xEpxhKg3Mvb7H8M4dxdfJIL5oJLdxZXyUDMyyVbVy0L/EnpEymaE5MD/7w4BHHvjIJdO6Z1shOjFTKLiEpNSPNISMT9gYein1mQfaifP4CT2MNMOAhqCokDQX4edGzDytp56bTmZh9byXif95vQhHZ04s/DBC8Hl2CIWE/JDmSqS9AB0KBYgsSw5U+JQzxRBBCco4T8UoLaqU9mHPf/+XtI+r9km1dlUr189nzRTJPjkgFWKTU1Inl6RJWoSTmDySJ/JsPBgvxqvx9j1aMGY7u+QXjPcvA4KaEg==</latexit>

S
(g)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="yT9OLO10iFlOGGTrOmPRkeOFtCI=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpKIIgDykx0fmyCaecH7pbI0WWv4CvoIWKDtHyFRT8C7ZJAYGpRjO72tlxQyk0WtaHUVhYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfM7Z22DiLFocUDGaiuyzRI4UMLBUrohgqY50rouJOLzO/cg9Ii8G9wGoLjsbEvRoIzTKWBudf3GN65o/g6GcSXjeQ2royPkoFZtqpWDvqX2DNSJjM0B+ZnfxjwyAMfuWRa92wrRCdmCgWXkJT6kYaQ8QkbQy+lPvNAO3EeP6GHkWYY0BAUFZLmIvzciJmn9dRz08ksrJ73MvE/rxfh6MyJhR9GCD7PDqGQkB/SXIm0F6BDoQCRZcmBCp9yphgiKEEZ56kYpUWV0j7s+e//kvZx1T6p1q5q5fr5rJki2ScHpEJsckrqpEGapEU4ickjeSLPxoPxYrwab9+jBWO2s0t+wXj/AhT6mh0=</latexit>

S
(g)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="VtqX31ErgPkew1wgvDuRaHc3uh0=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpwyMPKTHR+bIJp5wfulsjRZa/gK+ghYoO0fIVFPwLtkkBgalGM7va2XFDKTRa1odRWFhcWl4prpbW1jc2t8ztnbYOIsWhxQMZqK7LNEjhQwsFSuiGCpjnSui4k4vM79yD0iLwb3AaguOxsS9GgjNMpYG51/cY3rmj+DoZxFeN5DaujI+SgVm2qlYO+pfYM1ImMzQH5md/GPDIAx+5ZFr3bCtEJ2YKBZeQlPqRhpDxCRtDL6U+80A7cR4/oYeRZhjQEBQVkuYi/NyImaf11HPTySysnvcy8T+vF+HozImFH0YIPs8OoZCQH9JcibQXoEOhAJFlyYEKn3KmGCIoQRnnqRilRZXSPuz57/+S9nHVPqnWLmvl+vmsmSLZJwekQmxySuqkQZqkRTiJySN5Is/Gg/FivBpv36MFY7azS37BeP8CHoSaIw==</latexit>

S
(g)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="TaUa3BXd3od0VYX2fl+TFmpLsY4=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUEUiIgiII8pASY50vm3DK+aG7NVJk+Qv4Clqo6BAtX0HBv2CHFBCYajSzq50dL5JCo2V9GIW5+YXFpeJyaWV1bX3D3Nxq6TBWHJo8lKHqeEyDFAE0UaCETqSA+Z6Etjc6y/32PSgtwuAGxxE4PhsGYiA4w0xyzZ2ez/DOGyTXqZtcnqe3SWV4kLpm2apaE9C/xJ6SMpmi4ZqfvX7IYx8C5JJp3bWtCJ2EKRRcQlrqxRoixkdsCN2MBswH7SST+CndjzXDkEagqJB0IsLPjYT5Wo99L5vMw+pZLxf/87oxDk6cRARRjBDw/BAKCZNDmiuR9QK0LxQgsjw5UBFQzhRDBCUo4zwT46yoUtaHPfv9X9I6rNpH1dpVrVw/nTZTJLtkj1SITY5JnVyQBmkSThLySJ7Is/FgvBivxtv3aMGY7myTXzDevwARzpob</latexit>

S
(g)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="19XJCyE6n+EO906UfUqMsYr0Z5g=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUEUiIMjzykBJjnS+bcMr5obs1UmT5C/gKWqjoEC1fQcG/YIcUEJhqNLOrnR0vkkKjZX0Yhbn5hcWl4nJpZXVtfcPc3GrpMFYcmjyUoep4TIMUATRRoIROpID5noS2NzrL/fY9KC3C4AbHETg+GwZiIDjDTHLNnZ7P8M4bJNepm1ydp7dJZXiQumbZqloT0L/EnpIymaLhmp+9fshjHwLkkmndta0InYQpFFxCWurFGiLGR2wI3YwGzAftJJP4Kd2PNcOQRqCokHQiws+NhPlaj30vm8zD6lkvF//zujEOTpxEBFGMEPD8EAoJk0OaK5H1ArQvFCCyPDlQEVDOFEMEJSjjPBPjrKhS1oc9+/1f0jqs2kfV2mWtXD+dNlMku2SPVIhNjkmdXJAGaRJOEvJInsiz8WC8GK/G2/dowZjubJNfMN6/ABtYmiE=</latexit>

S
(g)
RF

Figure 5.7: Zoom on temporal partition and body parts area selection given
as input V(g).

• S
(ρ)
LF is the sequence cropped on the subject’s left foot;

• S
(ρ)
RF is the sequence cropped on the subject’s right foot.

In Figure 5.7 we focus on the temporal partition and body parts
area selection steps when the input is V(g), and in Figure 5.8 we
focus on the temporal partition and body parts area selection steps
when the input is V(o).

4. Feature extraction: For each sequence obtained at the step before,
we extract the 1D feature vector LDP-TOP of size 3072, indicated
as L

(ρ)
b , following the feature extraction method explained in Sec-

tion 2.2.2. The feature vectors computed from each temporal se-
quences inherit the label of the video they belong.

5. Training phase: we train one MLP classifier (Section 2.1.1) for each
group of features L(ρ)

b , indicated as MLP(ρ)
b . The architecture of the

MLP is the following: an input layer which takes as input the fea-
ture vector of size 3072; three hidden layers composed respectively
by 100, 50 and 25 neurons; an output layer composed by 2 neurons.
So, each MLP classifier gives as output a vector of size 2, where the
first value is associated with the probability of the input sequence
to belong to the “real” class and the second value is associated with
the probability of the input sequence to belong to the “fake” class.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K
<latexit sha1_base64="6OqiqqBThGZqvXcKN8NBI7qG1+I=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBFHwTtxi3qEcvjUHwFGZE1GPQi8cEzALJEHo6L7FJz0L3GzGM+QmvevImXv0ZD/6LM2OEuNWpqKrHK8qLlDRk229WYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3Cpv77RMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG19kfvsGtZFhcEWTCF2fjwI5lIJTKnV6hLeUNKb9csWp2jmY/Yt8WRWYod4vv/cGoYh9DEgobkzXsSNyE65JCoXTUi82GHEx5iPspjTgPho3yftO2UFsOIUsQs2kYrmI8xcJ942Z+F6a9Dldm59eJv7ldWManrmJDKKYMBDZI5IK80dGaJkOgWwgNRLxrDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhXjdJnS/B7/k9ZR1TmpHjeOK7Xz2TJF2IN9OAQHTqEGl1CHJghQcA8P8GjdWU/Ws/XyGS1Ys5td+Abr9QMw9ZTD</latexit>

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="6OqiqqBThGZqvXcKN8NBI7qG1+I=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBFHwTtxi3qEcvjUHwFGZE1GPQi8cEzALJEHo6L7FJz0L3GzGM+QmvevImXv0ZD/6LM2OEuNWpqKrHK8qLlDRk229WYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3Cpv77RMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG19kfvsGtZFhcEWTCF2fjwI5lIJTKnV6hLeUNKb9csWp2jmY/Yt8WRWYod4vv/cGoYh9DEgobkzXsSNyE65JCoXTUi82GHEx5iPspjTgPho3yftO2UFsOIUsQs2kYrmI8xcJ942Z+F6a9Dldm59eJv7ldWManrmJDKKYMBDZI5IK80dGaJkOgWwgNRLxrDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhXjdJnS/B7/k9ZR1TmpHjeOK7Xz2TJF2IN9OAQHTqEGl1CHJghQcA8P8GjdWU/Ws/XyGS1Ys5td+Abr9QMw9ZTD</latexit>

Q

<latexit sha1_base64="6OqiqqBThGZqvXcKN8NBI7qG1+I=">AAAB+nicdVDJSgNBFHwTtxi3qEcvjUHwFGZE1GPQi8cEzALJEHo6L7FJz0L3GzGM+QmvevImXv0ZD/6LM2OEuNWpqKrHK8qLlDRk229WYWFxaXmluFpaW9/Y3Cpv77RMGGuBTRGqUHc8blDJAJskSWEn0sh9T2HbG19kfvsGtZFhcEWTCF2fjwI5lIJTKnV6hLeUNKb9csWp2jmY/Yt8WRWYod4vv/cGoYh9DEgobkzXsSNyE65JCoXTUi82GHEx5iPspjTgPho3yftO2UFsOIUsQs2kYrmI8xcJ942Z+F6a9Dldm59eJv7ldWManrmJDKKYMBDZI5IK80dGaJkOgWwgNRLxrDkyGTDBNSdCLRkXIhXjdJnS/B7/k9ZR1TmpHjeOK7Xz2TJF2IN9OAQHTqEGl1CHJghQcA8P8GjdWU/Ws/XyGS1Ys5td+Abr9QMw9ZTD</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="Pnv/jJYUbyTtQY5aOjEVaAVkTR4=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivACXNiQiJKrJRBJQRNEg0QSIPKbGi9WUTTjk/dLdGRCY/QQsVHaLlZyj4F+zgAhKmGs3samfHi5Q0ZNufVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4p7+61TBhrgU0RqlB3PDCoZIBNkqSwE2kE31PY9saXmd++R21kGNzSJELXh1Egh1IApVKnR/hAyfW0X67YVXsGvkicnFRYjka//NUbhCL2MSChwJiuY0fkJqBJCoXTUi82GIEYwwi7KQ3AR+Mms7xTfhQboJBHqLlUfCbi740EfGMmvpdO+kB3Zt7LxP+8bkzDczeRQRQTBiI7RFLh7JARWqZFIB9IjUSQJUcuAy5AAxFqyUGIVIzTZkppH87894ukdVJ1Tqu1m1qlfpE3U2QH7JAdM4edsTq7Yg3WZIIp9sSe2Yv1aL1ab9b7z2jBynf22R9YH98mCpS8</latexit>

K

<latexit sha1_base64="362uhDmd6KcJDmS3sWHVv3bvKJs=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUEUiIMjzykJIQnS+bcMr5obs1UmT5C/gKWqjoEC1fQcG/YBsXEJhqNLOrnR0nkEKjZX0Yhbn5hcWl4nJpZXVtfcPc3GppP1QcmtyXvuo4TIMUHjRRoIROoIC5joS2MzlL/fY9KC187wanAfRdNvbESHCGiTQwd3ouwztnFF3Hg+jqPL6NKv5BPDDLVtXKQP8SOydlkqMxMD97Q5+HLnjIJdO6a1sB9iOmUHAJcakXaggYn7AxdBPqMRd0P8rix3Q/1Ax9GoCiQtJMhJ8bEXO1nrpOMpmG1bNeKv7ndUMcnfQj4QUhgsfTQygkZIc0VyLpBehQKEBkaXKgwqOcKYYISlDGeSKGSVGlpA979vu/pHVYtY+qtctauX6aN1Mku2SPVIhNjkmdXJAGaRJOIvJInsiz8WC8GK/G2/dowch3tskvGO9fJ+CaKQ==</latexit>

S
(o)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="4Ji02OvXFUTPypSgxPOmYWmOq/w=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUEUiIgiII8pCSEJ0vm3DK+aG7NVJk+Qv4Clqo6BAtX0HBv2AbFxCYajSzq50dJ5BCo2V9GIW5+YXFpeJyaWV1bX3D3NxqaT9UHJrcl77qOEyDFB40UaCETqCAuY6EtjM5S/32PSgtfO8GpwH0XTb2xEhwhok0MHd6LsM7ZxRdx4Po8jy+jSr+QTwwy1bVykD/EjsnZZKjMTA/e0Ofhy54yCXTumtbAfYjplBwCXGpF2oIGJ+wMXQT6jEXdD/K4sd0P9QMfRqAokLSTISfGxFztZ66TjKZhtWzXir+53VDHJ30I+EFIYLH00MoJGSHNFci6QXoUChAZGlyoMKjnCmGCEpQxnkihklRpaQPe/b7v6R1WLWPqrWrWrl+mjdTJLtkj1SITY5JnVyQBmkSTiLySJ7Is/FgvBivxtv3aMHId7bJLxjvXx5WmiM=</latexit>

S
(o)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="scbWH2xfAd12hZUPqLX7l65UhNE=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpKIIgDykx0fmyCaecH7pbI0WWv4CvoIWKDtHyFRT8C7ZJAYGpRjO72tlxQyk0WtaHUVhYXFpeKa6W1tY3NrfM7Z22DiLFocUDGaiuyzRI4UMLBUrohgqY50rouJOLzO/cg9Ii8G9wGoLjsbEvRoIzTKWBudf3GN65o/g6GcSXjeQ2rgRHycAsW1UrB/1L7BkpkxmaA/OzPwx45IGPXDKte7YVohMzhYJLSEr9SEPI+ISNoZdSn3mgnTiPn9DDSDMMaAiKCklzEX5uxMzTeuq56WQWVs97mfif14twdObEwg8jBJ9nh1BIyA9prkTaC9ChUIDIsuRAhU85UwwRlKCM81SM0qJKaR/2/Pd/Sfu4ap9Ua1e1cv181kyR7JMDUiE2OSV10iBN0iKcxOSRPJFn48F4MV6Nt+/RgjHb2SW/YLx/ASGCmiU=</latexit>

S
(o)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="e2yNw6MlVHPZIbYbjULUSWUSp1E=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpwyMPKTHR+bIJp5wfulsjRZa/gK+ghYoO0fIVFPwLtkkBgalGM7va2XFDKTRa1odRWFhcWl4prpbW1jc2t8ztnbYOIsWhxQMZqK7LNEjhQwsFSuiGCpjnSui4k4vM79yD0iLwb3AaguOxsS9GgjNMpYG51/cY3rmj+DoZxFeN5DauBEfJwCxbVSsH/UvsGSmTGZoD87M/DHjkgY9cMq17thWiEzOFgktISv1IQ8j4hI2hl1KfeaCdOI+f0MNIMwxoCIoKSXMRfm7EzNN66rnpZBZWz3uZ+J/Xi3B05sTCDyMEn2eHUEjID2muRNoL0KFQgMiy5ECFTzlTDBGUoIzzVIzSokppH/b8939J+7hqn1Rrl7Vy/XzWTJHskwNSITY5JXXSIE3SIpzE5JE8kWfjwXgxXo2379GCMdvZJb9gvH8BKwyaKw==</latexit>

S
(o)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="7aOXkC9qstjYpS7eaKB8FEpLVJE=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1iEuimJFHVZLIjLivYBbSyT6W0dOnkwcyOUkC/wK9zqyp249Stc+C8msQutntXhnHu55x43lEKjZX0YhYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc8vc3mnrIFIcWjyQgeq6TIMUPrRQoIRuqIB5roSOO2lkfucelBaBf4PTEByPjX0xEpxhKg3Mvb7H8M4dxdfJIL5oJLdxJThKBmbZqlo56F9iz0iZzNAcmJ/9YcAjD3zkkmnds60QnZgpFFxCUupHGkLGJ2wMvZT6zAPtxHn8hB5GmmFAQ1BUSJqL8HMjZp7WU89NJ7Owet7LxP+8XoSjMycWfhgh+Dw7hEJCfkhzJdJegA6FAkSWJQcqfMqZYoigBGWcp2KUFlVK+7Dnv/9L2sdV+6Rau6qV6+ezZopknxyQCrHJKamTS9IkLcJJTB7JE3k2HowX49V4+x4tGLOdXfILxvsXEAqaGg==</latexit>

S
(o)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="EZpnwztMU3msxyviIbtyo/YJbt8=">AAACBHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQgpNJGNIqCMoKEMgjykxETnyyaccn7obh0pstzyFbRQ0SFa/oOCf8E2LiAw1WhmVzs7biiFRsv6MEpLyyura+X1ysbm1vaOubvX0UGkOLR5IAPVc5kGKXxoo0AJvVAB81wJXXd6mfndGSgtAv8W5yE4Hpv4Yiw4w1QamubAY3jvjuOb5C6uBcfJ0KxadSsH/UvsglRJgdbQ/ByMAh554COXTOu+bYXoxEyh4BKSyiDSEDI+ZRPop9RnHmgnzpMn9CjSDAMagqJC0lyEnxsx87See246meXUi14m/uf1IxyfO7HwwwjB59khFBLyQ5orkVYCdCQUILIsOVDhU84UQwQlKOM8FaO0o0rah734/V/SOanbp/XGdaPavCiaKZMDckhqxCZnpEmuSIu0CScz8kieyLPxYLwYr8bb92jJKHb2yS8Y719GRZgI</latexit>

S(o)
<latexit sha1_base64="bV8d7wDoWGWkS2djHy7UCRBDqtA=">AAACBHicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvAyXNiQgpNJGNIqCMoKEMEnlIiYnOl0045fzQ3TpSZLnlK2ihokO0/AcF/4JtXEDCVKOZXe3suKEUGi3r0yitrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t75v5BRweR4tDmgQxUz2UapPChjQIl9EIFzHMldN3pdeZ3Z6C0CPw7nIfgeGzii7HgDFNpaJoDj+GDO447yX1cC06ToVm16lYOukzsglRJgdbQ/BqMAh554COXTOu+bYXoxEyh4BKSyiDSEDI+ZRPop9RnHmgnzpMn9CTSDAMagqJC0lyE3xsx87See246meXUi14m/uf1IxxfOrHwwwjB59khFBLyQ5orkVYCdCQUILIsOVDhU84UQwQlKOM8FaO0o0rah734/TLpnNXt83rjtlFtXhXNlMkROSY1YpML0iQ3pEXahJMZeSLP5MV4NF6NN+P9Z7RkFDuH5A+Mj29LB5gL</latexit>

V(o)

Figure 5.8: Zoom on temporal partition and body parts area selection given
as input V(o).

6. Testing phase: During the testing phase, the features extracted
from the videos of the testing dataset L

(ρ)
b are fed into the trained

classifiers MLP(ρ)
b , in order to predict their class. We need to in-

troduce the following equation:

p
(ρ)
b = MLP(ρ)

b

(︃
L

(ρ)
b

)︃
(5.16)

where the notation p
(ρ)
b = [(p

(ρ)
b )0, (p

(ρ)
b )1] indicates the probability

of the sequence S
(ρ)
b to belong to one of the two classes “real” or

“fake” indicated with index i = [0, 1].

7. Prediction: Now, let us calculate the predicted label of the input
sequence S

(ρ)
b :

ŷ
(ρ)
b = argmax

i
(p

(ρ)
b )i (5.17)

where (p(ρ)
b )i are the probabilities calculated at the step before, and

ŷ
(ρ)
b is the predicted label.

8. Majority voting : to evaluate if the not-cropped video sequence S(ρ)

is real or fake, we calculate the majority voting between all the
predictions ŷ

(ρ)
b calculated for each cropped body parts sequences

S
(ρ)
b at the previous step:

ŷ(ρ) = maj
(︃
{ŷ(ρ)FC , ŷ

(ρ)
LH , ŷ

(ρ)
RH , ŷ

(ρ)
LF , ŷ

(ρ)
RF}

)︃
(5.18)
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AVERAGE

MAJORITY VOTING

ARG MAX

<latexit sha1_base64="Dpa1VQfdKS8BM1M8jZEHNSb/zY8=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsNAEDyHVzCvACXNiQiJKrIRAsoIGsogkYeUWNH6sklOOT90t0aKrIivoIWKDtHyLRT8C3ZwAQlTjWZ2tbPjx0oacpxPq7Syura+Ud60t7Z3dvcq+wctEyVaYFNEKtIdHwwqGWKTJCnsxBoh8BW2/clN7rcfUBsZhfc0jdELYBTKoRRAmdS17d4YKJ3ObLtfqTo1Zw6+TNyCVFmBRr/y1RtEIgkwJKHAmK7rxOSloEkKhTO7lxiMQUxghN2MhhCg8dJ55Bk/SQxQxGPUXCo+F/H3RgqBMdPAzyYDoLFZ9HLxP6+b0PDKS2UYJ4ShyA+RVDg/ZISWWRfIB1IjEeTJkcuQC9BAhFpyECITk6ycvA938ftl0jqruRe187vzav26aKbMjtgxO2Uuu2R1dssarMkEi9gTe2Yv1qP1ar1Z7z+jJavYOWR/YH18A0rClKg=</latexit>

ŷ

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

AVERAGE

ARG MAX

ARG MAX

ARG MAX

ARG MAX

<latexit sha1_base64="h9dtUO43dGEqHvNipsQt9tQBIxY=">AAAB/3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbSZSEysyK4hakm0obDARB4JbMjd4QITZh/O3DUhGwq/wlYrO2Prp1j4L+4ihYKnOjnn3txzjxcpaci2P63cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aJow1gIbIlShbntgUMkAGyRJYTvSCL6nsOWNrzO/9YDayDC4o0mErg/DQA6kAEoltzsCSibTXnJTmxZ6xZJdtmfgy8SZkxKbo94rfnX7oYh9DEgoMKbj2BG5CWiSQuG00I0NRiDGMMROSgPw0bjJLPSUn8QGKOQRai4Vn4n4eyMB35iJ76WTPtDILHqZ+J/XiWlw6SYyiGLCQGSHSCqcHTJCy7QN5H2pkQiy5MhlwAVoIEItOQiRinFaT9aHs/j9MmmelZ3zcuW2UqpezZvJsyN2zE6Zwy5YldVYnTWYYPfsiT2zF+vRerXerPef0Zw13zlkf2B9fAN0kpaJ</latexit>

ŷLH

<latexit sha1_base64="/NX1cEkmLRQ9AQVnNiuadgP1D7k=">AAAB/3icbVC7TgJBFJ3FF+ILtbSZSEysyK4hakm0oUQjjwQ25O5wgQmzD2fumpANhV9hq5WdsfVTLPwXd5FCwVOdnHNv7rnHi5Q0ZNufVm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80TRhrgQ0RqlC3PTCoZIANkqSwHWkE31PY8sbXmd96QG1kGNzRJELXh2EgB1IApZLbHQElk2kvua1NC71iyS7bM/Bl4sxJic1R7xW/uv1QxD4GJBQY03HsiNwENEmhcFroxgYjEGMYYielAfho3GQWespPYgMU8gg1l4rPRPy9kYBvzMT30kkfaGQWvUz8z+vENLh0ExlEMWEgskMkFc4OGaFl2gbyvtRIBFly5DLgAjQQoZYchEjFOK0n68NZ/H6ZNM/Kznm5clMpVa/mzeTZETtmp8xhF6zKaqzOGkywe/bEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89ozprvHLI/sD6+AX3+lo8=</latexit>

ŷRH

<latexit sha1_base64="qGcq33V1OeV6zi31vvLQX24XS6I=">AAAB/3icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSBYhV0JahkUxMIignlAsoS7k5tkyOzDmbtCWFL4FbZa2Ymtn2Lhv7gbU2jiqQ7n3Ms993iRkoZs+9PKLS2vrK7l1wsbm1vbO8XdvYYJYy2wLkIV6pYHBpUMsE6SFLYijeB7Cpve6DLzmw+ojQyDOxpH6PowCGRfCqBUcjtDoGQ86SY3V5NCt1iyy/YUfJE4M1JiM9S6xa9OLxSxjwEJBca0HTsiNwFNUiicFDqxwQjECAbYTmkAPho3mYae8KPYAIU8Qs2l4lMRf28k4Bsz9r100gcamnkvE//z2jH1z91EBlFMGIjsEEmF00NGaJm2gbwnNRJBlhy5DLgADUSoJQchUjFO68n6cOa/XySNk7JzWq7cVkrVi1kzeXbADtkxc9gZq7JrVmN1Jtg9e2LP7MV6tF6tN+v9ZzRnzXb22R9YH99xcJaH</latexit>

ŷLF

<latexit sha1_base64="uO9MZ/KspPuqxZDYwN0+vdIwDlg=">AAAB/3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKUI9BQTxGMQ9IltA76SRDZh/O9AphycGv8Konb+LVT/Hgv7gbc9DEOhVV3XR1eZGShmz708otLa+sruXXCxubW9s7xd29hgljLbAuQhXqlgcGlQywTpIUtiKN4HsKm97oMvObD6iNDIM7Gkfo+jAIZF8KoFRyO0OgZDzpJrdXk0K3WLLL9hR8kTgzUmIz1LrFr04vFLGPAQkFxrQdOyI3AU1SKJwUOrHBCMQIBthOaQA+GjeZhp7wo9gAhTxCzaXiUxF/byTgGzP2vXTSBxqaeS8T//PaMfXP3UQGUUwYiOwQSYXTQ0ZombaBvCc1EkGWHLkMuAANRKglByFSMU7ryfpw5r9fJI2TsnNartxUStWLWTN5dsAO2TFz2BmrsmtWY3Um2D17Ys/sxXq0Xq036/1nNGfNdvbZH1gf33rclo0=</latexit>

ŷRF

<latexit sha1_base64="+yc8VzABqtd86YmKhQWDnJuh80M=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1iEuimJFHVZLIjLCvYBbSyT6W0dOnkwcyOUkC/wK9zqyp249Stc+C8msQttPavDOfdyzz1uKIVGy/o0CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o65u9fWQaQ4tHggA9V1mQYpfGihQAndUAHzXAkdd9LI/M4DKC0C/xanITgeG/tiJDjDVBqYB32P4b07isNkEF81kru4Mj5JBmbZqlo56CKxZ6RMZmgOzK/+MOCRBz5yybTu2VaITswUCi4hKfUjDSHjEzaGXkp95oF24jx+Qo8jzTCgISgqJM1F+L0RM0/rqeemk1lYPe9l4n9eL8LRhRMLP4wQfJ4dQiEhP6S5EmkvQIdCASLLkgMVPuVMMURQgjLOUzFKiyqlfdjz3y+S9mnVPqvWbmrl+uWsmSI5JEekQmxyTurkmjRJi3ASkyfyTF6MR+PVeDPef0YLxmxnn/yB8fENMhGaLw==</latexit>

p
(g)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="ZBwGfYGZbG3sswO/uyv1QXaW29g=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1iEuimJFHVZLIjLCvYBbSyT6W0dOnkwcyOUkC/wK9zqyp249Stc+C8msQttPavDOfdyzz1uKIVGy/o0CkvLK6trxfXSxubW9o65u9fWQaQ4tHggA9V1mQYpfGihQAndUAHzXAkdd9LI/M4DKC0C/xanITgeG/tiJDjDVBqYB32P4b07isNkEF81kru4EpwkA7NsVa0cdJHYM1ImMzQH5ld/GPDIAx+5ZFr3bCtEJ2YKBZeQlPqRhpDxCRtDL6U+80A7cR4/oceRZhjQEBQVkuYi/N6Imaf11HPTySysnvcy8T+vF+HowomFH0YIPs8OoZCQH9JcibQXoEOhAJFlyYEKn3KmGCIoQRnnqRilRZXSPuz57xdJ+7Rqn1VrN7Vy/XLWTJEckiNSITY5J3VyTZqkRTiJyRN5Ji/Go/FqvBnvP6MFY7azT/7A+PgGPpmaNw==</latexit>

p
(o)
FC

<latexit sha1_base64="lmesjY8fue6ddJY7nUad9SEiSQQ=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpKIJEHlJiovNlE045P3S3RoosfwFfQQsVHaLlKyj4F2yTAhKmGs3samfHDaXQaFmfRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4xd/faOogUhxYPZKC6LtMghQ8tFCihGypgniuh406uMr/zAEqLwL/FaQiOx8a+GAnOMJUG5kHfY3jvjuIwGcTXjeQurgQnycAsW1UrB10k9oyUyQzNgfnVHwY88sBHLpnWPdsK0YmZQsElJKV+pCFkfMLG0EupzzzQTpzHT+hxpBkGNARFhaS5CL83YuZpPfXcdDILq+e9TPzP60U4unBi4YcRgs+zQygk5Ic0VyLtBehQKEBkWXKgwqecKYYISlDGeSpGaVGltA97/vtF0j6t2mfV2k2tXL+cNVMkh+SIVIhNzkmdNEiTtAgnMXkiz+TFeDRejTfj/We0YMx29skfGB/fUBGaQg==</latexit>

p
(o)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="XjK/dGTecbHEms3CaY2e71B/FFM=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpKIJEHlJiovNlE045P3S3RoosfwFfQQsVHaLlKyj4F2yTAhKmGs3samfHDaXQaFmfRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4xd/faOogUhxYPZKC6LtMghQ8tFCihGypgniuh406uMr/zAEqLwL/FaQiOx8a+GAnOMJUG5kHfY3jvjuIwGcTXjeQuroxPkoFZtqpWDrpI7BkpkxmaA/OrPwx45IGPXDKte7YVohMzhYJLSEr9SEPI+ISNoZdSn3mgnTiPn9DjSDMMaAiKCklzEX5vxMzTeuq56WQWVs97mfif14twdOHEwg8jBJ9nh1BIyA9prkTaC9ChUIDIsuRAhU85UwwRlKCM81SM0qJKaR/2/PeLpH1atc+qtZtauX45a6ZIDskRqRCbnJM6aZAmaRFOYvJEnsmL8Wi8Gm/G+89owZjt7JM/MD6+AUOJmjo=</latexit>

p
(g)
LH

<latexit sha1_base64="RbdpOeOM39sLvkW1MP29SGqSW4E=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpAyIPKTHR+bIJp5wfulsjRZa/gK+ghYoO0fIVFPwLtkkBCVONZna1s+OGUmi0rE+jsLS8srpWXC9tbG5t75i7e20dRIpDiwcyUF2XaZDChxYKlNANFTDPldBxJ1eZ33kApUXg3+I0BMdjY1+MBGeYSgPzoO8xvHdHcZgM4ptGchdXxifJwCxbVSsHXST2jJTJDM2B+dUfBjzywEcumdY92wrRiZlCwSUkpX6kIWR8wsbQS6nPPNBOnMdP6HGkGQY0BEWFpLkIvzdi5mk99dx0Mgur571M/M/rRTi6cGLhhxGCz7NDKCTkhzRXIu0F6FAoQGRZcqDCp5wphghKUMZ5KkZpUaW0D3v++0XSPq3aZ9Xada1cv5w1UySH5IhUiE3OSZ00SJO0CCcxeSLP5MV4NF6NN+P9Z7RgzHb2yR8YH99NE5pA</latexit>

p
(g)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="QkkRvUzCUqJDecmWR8grx4Fx5mc=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvA6KiOREhhSayUQSUETQpAyIPKTHR+bIJp5wfulsjRZa/gK+ghYoO0fIVFPwLtkkBCVONZna1s+OGUmi0rE+jsLS8srpWXC9tbG5t75i7e20dRIpDiwcyUF2XaZDChxYKlNANFTDPldBxJ1eZ33kApUXg3+I0BMdjY1+MBGeYSgPzoO8xvHdHcZgM4ptGchdXgpNkYJatqpWDLhJ7RspkhubA/OoPAx554COXTOuebYXoxEyh4BKSUj/SEDI+YWPopdRnHmgnzuMn9DjSDAMagqJC0lyE3xsx87Seem46mYXV814m/uf1IhxdOLHwwwjB59khFBLyQ5orkfYCdCgUILIsOVDhU84UQwQlKOM8FaO0qFLahz3//SJpn1bts2rtulauX86aKZJDckQqxCbnpE4apElahJOYPJFn8mI8Gq/Gm/H+M1owZjv75A+Mj29Zm5pI</latexit>

p
(o)
RH

<latexit sha1_base64="AeMadaPkMc7dP2OU7lett1XJpWk=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq2JlMxiE2IRdCWoZFMTCIoJ5QLKG2clNHDL7YOauEJb9Ar/CVis7sfUrLPwXd9cUmniqwzn3cs89biiFRsv6NAoLi0vLK8XV0tr6xuaWub3T0kGkODR5IAPVcZkGKXxookAJnVAB81wJbXd8kfntB1BaBP4tTkJwPDbyxVBwhqnUN/d6HsN7dxiHST++vkzu4kpwlPTNslW1ctB5Yk9JmUzR6JtfvUHAIw985JJp3bWtEJ2YKRRcQlLqRRpCxsdsBN2U+swD7cR5/IQeRpphQENQVEiai/B7I2ae1hPPTSezsHrWy8T/vG6EwzMnFn4YIfg8O4RCQn5IcyXSXoAOhAJEliUHKnzKmWKIoARlnKdilBZVSvuwZ7+fJ63jqn1Srd3UyvXzaTNFsk8OSIXY5JTUyRVpkCbhJCZP5Jm8GI/Gq/FmvP+MFozpzi75A+PjG0zlmkA=</latexit>

p
(o)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="AkGAghvQz4ZF9mTIdC46y/6Y9t8=">AAACCXicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq2JlMxiE2IRdCWoZFMTCIoJ5QLKG2clNHDL7YOauEJb9Ar/CVis7sfUrLPwXd9cUmniqwzn3cs89biiFRsv6NAoLi0vLK8XV0tr6xuaWub3T0kGkODR5IAPVcZkGKXxookAJnVAB81wJbXd8kfntB1BaBP4tTkJwPDbyxVBwhqnUN/d6HsN7dxiHST++vkzu4sroKOmbZatq5aDzxJ6SMpmi0Te/eoOARx74yCXTumtbIToxUyi4hKTUizSEjI/ZCLop9ZkH2onz+Ak9jDTDgIagqJA0F+H3Rsw8rSeem05mYfWsl4n/ed0Ih2dOLPwwQvB5dgiFhPyQ5kqkvQAdCAWILEsOVPiUM8UQQQnKOE/FKC2qlPZhz34/T1rHVfukWruplevn02aKZJ8ckAqxySmpkyvSIE3CSUyeyDN5MR6NV+PNeP8ZLRjTnV3yB8bHN0Bdmjg=</latexit>

p
(g)
LF

<latexit sha1_base64="t4SFa7dpSfLKZj92GUCv+Zdp62s=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1iEuimJFHVZFMRlFfuANpbJ9LYOnTyYuRFKyBf4FW515U7c+hUu/BeT2IW2ntXhnHu55x43lEKjZX0ahYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc8vc3mnpIFIcmjyQgeq4TIMUPjRRoIROqIB5roS2O77I/PYDKC0C/xYnITgeG/liKDjDVOqbez2P4b07jMOkH99cJndxZXSU9M2yVbVy0HliT0mZTNHom1+9QcAjD3zkkmndta0QnZgpFFxCUupFGkLGx2wE3ZT6zAPtxHn8hB5GmmFAQ1BUSJqL8HsjZp7WE89NJ7OwetbLxP+8boTDMycWfhgh+Dw7hEJCfkhzJdJegA6EAkSWJQcqfMqZYoigBGWcp2KUFlVK+7Bnv58nreOqfVKtXdfK9fNpM0WyTw5IhdjklNTJFWmQJuEkJk/kmbwYj8ar8Wa8/4wWjOnOLvkD4+MbSeeaPg==</latexit>

p
(g)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="Oe85lKvYkXS3+9UzDo+Enya/yrI=">AAACCXicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqLhyM1iEuimJFHVZFMRlFfuANpbJ9LYOnTyYuRFKyBf4FW515U7c+hUu/BeT2IW2ntXhnHu55x43lEKjZX0ahYXFpeWV4mppbX1jc8vc3mnpIFIcmjyQgeq4TIMUPjRRoIROqIB5roS2O77I/PYDKC0C/xYnITgeG/liKDjDVOqbez2P4b07jMOkH99cJndxJThK+mbZqlo56Dyxp6RMpmj0za/eIOCRBz5yybTu2laITswUCi4hKfUiDSHjYzaCbkp95oF24jx+Qg8jzTCgISgqJM1F+L0RM0/rieemk1lYPetl4n9eN8LhmRMLP4wQfJ4dQiEhP6S5EmkvQAdCASLLkgMVPuVMMURQgjLOUzFKiyqlfdiz38+T1nHVPqnWrmvl+vm0mSLZJwekQmxySurkijRIk3ASkyfyTF6MR+PVeDPef0YLxnRnl/yB8fENVm+aRg==</latexit>

p
(o)
RF

<latexit sha1_base64="DotnBfkeL1OWdkjQ4YIsgBX4gMo=">AAACCXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfq+LJy2AQPIVdCeoxKIjHKCYRkhB6J504ZPbBTK8Qlv0Cv8KrnryJV7/Cg//ibsxBE+tUVHXT1eVFShpynE+rsLC4tLxSXC2trW9sbtnbO00TxlpgQ4Qq1HceGFQywAZJUngXaQTfU9jyRhe533pAbWQY3NI4wq4Pw0AOpADKpJ691/FAJx0f6N4bJFGa9pKby7Rnl52KMwGfJ+6UlNkU9Z791emHIvYxIKHAmLbrRNRNQJMUCtNSJzYYgRjBENsZDcBH000m8VN+GBugkEeouVR8IuLvjQR8Y8a+l03mOc2sl4v/ee2YBmfdRAZRTBiI/BBJhZNDRmiZ9YK8LzUSQZ4cuQy4AA1EqCUHITIxzooqZX24s9/Pk+ZxxT2pVK+r5dr5tJki22cH7Ii57JTV2BWrswYTLGFP7Jm9WI/Wq/Vmvf+MFqzpzi77A+vjGwrNmrk=</latexit>

p̄RF

<latexit sha1_base64="Hojn/SI2dGCjp/dLmRkFrbpYgSs=">AAACCXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfq+LJy2AQPIVdCeoxKIgHDxFMIiQh9E46ccjsg5leISz7BX6FVz15E69+hQf/xd2YgybWqajqpqvLi5Q05DifVmFhcWl5pbhaWlvf2Nyyt3eaJoy1wIYIVajvPDCoZIANkqTwLtIIvqew5Y0ucr/1gNrIMLilcYRdH4aBHEgBlEk9e6/jgU46PtC9N0iiNO0l15dpzy47FWcCPk/cKSmzKeo9+6vTD0XsY0BCgTFt14mom4AmKRSmpU5sMAIxgiG2MxqAj6abTOKn/DA2QCGPUHOp+ETE3xsJ+MaMfS+bzHOaWS8X//PaMQ3OuokMopgwEPkhkgonh4zQMusFeV9qJII8OXIZcAEaiFBLDkJkYpwVVcr6cGe/nyfN44p7UqneVMu182kzRbbPDtgRc9kpq7ErVmcNJljCntgze7EerVfrzXr/GS1Y051d9gfWxzcBZ5qz</latexit>

p̄LF

<latexit sha1_base64="JkPoZ8iUY4IOfrYxBeNX9A30g2o=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQFQ0JyIkqshGEVBG0KSgCBJ5SEkUrS+bcMr5obs1UmT5C/gKWqjoEC1fQcG/YIcUkDDVaGZXOztepKQhx/m0lpZXVtfWCxvFza3tnV17b79pwlgLbIhQhbrtgUElA2yQJIXtSCP4nsKWN77O/dYDaiPD4I4mEfZ8GAVyKAVQJvXtw64HOun6QPfeMInStJ/c1NK+XXLKzhR8kbgzUmIz1Pv2V3cQitjHgIQCYzquE1EvAU1SKEyL3dhgBGIMI+xkNAAfTS+Zxk/5SWyAQh6h5lLxqYi/NxLwjZn4XjaZ5zTzXi7+53ViGl72EhlEMWEg8kMkFU4PGaFl1gvygdRIBHly5DLgAjQQoZYchMjEOCuqmPXhzn+/SJpnZfe8XLmtlKpXs2YK7Igds1PmsgtWZTVWZw0mWMKe2DN7sR6tV+vNev8ZXbJmOwfsD6yPbwSHmrU=</latexit>

p̄LH

<latexit sha1_base64="528ipJztTe/teetoJpfDiySfCQo=">AAACCXicbVC7TsNAEDzzDOFlQFQ0JyIkqshGEVBG0KQMiDykJIrWl0045fzQ3RopsvwFfAUtVHSIlq+g4F+wQwpImGo0s6udHS9S0pDjfFpLyyura+uFjeLm1vbOrr233zRhrAU2RKhC3fbAoJIBNkiSwnakEXxPYcsbX+d+6wG1kWFwR5MIez6MAjmUAiiT+vZh1wOddH2ge2+YRGnaT25rad8uOWVnCr5I3BkpsRnqffurOwhF7GNAQoExHdeJqJeAJikUpsVubDACMYYRdjIagI+ml0zjp/wkNkAhj1BzqfhUxN8bCfjGTHwvm8xzmnkvF//zOjENL3uJDKKYMBD5IZIKp4eM0DLrBflAaiSCPDlyGXABGohQSw5CZGKcFVXM+nDnv18kzbOye16u3FRK1atZMwV2xI7ZKXPZBauyGquzBhMsYU/smb1Yj9ar9Wa9/4wuWbOdA/YH1sc3De2auw==</latexit>

p̄RH

<latexit sha1_base64="dE9ZDu85ZuRAswGJwMskMyEEOQ4=">AAACCXicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeNrVTx5GQyCp7ArQT0GA+IxgnlAEkLvpBOHzD6Y6RXCsl/gV3jVkzfx6ld48F/cjTloYp2Kqm66urxISUOO82ktLa+srq0XNoqbW9s7u/beftOEsRbYEKEKddsDg0oG2CBJCtuRRvA9hS1vXMv91gNqI8PgjiYR9nwYBXIoBVAm9e3Drgc66fpA994widK0n1zX0r5dcsrOFHyRuDNSYjPU+/ZXdxCK2MeAhAJjOq4TUS8BTVIoTIvd2GAEYgwj7GQ0AB9NL5nGT/lJbIBCHqHmUvGpiL83EvCNmfheNpnnNPNeLv7ndWIaXvYSGUQxYSDyQyQVTg8ZoWXWC/KB1EgEeXLkMuACNBChlhyEyMQ4K6qY9eHOf79Immdl97xcua2UqlezZgrsiB2zU+ayC1ZlN6zOGkywhD2xZ/ZiPVqv1pv1/jO6ZM12DtgfWB/f80Kaqg==</latexit>

p̄FC

<latexit sha1_base64="G0Vxts8NsZAiq4i2Fg82D+HmSZs=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKqMdgQDxGMA/ILqF30kmGzD6Y6RXCEvArvOrJm3j1Vzz4L+7GHDSxTkVVN11dfqykIdv+tAorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef+gZaJEC2yKSEW644NBJUNskiSFnVgjBL7Ctj+u5377AbWRUXhPkxi9AIahHEgBlEmuOwJKJ9NeelOf9soVu2rPwJeJMycVNkejV/5y+5FIAgxJKDCm69gxeSlokkLhtOQmBmMQYxhiN6MhBGi8dJZ5yk8SAxTxGDWXis9E/L2RQmDMJPCzyQBoZBa9XPzP6yY0uPJSGcYJYSjyQyQVzg4ZoWVWBvK+1EgEeXLkMuQCNBChlhyEyMQka6eU9eEsfr9MWmdV56J6fndeqV3PmymyI3bMTpnDLlmN3bIGazLBYvbEntmL9Wi9Wm/W+89owZrvHLI/sD6+ASnMlmo=</latexit>

ŷFC

Figure 5.9: Scheme of the combined prediction technique.

where the operator maj(·) outputs the value recurring most fre-
quently between the input predictions.

In Section 5.4.1 we introduce a combined prediction technique: the
idea is that, for each temporal sequence, the prediction is done consider-
ing, at the same time, the contribution of the sequences obtained by the
two processed videos V(g) and V(o).

5.4.1 Combined Prediction Technique

The combined prediction technique introduced in this section allows to
predict the label of a generic temporal sequence of frames, that we indi-
cate as S, isolated from a V ∈ V , by considering at the same time the
contribution of the two temporal sequences S(g) and S(o) isolated from
the two pre-processed video V(g) and V(o). The information content of
the two sequences S(g) and S(o) is the same, and it is referred to the
frames contained in S ∈ V.

Now, let us explain the proposed method step-by-step:

1. First, we follow the steps [1,2,3,4,5,6] explained in the previous
section, for both the pre-processed videos V(g) and V(o). For both
videos, we isolate the temporal sequences, we crop the sequences on
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the areas referred to each body parts, we extract the features from
these cropped sequences and then we train one MLP classifier for
each group of features. In the testing phase, we calculate the class
probability of the test features. So, for each generic body cropped
sequence indicated as Sb, we have the probability p

(g)
b calculated for

the corresponding sequences S(g)
b and the probability p

(o)
b calculated

for the corresponding sequences S
(o)
b .

2. Averaging Probabilities : For each b ∈ B, we calculate the probabil-
ity of the temporal sequence Sb as the average between the proba-
bility calculated for the corresponding sequences S(g)

b and S
(o)
b . The

probability is calculated as follows:

p̄b =
p
(g)
b + p

(o)
b

2
(5.19)

where the notation of p̄b = [(p̄b)0, (p̄b)1] indicates the probability
of Sb belonging to one of the classes “real” or “fake” indicated with
index with i = [0, 1], while p

(g)
b = [(p

(g)
b )0, (p

(g)
b )1] and p

(o)
b =

[(p
(o)
b )0, (p

(o)
b )1] are the probabilities calculated, respectively, for the

corresponding sequences S(g)
b and S

(o)
b . In this way, the probability

of each sequence Sb belonging to a certain class is calculated by
considering at the same time the contribution of both the temporal
sequences deriving from the two pre-processed videos.

3. Prediction: Now, let us calculate the predicted label of the input
sequence Sb:

ŷb = argmax
i

(p̄b)i (5.20)

where (p(ρ)
b )i are the probabilities calculated at the step before, and

ŷ
(ρ)
b is the predicted label.

4. Majority voting : to evaluate if the whole not-cropped video se-
quence S is real or fake, we calculate the majority voting between
all the predictions ŷb:

ŷ = maj
(︃
{ŷFC , ŷLH , ŷRH , ŷLF , ŷRF}

)︃
(5.21)

where the operator maj(·) outputs the value recurring most fre-
quently between the input predictions.

In Figure 5.9 we show a representation of the combined prediction
technique.
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5.5 Conclusive Remarks

In this chapter we have described the two methodologies proposed to
solve the video classification task. First, we started by describing the
video pre-processing phase and the body parts area selection algorithm.
Then, we have described the CNN-based classification method, which is
our working baseline, and then the feature-based classification method,
which is our proposed method.



6
Experiments and Results

In this chapter we explain in detail the experiments carried out and the
practical implementation choices of the proposed methodologies.

6.1 Dataset

In this section we describe the dataset involved in the video-to-video
translation algorithm and used for our classification task.

The videos of the dataset come from different sources: videos gen-
erated and recorded by us, a collection of videos taken from the online
video sharing platform YouTube, and the open-source dataset released
from the authors of the algorithm Everybody Dance Now [6].

The dataset is divided into three parts. Let us explain in detail each
of these parts:

• Source videos : these videos are used as source for the video-to-
video translation algorithm, in order to impose the motion of the
source subjects onto the target videos, obtaining the synthesized
videos as results. The videos are chosen from the list of YouTube
clips reported in the Everybody Dance Now ’s repository. The only
requirement of the chosen clips is that the scene presents an in-
the-wild single-dancer, filmed by a static camera. This part of
the dataset consists of 5 short videos downloaded from YouTube,
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corresponding to a total of 20.169 frames. The average number of
frames in these videos is 4034 frames; the longest video is composed
by 6026 frames and the shortest one by 1999 frames. The original
resolution of each frame of the videos is 1920× 1080 pixel, but we
have resized them at the resolution of 1024× 512 pixel to fulfil the
requirements of the video synthesis algorithm.

• Target videos : these are the videos on which we want to transfer
the movements of the subjects of the source videos. The videos
are used to train the models used in the video-to-video translation
algorithm. To learn the appearance of the target subject in many
poses, it is important that the target video captures a sufficient
range of motion and sharp frames with minimum blur. All the
videos have been recorded by a static camera, and they have a
static background. This part of the dataset consists of 10 long
videos, each one corresponding to a different human subject. Each
video is taken from the following sources:

– Everybody Dance Now dataset: this is the open-source dataset
released by the authors of Everybody Dance Now [6]. It is com-
posed by 5 videos, corresponding to a total of 97.708 frames.
We have 4 videos at 1920×1080 resolution, and 1 at 1280×720,
that have been resized to a resolution of 1024× 512 pixel for
our purposes. The target subjects are normal people and pro-
fessional dancers. As reported in [6], the subjects have been
filmed from 8 to 17 minutes with a static modern cellphone
camera with a real time footage at 120 frames per second.
The videos correspond to a total of 97708 frames and an av-
erage number of 19542 frames; the longest video is composed
by 30212 frames and the shortest one by 11752 frames.

– Homemade videos : this part of the dataset is composed by
3 videos recorded by us. The videos correspond to a total
of 47242 frames and an average number of 15747 frames; the
longest video is composed by 19321 frames and the shortest
one by 9100 frames. The videos have been recorded with a
resolution of 1920×1080 pixel, and then resized to 1024×512

pixel. The target subjects are the author himself, a friend and
his father. All the subjects have been filmed from 5 to 10
minutes with a static modern camera with a real time footage
at 60 frames per second.
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– YouTube videos : this part of the dataset is composed of 2
videos downloaded from YouTube: the first video contains
30219 frames and the second one 22280 frames. The videos
consist of workout tutorials given by professional personal
trainers. The initial video resolution is 1920 × 1080 pixel,
then resized to 1024× 512 for our purpose.

Furthermore, these videos are used for our classification task and
they are labeled as “real”.

• Synthesized videos : we generated these videos by applying the video
synthesis algorithm described in Section 3.1. In total we have gen-
erated 50 videos, corresponding to 200.590 frames of resolution
1024 × 512 pixel. The average number of frames in these videos
is 4012 frames; the longest video is composed by 5973 frames and
the shortest one by 1993 frames. In particular, each of the 10 target
subject is synthesized with the appearance of each of the 5 source
videos.

For the generation of these videos, we use the same settings re-
ported by the authors of Everybody Dance Now [6]. So, we train
one model for each of the 10 target subjects. As reported in the
paper, we follow the progressive learning schedule from pix2pixHD
[8]: the global generator takes as input frames with resolution of
512× 256 pixel, and the local enhancer takes as input frames with
resolution of 1024× 512 pixel. For predicting face residual, we use
the global generator of pix2pixHD and a single 70×70 Patch-GAN
discriminator [35]. For each model we train the global stage for
5 epochs, the local stage for 30 epochs, and the face GAN for 5
epochs. The time needed to train all the stages of each models is
from 1 to 2 weeks, and it varies according to the number of frames
of the target video: the more is the number of frames, the more is
the time needed for the training phase.

Furthermore, these are the videos labeled as “fake” used for our
classification task.

In Figure 6.1 we can see some frames taken from source videos, target
videos and synthesized videos of our dataset.

6.1.1 Compression and resizing

The videos used for our classification task, which are target videos and
synthesized videos, have been coded using the H.264 codec [78] with a
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Source videos Target videos Synthesized videos

Figure 6.1: Sample of video frames taken from our dataset.

Constant Rate Factor (CRF) equal to 0, which let us create lossless
videos, with a resolution of 1024×512 pixel. In our analysis, we evaluate
how compression and resizing of the videos impacts our method.

For the compression, we use FFmpeg [79] at four different CRF values:
18, 23, 40, 51; smaller values correspond to better quality, larger values
to lower quality.

Each videos is resized to the following resolutions (in pixel): 512×256,
256× 128, 128× 64, 64× 32.

6.2 Experimental Setup

In this section we discuss our experimental setup. In Section 6.2.1 we
describe how we get temporal sequences from our videos; in Section 6.2.3
we show the setup of the network used for the Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN)-based classification; in Section 6.2.4 we show the setup
of the Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier used for the feature-based
classification; in Section 6.2.2 we describe the dataset split policy we used.
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6.2.1 Temporal Sequences Partition

Each temporal sequence S, isolated from a certain video V, is composed
of K consecutive frames. The amount of frames between the beginning
of one sequence and the beginning of the following one is Q, with Q < K.
So, the n-th sequence isolated from our input video is defined as:

(S)n = {(F)n·Q , ... , (F)n·Q+(K−1)} (6.1)

where the notation (S)n indicates the n-th temporal sequence isolated
from the input video, F indicates a generic frame, n · Q is the index of
the first frame of the sequence, n · Q + (K − 1) is the index of the last
frame of the sequence. The amount of isolated sequences depends on the
number of frames contained in the input video. Each temporal sequence
is a 3D array with size K ×C ×H ×W . We fix the windows parameters
with the following values: K = 50, Q = 25, referring to the experiments
results shown in [29].

6.2.2 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation

In many applications, the supply of data for training and testing is lim-
ited, and in order to build good models, we wish to use as much of the
available data as possible for training. One solution to this dilemma
is Cross-Validation [80], which is a statistical method of evaluating and
comparing learning algorithms by dividing the dataset into two segments:
one used to learn or train a model and the other used to validate the
model. In typical cross-validation, the training and validation sets must
cross over in successive rounds such that each data point has a chance
of being validated against. The basic form of cross-validation is k-fold
Cross-Validation, and we focus on a particular type called Leave-One-
Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV). This procedure is used in the case we
have a small dataset or when an accurate estimate of model performance
is more important than the computational cost of the method. An accu-
racy estimate obtained using LOOCV is known to be almost unbiased,
but it has high variance [81].

For what concerns the number of subjects that appear in our videos,
which are only 10, we can say that we are in a limited data condition and
so, we need to use this evaluation technique. The k-fold Cross-Validation
has a single hyperparameter k that controls the number of subsets that
a dataset is split into. Once split, each subset is given the opportunity
to be used as a test set while all other subsets together are used as a
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training dataset. LOOCV, in our case, involves fitting and evaluating
k = 10 models, that means one model for each subject in the dataset.

Given our dataset V , let us consider the subset {Nn} ⊂ V , with
n = [0, ..., k− 1], which is composed of all the real and fake videos where
the n-th subject appears, and the subset {V\Nn} ⊂ V which is composed
of all the real and fake videos where the n-th subject doesn’t appear. The
idea is to do a train-test split of our dataset k times, one for each of the
n-th available subject, as follows:

• Training dataset: {V \ Nn}

• Testing dataset: {Nn}

Each training dataset {V \ Nn} is balanced to increase the accuracy of
the classification [82]. The balancing is done in this way:

1. Given a subject which appears in the dataset, we calculate the
amount of frames contained in the video labeled as “real” referred
to this subject, and the amount of frames contained in the videos
labeled as “fake” referred to this subject.

2. Then, we calculate the minimum between the two quantities calcu-
lated at step 1, and we indicate it as k.

3. The frames in the dataset are ordered by two indices: the first one
is the temporal index in the video timeline, and the second one is
the identity index of the video to which it belongs. We keep the
first k frames contained in the video labeled as “real” and the first
k frames contained in the video labeled as “fake”.

4. We repeat this balancing procedure for each subject which appears
in the videos of the training dataset.

In the end, the dataset is shuffled randomly to reduce variance and overfit
less.

6.2.3 CNN setup

The CNN network EfficientNet-b0 takes as input cropped-on-face frames
taken from the pre-processed grayscale videos, described in Section 5.3.
The chosen resolution of the cropped frames is 70× 70 pixel.

Concerning the dataset split policy, first we apply the LOOCV tech-
nique described in Section 6.2.2: in each experimental configuration, the
training dataset contains the cropped-on-face frames of the videos where
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all but one of the subjects appears, while the testing dataset contains
the cropped-on-face frames of videos where that subject appears. The
next step is to use the 20 % of the frames contained in the just created
training dataset for the validation phase, chosen in a random way. The
training and validation datasets are divided in several smaller portions,
called batches. In our case, we use a batch-size of 128 samples. The
optimization algorithm used for our network is the Adam optimizer [83].
The learning rate is initialized to 10−2 and it is decreased exponentially
with a decay constant equal to 0.9, in each epoch where the validation
loss does not improve. The EfficientNetB0 weights are initialized ran-
domly. As a loss function, we use the Cross-Entropy Loss (CEL), defined
as follows:

CEL = − 1

M

M∑︂
i=1

1∑︂
j=0

yij log(pij) (6.2)

where M is the batch size; i is the index of the i-th frame in the batch,
j = [0, 1] is the index of the class; yij is the label of the frame (0 if “real”,
1 if “fake”); pij is the probability of the i-th frame of the batch to belong
to j-th class.

We train the network for at most 200 epochs, and the training phase is
stopped if the validation loss does not decrease for more than 10 epochs.
The model providing the best validation loss is selected and saved.

6.2.4 MLP setup

To perform our Feature-based classification, we need to consider both
the pre-processed videos described in Section 5.1. MLP takes as input
the features extracted from a certain body part area selected of a pre-
processed videos, as described in Section 5.4. As the number of selected
body parts |B| = 5, we train 5 different classifiers for each of the two pre-
processed videos. In the combined technique (Section 5.4.1), where we
consider at the same time both pre-processed videos V(ρ) = [V(g),V(o)],
we train 10 classifiers for each experiment.

Concerning the dataset split policy, first we apply the LOOCV tech-
nique described in Section 6.2.2: in each experimental configuration, the
training dataset contains the features extracted from the videos where
all but one of the subjects appears, while the testing dataset contains
the features extracted from the videos where that subject appears. We
have not foreseen a validation phase. The used batch size is 200. The
chosen activation function for each neuron in the network is Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU). The optimization algorithm used for our network
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Figure 6.2: Representation of a confusion matrix.

is the Adam optimizer. The learning rate is initialized to 10−3 and it is
kept constant. We train the network for at most 300 epochs, and the
training phase is stopped when the loss is not improving by at least a
value of 10−4 for 10 consecutive epochs. As a loss function, we use the
CEL, defined as in Equation (6.2). In this case each sample of the batch
is a feature vector and not a frame.

6.3 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation metric used to properly evaluate the results of our binary
classification methods is the Balanced Accuracy [84]. This metric is useful
when the classes are unbalanced, i.e. one of the two classes appears a
lot more often than the other. As an example, we consider a dataset
composed of samples belonging to two classes: “positive” and “negative”.
Let us start introducing the confusion matrix shown in Figure 6.2. where:

• TP (True Positive) is the number of samples belonging to the “pos-
itive” class which are correctly predicted

• FP (False Positive) is the number of samples belonging to the “pos-
itive” class, but they predicted as “negative”

• FP (False Negative) is the number of samples belonging to the
“negative” class, but they predicted as “positive”

• TN (True Negative) is the number of samples belonging to the
“negative” class which are correctly predicted

Now, let us introduce the following metrics:
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• Sensitivity (also known as True Positive Rate or Recall) is the num-
ber of “positive” samples detected and it is calculated as follows:

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
(6.3)

• Specificity (also known as True Negative Rate or False Positive
Rate) is the number of “negative” samples detected and it is calcu-
lated as follows:

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(6.4)

The balanced accuracy is the arithmetic mean of Recall and Specificity:

Λ =
Sensitivity + Specificity

2
(6.5)

where the notation Λ indicates the balanced accuracy.
As we are dealing with a LOOCV dataset split policy, explained in

Section 6.2.2, for each experiment we need to consider all the k dataset
partitions. For each n-th partition, with n = [0, ..., k − 1], we evaluate
the learned model with a proper balanced accuracy metric. So, to infer
about the reliability and generalisability of our method, we introduce
the Mean of Balanced Accuracies (MBA), which is the arithmetic mean
among all the k balanced accuracies. It is defined as:

Λ̄ =
1

k

k∑︂
n=1

Λn (6.6)

where the notation Λ̄ is the MBA, and Λn indicates the balanced accu-
racies of the n-th model, with n = [0, ..., k − 1].

6.4 Results with CNN-based method

In this section we show the results obtained with the CNN-based classi-
fication method. To evaluate the reliability of our classifier, we use the
LOOCV technique, described in Section 6.2.2.

Let us consider only the lossless videos (CRF=0, resolution: 1024 ×
512 pixel). So, for each of the k = 10 dataset partition, we train
and test the CNN model on the cropped-on-face frames taken from the
pre-processed grayscale videos. We remind that the prediction is com-
puted on a temporal sequence of consecutive frames, as indicated in Sec-
tion 5.3.4.

Let us evaluate each n-th model trained on the dataset {V \Nn} and
evaluated on dataset {Nn} through the balanced accuracy metric Λn. In
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Table 6.1 we show the balanced accuracies obtained in each configuration.

Λ0 Λ1 Λ2 Λ3 Λ4 Λ5 Λ6 Λ7 Λ8 Λ9

97.43% 100% 96.92% 99.25% 100% 99.25% 99.62% 100% 98.76% 99.67%

Table 6.1: Balanced accuracies calculated for each dataset split using
LOOCV, in CNN-based classification.

The MBA calculated among all the balanced accuracies is 99.10%.
We can notice that this model works pretty well. The main problem of
the CNN-based classification method is the amount of data needed to
achieve this accuracy results, as well as the high computational time and
the number of physical resources required to train all these models.

Just to give an idea, the required computational time to train the
model on dataset {V \N0} is 2600 seconds, while the required computa-
tional time to train the feature-based model on the same dataset is less
than 30 seconds. For the sake of clarity, in Section 6.5.1 we provide more
details about the amount of data required by CNNs to achieve accurate
results.

6.5 Results with Feature-based method

In this section we show the results obtained with the Feature-based clas-
sification method. To evaluate the reliability of our classifiers, we use
the LOOCV technique, described in Section 6.2.2. So, for each of the
k = 10 dataset partition, we train and test the MLP models on the Lo-
cal Pattern Derivative on Three Ortogonal Planes (LDP-TOP) features
extracted by a certain body part temporal sequence S

(ρ)
b , as described

in Section 5.4. In this thesis we consider only LDP-TOP extracted in
Direct mode, because we have seen that the results obtained considering
the other temporal modes are very similar. From now on, for the sake of
brevity, we discuss our results only through the MBA metric. The videos
considered for these configurations are the lossless videos (CRF=0) with
resolution of 1024× 512 pixel.

In Figure 6.3, we show the MBA with the pre-processed V(g) as input
videos. In Figure 6.4, we show the MBA with the pre-processed V(o). as
input videos. In Figure 6.5, we show the MBA considering the combined
prediction technique. For each of these configurations, we report the
results obtained considering the features extracted by each body parts
separately and the majority voting between these predictions.
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Figure 6.3: MBA in feature-based classification, considering only the pre-
processed video V(g).

Body Parts →
FC LH RH LF RF maj

Technique ↓
with V(g) 98.83% 93.68% 94.30% 94.36% 95.22% 98.99%

with V(o) 88.70% 72.59% 75.98% 84.80% 86.95% 91.28%

Combined 98.87% 93.23% 93.69% 94.49% 96.08% 99.30%

Table 6.2: MBA comparison in the three feature-based classification
methods.

In Table 6.2 we compare the results obtained in the three different
classification configurations. As we can see, the best accuracy results is
obtained using the combined prediction technique. The results obtained
by considering only V(g) are very similar to the results obtained by the
combined prediction technique and the ones obtained by considering only
V(o) are worse than the combined ones. For each of these configurations,
we achieve the best results applying the majority voting between the
body parts predictions. All the majority voting predictions achieve more
than 90% of accuracy, reaching the maximum value of 99.30% with the
combined prediction technique. We noticed that, between the single
body parts, the classification on the face is the one which achieves the
best result. This result can be explained with the greater complexity of
the face textures compared to the other body parts, which means greater
complexity in synthesizing all the face details and so a greater ease in
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Figure 6.4: MBA in feature-based classification, considering only the pre-
processed video V(o).

separating real and fake faces.
In order to compare our results with the ones reported in [13], we

replicated the same feature-based classification experiment using a linear
Support Vector Classifier (SVC) [85], considering only the pre-processed
videos V(g). As we can see in Figure 6.6, the accuracy results obtained
with MLP are better in case we consider only the face, the left foot,
the right foot and the majority voting of the predictions. In this way,
we motivate our decision to classify our LDP-TOP features with MLP
instead of SVC.

6.5.1 Results varying dataset composition

One of the main issue of the methods based on neural network is that
they require a big amount of data to achieve good results. So, let us see
how the accuracy results change varying the number of frames where each
subject in the dataset appears, for both CNN-based method and feature-
based method. For the sake of brevity, we consider only the accuracy
results on the faces, taking as input the pre-processed video V(g). Let us
describe the three different dataset compositions considered:

• The starting point dataset composition, discussed in Section 6.2.2.

• We consider different dataset composition where the number of
considered frames is less than the one discussed at the previous
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Figure 6.5: MBA in feature-based classification, with the combined prediction
technique.

step. For each subject which appears in the training dataset videos,
we decide to keep the first j frames referred to this subject: we
take the first j

2
frames from the video labeled as “real” referred

to this subject, and the first j
2

frames from the videos labeled as
“fake” referred to this subject. The values chosen for j are j =

[10.000, 5.000, 2.500, 1.000].

• For each video in the training dataset labeled as “real” referred to a
certain subject, we consider only one video labeled as “fake” where
this subject appears, chosen randomly between all the synthesized
videos referred to that subject. Then, the balancing step involves
keeping the minimum amount of frames between the two videos.
The amount of frames in each synthesized videos is always lower
than the amount of frames in the corresponding original video that
contains the same subject. As described in Section 6.1, the average
number of frames in videos labeled as “fake” is 4012: that means
that, in this dataset composition, each videos labeled as “fake” will
contain an average number of 4012 frames.

As we can see in Figure 6.7, varying the number of frames in the
dataset, the accuracy of the feature-based classification method remains
more or less constant, while the accuracy of the CNN-based classification
method decreases significantly. Our method proves to be more robust
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Figure 6.6: Comparison between MLP and SVC, considering only lossless
videos and grayscale video as input.

than the baseline in case of limited training dataset maintaining an ac-
curacy of over 90% in all cases, while the accuracy of CNN-based method
drops below 60% in the worst case.

Then, we compare the results of the two classification methods split-
ting our dataset in a different way. Let us introduce the Leave-p-Out
Cross-Validation (LpOCV) technique, where the parameter p refers to
the number of subjects whose videos are tested, while all the other ones
are used to train the model. To compare it with the LOOCV technique,
we decide to consider only 10 of the possible dataset splits combinations
for each LpOCV splits, chosen in a random way between all the possible
combinations. Following our previous considerations, in this analysis we
consider only lossless video V(g) and the prediction done on the faces.

In Figure 6.8, we show how the accuracy of the classifiers varies as the
parameter p varies. Increasing the parameter p, which means reducing
the number of subjects that appear in the training dataset, the accuracy
of both methods decreases in a very similar manner. For this reason,
we can say that LOOCV and LpOCV techniques are comparable. As
expected, the lower the number of subjects appearing in the training
dataset, the lower the ability of the methods to classify videos where
new subjects appear. The highest accuracy is achieved in the case p = 1,
which corresponds to the LOOCV technique; the accuracy value remains
constant around 90% up to the value p = 5, and then starts dropping.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison between CNN and LDP-TOP varying the number of
frames per subject in the training dataset, considering only lossless videos and
grayscale video as input and FC as body part. “Full” refers to the starting
point dataset composition; “10k, 5k, 2.5k, 1k frames” refers to the number of
frames taken for each subject in the training dataset; “1 real / 1 fake” refers
to the third dataset composition.

6.5.2 Results with compressed and resized videos

In this section, we want to test the robustness of the proposed method
on video compression and resizing.

Our dataset offers different compressed and resized versions of the
videos, as described in Section 6.1.1. In this test we consider only the
feature-based classification method. The idea is to replicate the same
experiment conducted on the lossless videos, considering all the other
different compressed and resized versions of the videos, and then compare
these results.

For what concerns the coordinates of the bounding boxes in com-
pressed videos, we consider the ones calculated for the corresponding
lossless videos in the body parts area selection step, without recalculat-
ing them. This is because compression does not affect the position of
the subject frame-by-frame, and lowering the video quality reduces the
accuracy of pose detection. For what concerns the coordinates of the
bounding boxes in resized videos, we consider the ones calculated for
the corresponding lossless videos at full resolution and we scale them ac-
cording to the following scale factors: (τw, τh) = (Wres

W
, Hres

H
), where τw is
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between CNN and LDP-TOP using LpOCV technique
with different values of p, considering only lossless videos, grayscale videos as
input and FC as body part.

the scale factor along the x-axis; τh is the scale factor along the y-axis;
W×H = 1024×512 pixel is the starting point full resolution; Wres×Hres

is the resolution of the resized videos.
For each pre-processed videos and for each different version of the

videos, we train a MLP classifiers on each set of features extracted from
a certain body part area. After the training phase, we conduct a serie
of cross-tests, where the models trained on the features extracted from
a certain version of videos are tested on the features extracted from
all the other compressed and resized versions. For the sake of brevity,
we consider only the majority voting predictions. In Figure 6.9 and
Figure 6.10, we show the accuracy achieved in the cross-tests considering
the pre-processed videos V(g) and V(o), respectively. In Figure 6.11,
we show the accuracy achieved in the cross-tests using the combined
prediction technique.

As we can see, the matrices are quite comparable. The accuracy
results on the main diagonal give the best results. That is because the
models trained on features extracted from a certain video version, works
better on features extracted from the same video versions. The accuracy
drops as the compression factor increases and as the pixel resolution
decreases. As expected, the higher the quality of the considered videos
in the dataset, the higher the accuracy results in the cross-tests.
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Figure 6.9: Cross-tests on different compressed and resized video versions,
considering only the pre-processed video V(g) and the majority voting between
the body parts.

For what concerns the tests on compressed videos, on the main diag-
onal we always get over 90% of accuracy. In cross-tests, when we train
on videos compressed up to CRF 23, we achieve good results in predict-
ing the features extracted from lossless videos and higher compressions.
Considering videos compressed with higher CRF, we have good results
in the cross-tests involving them, but if we train on them and test on fea-
tures extracted from videos with lower compression, accuracy drops. For
what concerns the tests on resized videos, we get good accuracy results
on the main diagonal, but the accuracy drops as the resolution decreases.
In cross-tests our method is not very robust: if we train on low resolu-
tion videos, we get bad results in predicting high resolution videos, and
vice-versa. The only case in which we can achieve acceptable accuracies
is when we train on videos of resolution 256 × 128 pixel and we test on
videos of resolution 512× 256 pixel.

If we train on resized videos and we test on lossless or compressed
videos, in general accuracy drops. The only exception is when we consider
only V(g): if we train on videos of resolution 512× 256 pixel, we achieve
acceptable results testing on lossless and compressed videos.
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Figure 6.10: Cross-tests on different compressed and resized video versions,
considering only the pre-processed video V(o) and the majority voting between
the body parts.

6.6 Conclusive Remarks

In this chapter we have evaluated the proposed methodology through
simulations and experiments. We started by showing the details of the
dataset we have designed for our experiments. We showed our experi-
mental setup, focusing on temporal sequences partition useful for feature
extraction, the performance evaluation of the methods, and the neural
networks setup. Then we discussed our evaluation metrics. For each
method, we showed the achieved accuracy results. Then, we have high-
lighted the strengths and weaknesses of both methods, deducing which
could be the best based on a proposed scenario.
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Figure 6.11: Cross-tests on different compressed and resized video versions, us-
ing combined the combined prediction technique and majority voting between
the body parts.



7
Conclusions and Future Works

This thesis proposed a methodology to analyze whether a video sequence
is original or fake. We have focused on synthetic videos which contain hu-
man characters moving inside the scene and whose bodies are completely
synthesized through a video-to-video translation algorithm.

In the absence of a true baseline for this kind of video classification,
we first introduced a CNN-based approach, based on the well-known
EfficientNet-B0, which analyzes the videos in a frame-by-frame manner
considering only the faces of the human subjects. Then, we proposed a
method based on the extraction of temporal textural features (namely,
LDP-TOP features) from video sequences and on the classification of
these features with a MLP classifier.

The input videos are pre-processed in two different ways: (i) by con-
verting them to grayscale color space; (ii) by computing the gradient of
the optical flow extracted from them. For each frame, we select the re-
gions related to five body parts (i.e. the face, the left and right hands,
the left and right feet). In doing so, we can classify the video sequences
by considering the predictions of the body parts features separately and
by calculating the majority voting of the body parts predictions.

We created our own dataset because, to the best of our knowledge,
there is not a comprehensive and publicly available dataset of synthesized
human characters. The synthesized videos have been generated using the
video-to-video translation algorithm Everybody Dance Now [6], while the
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original ones come from different sources (i.e. publicly available videos,
videos taken from YouTube and our camera recordings). Since we have a
limited number of human subjects appearing in the dataset, we decided
to evaluate the performance of our methods using Leave One Out cross
validation, where the videos referred to one subject are tested, while all
the others correspond to the training dataset.

High classification accuracies are achieved with both methods. With
the CNN-based method, we achieved an average accuracy of 99.10%.
In the feature-based method, we showed that, in general, the majority
voting between the body parts predictions achieved the best accuracy re-
sults. First, we applied this method by considering the two pre-processed
videos separately. We obtained very good results by considering the
grayscale pre-processed videos, achieving an accuracy of 98.99% in the
majority voting prediction, while we achieved an accuracy of 91.28% by
considering the gradient of optical flow pre-processed videos. The best
results were obtained in the combined prediction technique, where we
achieved an accuracy of 99.30% in the majority voting prediction.

We compared the performances of CNN-based method and feature-
based method by varying the number of samples in the training dataset.
First, we showed that the performance of the first method drops when
decreasing the number of training frames, while the performance of the
feature-based method remains constant. Then, we evaluated the per-
formances of the methods by reducing the number of training subjects,
showing how the accuracy of both methods drops as the number of sub-
jects appearing in the training dataset decreases.

We tested the robustness of the proposed feature-based method on
video compression and resizing. We showed how our method is robust to
compression, achieving accuracies of over 90% at maximum compression
in every classification configuration, while with resizing performances can
drop until 80%. Then, we conducted cross-tests in order to test how
a model trained on features extracted from certain compressed/resized
videos worked on the features extracted from other video versions. In
each configuration, cross-test achieved good results when in train and
test we considered lossless videos, compressed videos with CRF 18, 23,
and resized videos with resolution 512 × 128. Surprisingly, we got good
accuracy results when in train and test we considered compressed videos
with CRF 40 and 51. In the other cross-tests, generally, accuracy drops.
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7.1 Future Works

The results achieved in our experiments highlight a series of future chal-
lenges and improvements that can be tackled as future work.

Generalization We have not been able to test our method on a large
number of human subjects or different dataset. Right now, the video gen-
eration process is very expensive in terms of computation and collecting
data. We firmly believe that, in the years to come, new technologies able
to generate this kind of data at a lower cost will be released, and so it will
be easier to test the generalization of the model. Therefore, our method
can be considered as a good starting point for the classification of this
type of video.

Challenging scenarios A possible different scenario would be the one
where more than a single human subject appears in the video. Moreover,
one might consider the analysis of videos where the background is not
homogeneous, where the camera is not static or where the subject’s body
is not always completely visible.

Different approaches A possible different approach to detect syn-
thetic videos concerns the type of hybrid descriptors and the chosen
selected areas for feature extraction in video sequences. It would be in-
teresting to extract LDP-TOP or another feature from the whole frame
and not from single cropped areas.
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